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PREFACE

MARM C "RAIG ADUS SUPPORT SY-M

Mw3 Marim Cop Traig Rzadimess Support System (MCrRSS) is an Integral part of &be Combat

Developmt Process. It wi miardize training readiness assessment and link tzining resource allocation

to warfisg requirements a" training readiness. MCTRSS wil allow users (HQMC, MEFs,

MARREFOR, amn MCCDC) to objemve link training and education resource requirements to Operational

Concepts, Marime Corps Mid-te.m Combat Developnmet Capabiities, CINC Requrements, MAGTF misin

essential ta , mission performance standards, and training and education priorities.

MCTRSS wil use current information systems and reside on existing Marine Corps hadware. This automated

system will provide an audit trail that trac Operational Forces and Supporting Establishmem training and

education requirements through Congressional Appropriation. The audit trail an! the relatonship, of MC7rRSS

to the Combat Development Process are shown below:

The Audit Trail Marine Corps

CINC TOA

'012 MASTER
PLANNING

COMBAT b,
,q• ~EVELOPMENT ,

a •

IMPLEMENTING
ACTIONS

Solution Development System
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MCTRSS will provide:

* An objective assessment of training readiness using existing information systems;

* An assessment of the relative impact of training and education deficiencies on the capability

to support MEF and CINC missions;

* A means to determine the impact of fumding training and education needs on Marine Corps

Mid-trm Combat Development Capability;

* A tool for decisionmakers to anuklr evaluate the impact on training readiness of omnibus

cuts in the Marine Corps training and education budget and perform interactive "what ir'

analysis; and

• Enhanced integration and standardization in reporting, collecting and utilizing training

assessment data.

One of the most challenging aspects of assessment is to make the product acceptable to the users. If the

Marine Corps spends millions of dollars on new programs, it is reasonable for budget and program analysts

to challenge an assessment chronology that does not document increasing confidence in our ability to achieve

capability objectives. In a changing environment the Marine Corps must be able to record the assessment even

as the assessment process is changing, Essentially, MCTRSS provides an assessment and resource allocation

tool that is:

Sufficiently dynamic to meet the challenges of new missions, capability objectives,

requirements, threats, and technolo,

Able to present the rationale for past decisions In a concise, understandable manner.

An improved Marine Corps training readiness assessment and resource allocation process will provide a solid

training assessment continuum from FMF and Supporting Establislunent T&E requirements submission to

MCTRSS Project Team

Capt. A.V. Scott, USMC Project Ofce/Functional Analyst

Major Ft. Schwalm, USMC Functional Analyst

Mr. G. Huxhold, IBES, Inc. Prorm Director/Operations Researce/Systems Analyst
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smcnI I
GENEAL

This Overviw Funetioml Descripton for fte Marin Corps Training Readiness Suppor System is writte to

provide an outline of:

"* A preliminary descriptio of systems requirement to be satisfied which will serve as a basis for

mutual undxerstaniding between fth user and fth developer,

" homt nprSso eurmns rlmnr eincnieaiw n srma

including man-year estimates of general developmnental costs;

"* A peelniminry beasi for development of system tests.

L2.1 R F SUMMIARY

lix ]ey documents appliabl to the history and! development of fth project are fth U.S. Marine Corps Combat

Developrmen Process (CDP) Version 1.1 Draft Model of March 10, 1994 and! the USMC Traiiing aEd

Education Business Process hnproveznent Project Training Readiness Needs Anslysis Report dated January 7,

1994. The CDP Draft Model provides a conceptual overview of the Marine Corps Combat Developimen

Process. The Needs Analysis report anslyzed currnilF USMC training and education flunctions; determined

potential business process improvement initiative that will improve training readiness reporting; andI developed

a feasible business process, alteriutive for providing the most efficimn and effective trainin and! education

assessment and resowc alocation structure.

The Mission Need Stalement for Marine Corps Taning Readiness Assessment Improvement Initiative

docuw ft need for the business process improvement and represents Wie Cycle Management for
Antead Iihimfoato System Milestone 0 approval for the projec.

Since MCMRSS is an adaptation of Joint Decisio Support System (JISS) methodology which provides

analytical sqV ot !to, te commaand, cauol, ..- and computer (C4) planners of the Joint Staff and

CINCs of Unified and Specified commaands, fth Joint Decision Supprt System User Manual is also an
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mpamo rdenem. The JDSS helps assess the relative ipact of C4 def==s on ft capability to spporn

CINC musilon and rank orders system solutioms that will resolve def-cieies.

DoD, USMC and othe Services directives, regulatim and tdlspertaining to training and education,

automnatd information system We~ cycle nanagenien and Corporate Infrmation Management Functional

Process huprovunent are applicable.

L2.2 DOCUM17M

The United State Marine Corps Combat Development Process, V. 1.1, Draft Model, March 10, 1994

All Marine Corps Orders in the 1553 series

MCO P1200.1 MOS Manual

MCO 1200.13 Marine Corps Front-End Analysis Program

MCO 1500.53 Marine Corps Air-Ground Task Force (MAGTF) Staff Training Program (MSTP)

MCO 1510.34 Indvidul Training Standard System

MCO 1550.3 Marine Corps Institute

MCO P3000.11 Marine Corps Automated Readiness Evaluation System, Logistics

MCO 3000.13 SORTS SOP

MCO P3121 Marine Corps Planning and Programming Manual

MCO 3500.13 Marine Corp Control System Training and Qualification

MCO 3500.14 Aviation Training and Readiness Manual, Volume One, Administration

MCO 3501.1 Marine Corps Combat Readiness and Evaluation System

MCO P3900.15 Marine Corps Combat Development Process

MCO 3902.1 The Marine Corps Mission Area Analysis Guide

MCO P4105.3 Integrated Logistics Support Manual

MCO P4790.1 Maimennce Training Management and Evaluation Program

MCO 5000.17 Marine Corps Lessons Learned System

MCO 5231.1 Live Cycle Management for Automated Information Systems (LCM-AIS)

MCO 5040.6 Inspectons

MCO P5290.1 TAVSC

MCO 5320.15 Marine Corps System of OCCFLD Sponsors and MOS Specialists

MCO 5600.20 Marine Corps Warfighting Publications System

FMFM-1 Warfighting

FMIPM-01 Unit Training Management Guide

FMFM-OIA How to Conduct Training
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FMFM-I-2 Role of tl• USMC in NUioml Dofeme

FMFRP 2-12 Marine Corps Air-Grou• Task Force A Global Calmbili•

OH-2 Marine Corps Air-Grmmd Task Force

IMD-STD-7935A DoD Autmm• Information System (MS), 31 October 1988

DoD 7920 2-M AIS Life-CyeJe Mamgement Manual, March 1990

DoDD 8000.1 Defense Infonnmim • (IM) Program, 27 October 1992.

DoDI 8020.1 • Process Improveme• (Draft), 29 December 1992

DoD 8020 I-M Interim Management Guidance on Functional Process Improvement, 5 August 1992

DoD 8020 I-M CI Interim Management Guidance on Functional Process Improvement, Change 1, 15

Jammry, 1993

DoD CIM Corporate Information Management, Functioml Econmnk Analysis Guidebook,

Version 1.0, 15 January 1993.

DOD-STD-7935A DOD Automated Information Systems (AIS) Doctunem Standards, 31 October 1988

FI• PUB 184 Integration Definition for Infonnafi• Modeling (IDEFIX) 21 December 1993

Training and Education Division, MCCDC, Training Readiness Needs Analysis Report, January 7, 1994

Training and Education Division, MCCDC, Mission Need Statement for Marine Corps Training Readiness

Assesunent Impmvmmt Initiative
Joint Staff/J6E, Joint Decision Support System User Manual (Version 30), January, 1993

USMC Concepu and Issues, 1993

Blueprint of the l•tdefield, TRADOC Pamlddet 11-9, Final Draft

Sof the Battlefield • Analysis Tool (BOBCAT) Users Manual

MCAIMS User• Guide, Version 3.1.0, February 1, 1993

U. S. Systems Approach to Trat• (SAT) Guide, October 19, 1993

DoD Manpower Training Report, FY94

MCSAM Users Guide

CNA CIM145/June 1991, USMC Training: An Overview

CNA CRM91-89/Septmn•r 1991, Marine Corps Training Concepts, Issues and Analyses

CJCS MOP11, 24 December 1992, Status of Resources and Training System (SORTS)

NAVMC 2779, Unit Training Management Guide, 21 August 1984 •

U. S. Marine Corps • Handbook, POM 1994-1999

Supporting Emblishm• Master Plan (SEMI'), CMC 5000, LPM 10 October 1993 I

Marine Corps Master PLan OdCMP) 1994-2004, JULY 1993
Landing Force Training Cennnand, Atlantic, Course Catalog, 13 November 1993 •

The Joint Staff Officers Guide, 1991

An Analysis of Marine Corps Training, The Naval War College • for Advanced Research, June 1978
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MCCDC Commanders' Program 1993, Volumes I-l.

Marine Corps Training and Education Confrenm, 5-8 April 1993, Conferen•e Handbook

1.3 R S USM AND OPJTI 9"

The project sponor is the Director of Training and Education Division, MCCDC. The users will include

Training and Education Division, Integration Division, and Marine Corps University at MCCDC; ACMC,

M&RA, PP&O and IGMC at Headquarters Marine Corps; COMMARFORLANT; COMMARFORPAC;

MARRESFOR; CG IMEF; CG IIMEF; and CG IJMEF. Operating centers will be located at HQMC,

MCCDC, Camp Pendleton, Camp Lejune, Camp Courtney, Camp Smith, and MARRESFOR New Orleans.

1A TERMS AND ABBTEVIAMO

Definitions and Acronyms are presented in Appendix A.

e

0
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SECTON 2

SYSTEM SUMMARY

2.1 BACKGRO.UND

As stated in the U.S. Marine Corps Combat Development Process, Version 1.1, Draft Model dated March

10, 1994.

"The Marine Corps Combat Development Process (CDP) is a process which formulates battlefield

requirements and produces combat-ready Marine Air-Ground Task Forces (MAGTFs) based upon

fundamental concepts supported by interdendent systems for development of doctrine, training and

education, organization, equipment, and facilities and support.

"*The USMC is committed to improved integration of the Marine Corps Combat Development

Process. The CDP encompasses all activities needed to produce combat-ready Marine Air-Ground

Task Forces (MAGTF's)-from development of operational concepts to fielding and sustainment of

resources. The CDP extends across virtually all organizations of the Marine Corps and other Service

functions participating in the development of MAGTF's. The CDP also influences and is influenced

by other Service combat development processes to ensure interoperability in the Joint arena.*

The combat development process is composed of three functional, interdependent systems: Concept Based

Requirement System (CBRS), Solution Development System (SDS) and the Capability Support System (CSS)

as described in Figure 2-1.

COMBAT DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

"* CMC PLANNING GUIDANCE CONCEPT BASED
"* DEVELOP THE CONCEPT REQUIREMENTS
"* ESTABLISH/ASSESS CAPABILITIES SYSTEM (CBRS)
"* DETERMINE THE REQUIREMENT

"* MEET THE REQUIREMENT SOLUTION
* Doctrine * Equipment DEVELOPMENT
* Training & Education SYSTEM-(SDS)
* Organization 0 Facilities/Support

"* SUPPORT THE CAPABILITY CAPABILITY
* Update 0 Review SUPPORT SYSTEM
0 Maintain

Figure 2-1: 771E COMBAT DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
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mie Marine Corps Training Readiness Support system Project (CrlSS) was imnitated by the Traiig and

Education Division of the Marine Corps Combat Develolpnent Command (MCCDC) in an effort to better

define and meamure trdain readiness. MCTRSS is an inegral pat of the Combat Development Process. The

MCTRSS audit tral and how it relats to the Combat Development Process is shown in Figure 2-2.

CINC ~ The Audit TraillMrnCop.=•L••••!Marine Corp.

MASTER 

O

PLANNING

DEVELOPMENT

IMPLEMENTING
ACTIONS

Solution Development System

Figwr 2-2: AC7 AND 1EC cP

Because of concerns that the current and projected reductions in forces and finding may adversely affect force

readiness, the Joint Staff, Congressional Budget Offi•e, GAO and others are investigating ways to better define

and memure readiness. The Joint Chiefs ientified readiness as one of the four pillars of military capability

and training as one of the categories in which readiness could be monitored.

Th Director, Training and Education Division, MCCDC has determined that the allocation of training

resources needs to be directly related to mission accmlishment and trainig readiness. In order to optimize

available training resources and minimize te ipact of the declinmg DoD budget on training readiness, it was

decided to:

16 MW 1994 2-2 Oiivikw Fawcona Dwpom,



"* Conmolidate common funtiomn to the maximum extent to achdieve ecowmies of scale;

"* Maximize the utilization of existing assets through effective command and cnolra;

"* Cpiize on existing and merlig technology; and,

" Achiv the highest degree of readiness at least cost by reducing overhead expemes.

The Marine Corp Training Readiness improvement initiative, which defines aix standardizes training readiness

reporting, allocm traiing and education rources according to "value added' to warfighting capability

objectives, amd eliminates redundant automated information systems, accomplishes all four objectives. It also

embodies a primary objective of Marin Corps training and educatio to maximize the transfer of learning and

level of readiness through standardization of performance objectives.

The foliowing capabilities are being developed concurrently:

" The Combat Development Process (CDP) Corporate Informatn Management Functional Process

Improvement initiated by CG MCCDC to clarify the USMC Combat Development Process and provide

frmework for CDP management, education and improvement. MCTRSS will mirror the CDP and

be an integral pat of the process as it pertains to training and educatiMo

* The USMC Information Technology Standards-Based Architecture project sponsored by C412 to foster

information systems interoperability. MCTRSS will support the Standards-Based Archtecture by more

clearly defining training and education logical operations, information and application architectures;

" CNA Ground Training Readiness Study mitated to develop a means to measure training readiness of

Marine battalions to better determine resources spent and readiness achieved. The results of the study

will be evaluated for imhsion in the Assessment module of MCTRSS; and,

" Training and Education Division, MCCDC Training and Education Assessment study to established

a data management system to correlate the Training and Education Divisions' efforts that support the

Marine Corps Mster Plan and the Supporting Establishment Master Pla The results of the study

will be evaluated for inhusion in both the Assessment and Resource Allocation Modules of MCCRES.
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2.1.1 MCTRSS POTENTIAL USES

" Measuring the training readiness of MEFs or the Marine Corps by taking the output of selected sources

of readiness data and linking the evaluation of unit performance to MCCRES Mission Performance

Standards and/or T&E Programs.

" Showing how current training and education programs support Operational Concepts, Combat

Development Capabilities, MAGTF Mission Areas, Battlefield Functions, and the expected effect on

each of the sm total of all programming and budget actions taken during the previous POM cycle;

" Quantifying the effect of funding a T&E program according to an established assessment framework

and priorities;

" Providing a quick method to evaluate the impact on training readiness of omnibus changes in the T&E

budget;

"• Providing a method to level resources across appropriation accounts, training categories, and training

programs in accordance with CMC, MCCDC AND T&E priorities;

" Assessing the effect of adding resources to or deleting resources from specific T&E programs.

2.1.2 CURRENT ENVIRONMENT

The overall responsibility for training is vested in the Commandant CG MCCDC/CG MARSCHOOL is the

functional sponsor for training and education in the Marine Corps. He exercises operational control, technical

direction and coordination of all Marine Corps formal schools and training centers. The Director Training and

Education Division, MCCDC is delegated the authority to develop and implement policy, plans, and programs

for training and educating all Regular and Reserve Marine Corps personnel and units. His mission is to

provide superior minity training and education through the aggressive and well-reasoned acquisition and

application of resources for the MAGTF to win in combat.

COMMARFORLANT/PAC and COMMARRESFOR are responsible for planning, conducting and evaluating

individual and collective training within their units. Installation commanders are responsible for the 0

coordination of support activities and development of plans that facilitate tenant units' training. Major

Subordinate Commanders provide trained Marines and Marine units to MEUs, MEBs, and MEFs. Battalion,

16 May 1994 2-4 Overview Fumctdonal Description



Squadron and aseparate company commanders are do pruiciple training mnanagers. Compiny-level commoanders

kOPG~et 13 trainin.

The purpose of training is to be able to defeat th eney on *e bartexd. Trainin in1 fiture will be

hampered by two trends, t1e reduction, in the overall define budget and 13e loss or encroachmnt of training

areas, both at home and overseas. To counter these trends, imaginftive and more cos effeciv trainin

midedi; and devices, especially sinmiaor and instriunmed ranges, will be required.

T1c Purpose Of education. is to strengthen the operatonal, profticecy and enhance leadership develcpprom in

our Marines. '113 educational focus is to promote crative thinking through Prof basional Military Education.

The Marin Corps retai its ramo sharp, highly mobile, frore-i-readiness characte by continualy evolving

and adapting. Therefore, the Marin Corps is constantly reevaluatng its capabilites, looking at more effective

ways to prepare and train its personnel, arnd developing enhanced uses for it equipmen. This innovative

miiset ensures 13e Corps Js always relevant and able to respond when the Nation's interests are chllnged.

113 Corps efforts must be focused on ensuring the ability to deploy expedmtousry forces and to execute

Operational Mawaver, fromn the sea.

2.12.1 Rey =bmmmt =w

The MCCDC htegaftd Data Automation, System (MIAW provides for integrating data and voice com=ctvity

locally and worldwide vrk an erterprise base are network, as wiell as contrate service with the MCCDPA

fornetwork managemnt. MCCDC uses a combinationi of mainfratme computer resources, minicmputer-bused

information systems, LAN server-based systems, and microcwomputiers to support training and education

mission, administrative, budgeting, financial. accounting, supply, general correspondencoe, and irztructional

development and documentation requiremients. Primary farictioms provided by staff support personnel includ:

t1e creation and mankipuation of text, daft and graphics; storage and retrieval. of data, distribution of

infoination, mainteznce of calendars and tklrfires; scheduling of meetings events and resources; and 13e

compilation of reports.

113e Training and Education Division coordinaes development of information systems to support training and

education programn requiremntsis world-wide. 113 Divisioni sponsors the Training Resource Requirements

Managnsu System. C1RMS). the Marine Corps Combat Readiness Evaluation System (MCCRES), the

Marine Corps Automated Information, Management System (MCAIMS), the Comprehensive Occupational Data

Analysis Prograin (CODAP), t13 Automated Training Standards Development and Maintenance System
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(ATSDMS), the Range Facility Managema Support System (RFMSS), the Aviation Training and Readiness

Inormation Management System (ATRIMS) and fh Miles Autonmted Tracking System (MATS). Th

Training and Education Division also develops POM submission for training and education delivery systems,

agomated infomation system and data system targeted for fomal school and/or internal Division ue.

Training which requires dhe use of mainftun computer assets is supported by the mainfame computers and

comiciai software of the MCCDPA. Computer-based training packages used by MCCDC have traditionally

been purchased whh MCCDPA or Training and Education Division funds.

Over 40 information systems that impact training readiness, some automated, were identifed during a recent

training readinms needs analysis. Details regarding the information systems ae contained in the Training and

Education Division Training Readiness Needs Analysis Report.

2.1.2.2 U* MIWb h M M t

A mission focus obliges commanders at all levels to use training mnagaeent to plan, resource, conduct, and

evaluate training requirements based on the real world probabilities of how and when units will enter combat.

F'gure 2-3 depicts tbe relationship of training to combat requirements.

A units highest priority is norally given to execution of operatiomnl plans and contingency mission contained

in force campaign plans. Therfore, training management plans must be based on such priorities in order to

provide the dsired warfthig capabilities at the desired tme for efective execution

The commander's analysis of unit strengths and weakness will assist in the coordinatio with higher

headquarters to determine prioriti, to prepare a Mission Essential Task List (MET,), and finally to

inpiement and evaluate the training.

Operational headqu=rters above ft bttalion/sqadron level use training management to prvide guidance on,

and evaluation of, the coxduct of training. This is accomplished by issuing METL's, training strategies, goals,

priorities, mid other guidance to subordinate commands down to, and including, banallb and squadron level.

These plans ae derived from combat mission profiles which are contained in unit campaign plans.

Batalim and squadron commaners set priorities and defer/exempt tra'ing in the training ohm and wh•ed

when aiudorized by higher headquarters.
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Co.~mpo Bra ofters hav fth prumonar wspmbft~ of eewing fth uni tranig pla ad tunig fte
tuluaim . They &ewNmm what trainig stadards amlor bat&ftedrs are best suitd to corrmc uni defiemme
uvi prepere warplan missiom. This results in a traning adiedule, supervision of izxlivida training, mnd

execution Of collective training.

Sotaff .no ~ ofex and officer arfthekey trabars. Theymuist be tramzd as
leaders of Marins ad possess the requisie skill to trai odhers. Ibey will pimaril cuxhc indvidal
training and iuaegrate imuividual trainting requiremezu of Mlarines une their supervision into fth unit trafinin

Prior to acquisition of trainin Support resources, indhivia and collective trahinig support requirements nmust
relate directly to force canqisiga plana.

Th-WO

Rgwv ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~W 2-:RalOSIPO R!M7 IT E (R IF I
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2.1.3

Mwe ftllowing relaed projects amougog

"* Tw GAO Audi f703021, *Army and Marine Carps Reserve Cwupomm Taning.1'

"* Congressional Dodget Officoe Defta Call of Sepeber 10, 1993, -Marine Cc"p ReadiUs Indicators.-

" TMW Army Traiin ldboantio Maungemuot Programn (AT1MF to include the Standard Army

Traning System (SATS) IIDEP project and the Automatd SystMs Approach to Trainting (ASAT)

"* Logistics blaamguezt Institut effort tited 'Collective/Unt Trainig Resource Dmtgbm and

Analysis' spomond by the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Persowne and Readiness. The objectiv

of the study is to determine how to sustain unit tranng readiness through the develoumentz of a

systematic methodology for Uwracig dedicated training resources through the progratnmmg, budgetin

and execution, process.

"* Offte of the Secretary of Defense for Reserve Affair Reserve Componmu Institutioza Trainig

Managemient Initiative to develop a conceptual management plan for identifying the functional

processes associated with the effective allocation, utilization and resourcing of formal school seats for

Te goal of MCTRSS is to better define and anasur rann readiness. 11e objectives of the system are to

standardize training readiness assessment and link resource allocatio to warfightin requirements anl trainin

readiness by:

"* Standardizing trainin readiness assessment based on mission-oriented azulysis;
"* Reporting USMC ubtrann readiness as a DoD/POM supporting process;

"* Allocating T&E resources according to 'value added to mission icopislmneot-

"* Mapping mission perfonnance standards to combat development capabilty requiriement aol

documenting deficiencies;

"* Prioritizn curren and new training programs in accordance with MCMP priorities; am!,

"* Performing cost-benefit analysis and allocatin T&E resources in accord~ance with. T&E priorities.
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2.3 aNGMM AD

See Appendix (B), Key Based Dat Model, for the existing data relationships within the Training and Education

System. See Appeindix (C), Activit model for Develop/Modify/Conduct Training and Education, for inputs,

controls, ouiputs sod medcanism knpcting training and education.

2361 COMRAI DEVELOWMNr PROMS (CDP)

113 Combat Developxneat Process is evolving. It is a process which formulates battlefield requirments and

produces combat ready MAGTF's based on fundamental concepts supported by i w erde IPendent systems for

development of doctrin, triing/education, raizdn equipment and facilities/support. 7113 process is

employed by the Marine Corps to identify, obtain and support necessary combat capabilities. Moving from

the abstract to the cohncrete, the CDP transforms ideas into programs. Combat development integrates

pAnnn, programminng, budgeting, execution, and iffe cycle umangement. The CDP is composed of three

flinctiomil, interdeeIdeI systems. 113 Concoept Based Requirements Systm (CBRS) begins with the

developmnet of operational, fuctional and tactical concepts and leads to the identification of required combat

capabilities. The Solution Development System (SDS) assesses and meets the requirements. The Capability

Support System (CSS) reviews, maintains, andi updates the capability fthoughout its life cycle.

T7he CBRS translates ideas into stated requirements. It begins with the development of a concept. Concepts

define how fth Matins Corps operates now or how it will operate in the future. Guidance for concept

development is derived from various documents including Defenise Planning Guidance, National Military

Strategy Document, Department of the Navy Consolidated Planning andi Programming Guidance, andi

Commnumdants Planning Guidance. Concepts are broad in scope and pertain to operational warfighting, the

mao functional areas sod Supporting Establishmnent warlighting support.

describe the way in which the USMC conducts operatons. Maey are broad statements

of an idea in sufficient detail to provide the basis for determining new or revised doctrine, organization,

trainig and education, equipment, or faclities sod suppor. The three current major operatonal concepts are

-Operational Maneume from the Sea-, SustindOprtin Asoe andj~ -0the Eiedt r O(pertins

describe the way in which fth elements of the MAGTP (command, air combat, ground

combat, combat service support) perform, in support of each major operational concept.
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.MMdescribe the way in which fth Supporting Establishmen supports ft total

force. Thoue concepts we desertbed in the, SEMP as the "Cwninamlas linens and awe stated as follows:

"* Fcua phuning and programming for aix! by the Supporting Establishment on operational imperatives-

suppot of Marin Corps operating force amnd preparation of Supporting Establishmnte personnel for

-ofec -prtoa msissions;

"* Initiae a process to evaluate, prioritize, aix! flux! Supporting Establishment arequirmem*n based

prmaiyon cost vs. benefit to fth operating forces; and,

"* Encourage the application, of Total Quality Loeadership (1'QL) tbroughcut the Supporting Establishment.

. Gmmame all other concepts (imuclding operational and functional subconcepts) needed to carry out

the mission of fth Marine Corps.

Concepts are developed in response to changs in the global threat, the National Military Strategy, and bigher

level guidance. T"he concepts awe then broken down into specific capabilities which, mn turn are further

divided into detailed requirements. Potential solutions to capability shortfall are examined. Recently, the

National. Security Strategy has shifted from a focus on a global threat to a focus on regional challenges amid

opportns itiesý. The principal elements of this strategy are strategic deterrence/defense, forward presence, crisis

response and rcntutio.Ie Navy and Marine Corps team are full participants in this strategy and have
defined a new direction for the Naval Services in the Navy and Marine Corps White Paper ' ... Fromn The Sea.

Naval expeditiomiary force, capable of joint operations, operating forward, from the sea, in the littoral areas

of the world is the vision and becones the essence for futue planning. The Naval Services mission mpais

ism lo nger sea control but rather power projection ashore. In order for the Marine Corps to remain prepared,

capable, aixd ready to exetn the fbul range of assigned missions and task, its focus remains that of providing

full support to the Flee Marine Forme with quality, highly trained personnel, modemn and well maintained

apkxneut, and adequae supply amid sustainient.

L&3LLI

Capabiltie are abiliism to achieve objective, actions or tasks that result from analyzing a concept. The

Marim Corps' zmnber owe priority is strengthening its naval expediioaery capabilities to promote or defend
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the ntinaml inerst. Near to mid-term capability development is based on goals and capability objectives that

ar poriatid in the Marine Corps Master Plan and the Supporting Establishmnet Maser Phi This

prioritwd list of capability objectives is used as a basis fr the porizing planning, pror , and

budgeting of actions that must be tabs to correct deficiencies and sctcomings. The PPMS is the mesam

through whikh goals and objectives am translated into Jinatives and merged into a comprehensive program

for resource allocation and attainent. It identifies needs and prioritized them into a consolidated order-of-buy

list used to develop the Program Objectives Memorandum (POM). The bienial POM process merges

validated isting capabilities with nw initiatives and matches resources to meet projected needs.

In addition to the near to mid-term capabilities and goals listed in the MCMP and SENP, other, more general,

capabilities are contained in various documents. These capabilities fall into three categories: operational

capabilities, fuxtional capabilities and special capabilities.

23.LLL1 m Corm lW k' PlHn AIdr-Term Canlii •

The frst ten of forty mid-term capabilities listed in the Marine Corps Master Plan 1994-2004 are listed below

in priority order

" Capability to conduct operational maneuver from the sea on short notice via air or surface means

i dista intum targets;

"* Capability to maintain, plan for and rapidly execut deployment of contingency forces sourced from

any or all MEFs using various deployment options in support of joint operations;

" Capability to provide task organized special operations capable (SOC) fore from within the MEW;

"* Capality to conduct MPF operations;

" Capability to plan, and conduct security assistance mobile training teams (MTrs), h nman 0
assistance, peacekeeping, civil affair and counterdrug operations in support of national strategy;

"* Capabity to collect all-source mieflgnce and mul scined coerielige threat information

trough organm MAGTF collection assets and produce and disseminate the intelligence product to

widely dispersed subordinate elements;

"* Capbility to identify, designate, and engage targets;

" Capabft to transmit, receive, process and manage essential logistics information;

"* Capabilky to receive, process, and disseminate tailored, current, all-source intellignce,

countPrinteligence, and information from national, theater and other service sources; and, 0
" Capabflty to exploit appropriate DOD, national, civil, commercial and international space-based

combat support capabilities in MAGTF operations and tactics.
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3LLL2 Ommi odm

Operatnm capabilities are abilities to achieve the National Security Strategy responsibilifie of the Marine

Corp. TtM Marine Corps' has added four key operational capabilies that ae needed to carry out th

operatiomal concepes Wiutifled in the White Paper "...Frorn The Sea*. The new capabilities are:

"* Commamnd, Control and Surveillance;

"* Battlespace Dominance;

"* Power Projection; and,

"* Force Sustaimnent.

These new capabilities are in addition to the fou traditional operational capabilities listed below:

"* Forward Deployment;

"* Crisis Response;

"* Strategic Deterrence; and,

"* Sealift.

2.3.LLL3 w QpmbNO

Functional capabilities are the abilitis to achieve the Marine Corps Strategy set forth in the operational

capabilities. MAGTF funtional capabilities listed in FMFRP 2-12 are:

"* Move forces into crisis areas without revelation of their exact destination or intenions;

"* Provide contimuous presence in international waters;

"* Place America's "sword in the sheathe over the horizon of a potential adversary ready to be drawn

if necessary;

"* Allow the opportunity for diplomacy to reach a peaceful resolution of a crisis before drawing the

sword-,

"* Project measured levels of combat power ashore, if necessary;

"* Introduce additional forces sequentially into theater,

"* Operate depedently of esablied ahfkls, basing agreemen, and overfliglt rights;

"* Conduct combat operations ashore using organic conmbt service support;

"* Secure staging areas for introduction of follow-on Army and Air Formce units;

"* WI'hdraw rapidly at the conclusmi of operations or remain to help restore stability in the region;
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"* Ener nd exit a bate area night

"* pere under advse weather condio;

" Operate fmm over the horizon, without elecuturic emissioms, by surfce or air,

"* Locate, land and fix the enemy;

"* Engage, kill, or capture the enemy in a rural or urban setting;

"* Operate M hostile mxdear, biological, and chemwal environments;

"* Plan and commence execution within six hours of receipt of the warning order; and

"* Provide seabused susimnmet.

23.L.1A a Ead.id. * t a w

Supporting Estblishmen capabilities are addressed in the context of peacetime activities, low or mid-imeensity

conflicts (involving active forces with limited augmenMation or reinforcemem with reserve forces) and high

intensity conflicts (involving Full or Total Mobilization with subsequent deployment and/or land campaigns

of all operating forces.) Supporting Establislmnet capabilities are listed in the SEMP under two categories:

SCapability to Support Expeditionary Fores (Figure 2-4); and,

SUPPORTING ESTABLISHMENT CAPABILITY TO SUPPORT EXPEDITIONARY FORCES MATRIX

A -AdequatM
M.MarpaafyAdequ-tL'4413wsnin /Z /. o / /B w•--d --- - - -r // /// - o--

MCAOCC29PSIMs
MCAS11Yumt

•,• compuadd

MCAS CElp Tmodo m

MCAS Iwknkim-- - -- -

MCAS KaDSOhe Day - - - -- --

MCASNew-- -- -- - -- --

MCASTustmn -.- - - - - - - -

MM Cminw -- -- -- ---•b A~bW

Ffgwr 2-4. SUPPOM ESTABLL•'ANTC PABl17Y77SEUPPORX&P•FW7O/•RYFORCES
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S Opatiom Actiom/Qualky of Life Initiatives (Figure 2-5).

SUPPORTING ESTABLISHMENT REQUIREMENTS AND CAPABILITIES MATRIX
Oper•dml Fuathmde S eaeafd Ac•oem•uaty of Life laitadves
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WCAS Yý
Mc'Cmp wi

mcacm•!ifi

MOAbn

Fiur 25:OPFAIIOM4L FLWC1OJVSMI& f4IJACYION&QUATY OF LIFE 1N7A7Thf S

MAGTF (Special Operatons, Capable) units have the ability to achieve the following:

"* Close quarter cambia-,

"* Specialized breaching;

"* Clandestine rP reconnaissance and Surveillance;

"* Tactical recovery of aircraft and personnel;

" nextremis hostage re e; and,

"i Seizure d destruction of offshore oil production fclities.

2.3.&L1.2 Sdecimils

A defickncy is a shrcoing in some aspect of a required capability as specified in the Marine Corps Master

Plan analysis, assessuent or the formnal studies programi.
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23.LL2.1 MAGTF Midia.Anayis

Executive Order A-109 of April 5, 1976 1m that "(d)eterminaion of mission need should be based on

analysis of an agency's mission reconciled with overall capabilities, prorkies and resources.* The order

further states that "(a) mission need may result from a deficiency in existing agency capabilities or the decision

to establish new capabilities in response to technologically feasible opportunity.

DoD Intruction 5000.2 of April 23, 1991 directs that the DoD components's requirements generation systems

focus on ientifying deficiewies in current capabilities and opportunities to provided new capabilities. The

instruction states that deficenes and opportunities will be described in terms of broad operational capability

needs and evaluated to determine if the can be satisfied by nonmaterial solutions including changes to

operational doctrine, conceitr, tactics, training, and/or organization.

Marine Corps mission area analysis (MAA) is the systematic examination of the Marine Corps' capability to

execute its mission. Within 12 defined Mission Areas (MA), this analysis measures present and projected

capabilities, identifies operational deficiencies/opportunities, prioritizes deficiencies, and

recommends/categorizes corrective action. The mission area analysis process is a key component of the

Marine Corps Combat Development Process. The purpose of Marine Corps' mission area analysis is to

provide a structured approach to identify deficiencies/opportunities for doctrinal development, organizational

realignment, training and education improvement and advancement, equipment acquisition, and support and

ftclities enhancement. Collectively these "root causes" behind a deficiency or opportmnity are referred to as

"DOTh3'.". Mission area analysis is defined as:

T77e c adw of oe of dw MAs wih the fwdmwtd pwpose of xvamng ,da mdd

dpm~s in die fight of a srwaiidw v aa eisftin eqdpvmn &~ctiw, vaningjbnv stnwtw,

and mgf p wdfadgficabt to detnmk miwighdng Jficiencie wdn opponaatites dWt cwarentd

exist in 6w MI or mif dneh*6-f cmecdw action is not £a -daang the period of ibum&..

Battlefield function provide an operational framework of the battlefield. They provide continuity and a 0
standard referewe from which collective analysis of mission areas can be conducted. - The seven Battlefield

fitition are:

"* Maneuver;,

"* Fires;

"* Air Defense;
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* Command, Control mid Support;

* ~lgce,

* Mobility , Counermobility ani Survivability; and,

* Cmbat Service Support.

A typical mission area analysis consists of the following eight tasis:

"* bktil literature search/treat technology assessment;

" literature search,

"* Dtam-collection and questionnaire developient;

"* Function and task development;

"* Task validation seminar;

"* Capabilities -Review;

"* Capabilities and deficiencies assessmnt conference; and,
"• IPA prm• l oducion

During mission area analysis the differences between required capabilities and curt/existing and

ftrepjected capabuities are identified as deficiencies and prioritized. Opportunities, the recognition of

current or conceptual capability that if expanded upon would enhance battlefield success, are also identified

and prioritized.

The Concepts Based Requirements System also depends on input from units and individuals in the FMF.

Regardless of the source, inputs are evaluated and, when appropriate, requirements are generated to provide

solutions.

2,3.1.2 SA IGOO PvR M 178110 O PMl

During this stage of the CDP, concepts and requirements are turned into tanugmle warfighting capabilities.

Each defiency noted through mission ara analysis, FMF input and other means is assessed from the

perspectie of doctrine, mganizatio training and education, equipment, and support-and facilities. In each

cue, a needs statement will be developed, a recommended solution resulting from studies or analysis will be

determined and a requiremnts document will be devised.

Solutiom to taining and education deficiencies, as identified by the Training Development Process, will be

documnented in a statement of requirement (SOR). SOR's that impact on training programs will remain within
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the Training and Education Division for further development action. Those SOR's th impact education

progra•u will be forwarded to the Presidet, Marine Corps Unversity for appropriate couidertion and

i•eponomn into professiona military education programs. Those SOtWs that result in changes to tran•ng

equiptnen will enter th equimen solution syste

Traning and education needs are processed tough the Training Developmen Process. Like the CDP, the
Training Development Process is also evolving. Depending on the magnitude of the need, various actions are

initiated. A significant need would eater the Training Development Process and the foilowing would oc :

"* Tmining and Eucation. Needs Staten drafted;

"* Need analyzed;

"* Need validated;

"* Sumtenm of requirenme prepared and forwarded as appropriate

"* Need approved by higher authority;

"* Need placed in the Requkiements Catalog;

" Intervention alternatives considered;

"* Training and education intervention recommended;

"* Training and education intervention approved by higher authority; and,

"* Approved intervention eaters PPBS.

2.1.2.L1 Hxmhug egrm g mid Budt e System (PPRW)

The Marie Corps PPBS organmm and procedures are designed to reduce a complex, unstructured situation 0

into its essential elements, organizing those elements into a logical and consistent format and

the results effectively. This system explicitly integrates the expertise and professional judgment of the military

offier and senior defense executive with a rational decision process and applicable tools and techniques. The

objective is to provide a framework for better decision making in a complex resource allocation problem. 0

"The principal participants in the PPBS system ar Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps; Marine Corps Combat

Development Command, Marine Corps Systems Command (MARCORSYSCOM); and the Fleet Marine Force

and Supporting Establishment commanders. Each partipant in the PPBS system performs specif roles in

the plan-budget uansition. MCCDC, MARCORSYSCOM and various HQMC agencies function as

approprtion, fimctonal, and occupational field sponsors, program managers and major claimants. Planning

and programming guidance to these sponsors generates POM initiaves to met the difference between needs

and capabilities. These spomors then provide represetatives to the POM Working Group (PWO), a standing

committee of action officers that develops the draft POM.
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2.3.2.LI

In ti sikamst M, phna , threat asessmes and capability assessanientify warfighting requiremes

doa become programming objectives. Alihough the POM process begins with pubication of to MCMP and

ft SEMP, cosiimuous planning by FMF and Suppordting Euablment commanders aa tie cornerston of

the PfDS. Plnning is a commamner's responsibility and requires a high degree of cooperatim and

coordini amon various communities and inerests, both ihenaul and external to tlima Corps. TIM

MCMP and the SEMP provide guidance and directin to FMF and Supporting Establishment commanders in

defining Supporting Establishment rqrmnens doat meet CMC objectives. The responibility for basic

Sporting Ra"ishment lan les primiariy widh the FMf commander. The needs of the FMF drive the

priorities of the Supporming Establisimnne and provide it an operatiouul focus. The Supporting Establishmnta

commander must be attuned to the dynamics affecting thde FMF requirements. Conversely, the FMF

commander must also be sensitive to outside constraints which limit the Supporting Establishmem's ability to

support.

23.L2.L.2.

Planning forces and fiscal guidance constraints are translated into achievable packages called Programs.
r finds the best match between warfighting requirements which have bec progrming

objectives (mission requirmen) and the means (flnancial, human, material) to fulfil them. 7U program

priory determinron, cost effectiveness and final program development processes are eplamed in the

fbolowipg sections.

2,3.L2.L2.1 General Program Priority Determination

"* Prioritization is key feature.

"* Begins with determination of relative benefits based solely onutility. Cost not considered at this point.

" Precursor to cost-effectiveness analysis and final program development leading to *order of buy".

"* Based on wisdom of multitude of counselors* (System is based on •professional judgement).

23,L2±Z22 Prioritization Methodology

"* P&R call for initiatives in POM serial.

"* P&R establishes details for relative benefit deternination.
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"* Appropriam nspmoson 35d functional spomors establish program evaluation groups to rank order of

merik by mssioa ares. Formal r A M optional but certain standards have been used succwfly:

- Degree of mission cowrbudtim

- Warfigting effectiveness;

- Breadth of application

- Clarity and matur of requirements and opeMationd concepts;

- Cost not considered

- Well defined program;

- Ability to execute on schedule;

-- "Not directed';

- Degr of technical risks; and,

- Timeliness.

"* Program Evaluation Group (PEG) develops a list ordered by merit and establishes "benefit numbers'.

"* Sampling teciniqe used to merg lists.

"* Decision authority approves.

"* Next higher PEG uses same techiqune and then examines list for logic and rational consisten•y. -

MCCDC, I&L and P&R prioritize.

"* Core and dissimilar components ar merged into one program.

2.3L2.1.2.3 Cost Effectiveness Analysis and Final Program Development

"* POM Workng Group (PWG) considers the progran bases on CMC guidance and perform a detailed

analysis of the entire program versus the available resources.

"* "Green dollar' and Navy POM issues are considered separately.

"* 'Green dollar" programs undergo cost-effectiveness analysis which forces:

- Consideration of small programs with high payoffs; 0

- Comparison of large program with groups of small programs;

- ED of large, important program that have been padded-

- ID of essential, costly components not comidered,

- Development of alternative strategies;

- Consideration of predicted R&D costs versus expected benefit; and,

- Assessment of balanee between consumption favoring readiness and investment favoring

moderniztion and infras•ructure.

" Following cost-effectiveness analysis, following is considered:

- CMC guidance;
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- Prioities in MCMP, SEMP and other plans

- Coordination with Navy progrms;

- Joint programs directed by Defense Planning Guidance (DPG);

- Balance between consunption and investnent;

- CINC Integrated Priority Lists (MPLs);

- Futtire resource predictions;

- Program e and,

- Creation of complimentary but not redundant capabilities among the MAGTF elements

The recommended program is then passed to the Program Review Group (PRO) who consider Navy

POM issues that impact the USMC. make appropriate changes and pass the program to the CMC's

Committee for approval.

Training and Education funding levels are developed in the POM u"der four appropriations {Military

Construction (MILCON) Procurement (PMC), Operations and Maintenance (O&M), Manpower (MW))

2.3.1.M13

Budgeting is the actual execution of plans and programs; the application of available resources to recruit, train,

retain, equip and house Marines, and maintain the Marine Corps. It is an iterative process. Each decision or

action in any phase affects all other phases.

Once the Marine Corps POM has been approved by the Navy and the OSD program offices, T&E commands

prepare budget submissions based on the approved program. Budget submissions are forwarded to the

Department of the Navy for review. Once approved by the Secretary of Defense, the DoD Budget is forwarded

to the President for signature and then to Congress for authori2nion and appropriation. After Congress

appropriates funds, the Services issue funding apportionmens to T&E commands who execute the budget As

the budget is executed, and unprogrammed, emergent requirements surface, resource issues are developed and

forwarded, via the chain of command for funding relief. Resource issues that are not resolved in execution

are evaluated during planning and programming for the next POMibudget cycle.

2.3.1.3 Canabiltv Sunnort System (CSSvrrainine and Education Assessment Process

The Capability Support System provides and maintains the resources needed for FMF and Supporting

Establishment operations. It includes the Life Cycle Management Process, Systems Approach to Training, and

the evolving Training and Education Assessment Process. During this step in the CDP, systems are monitored
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to uinur tha they rembai relevant and that combat capabilities remain fully iatsgaed. At a minitimn, all

requiromnm will be assessed every 2 years ftorw eite muaon are anslysis or the Mantis Corps Muter

L&3.13, Tr~n med Kbrdm Au im huti

The Training ad! Education Assessmn Process is supported by a data managnemen sysa established to

follow the progress of Training and Ed~ucation Dbwvisi efforts to support the Marie Corps Master Plan and

the Supporting Establishmtent Master Plan and other training and educaio needs. The Process tracks trainung

needs hrm their idendtication thmigh solution. The Assessmnat Process includes Training and Education

Assessment Templates and Profile and Database enties to ensue that designaed aciom officers use a

stsardidumd process for the tracking of Traning and Education itms which have been deemed to be of

signiicant womers to the Marine Corps. The Training and Education Assessment Template as a compreheive

sumar -aka document tha iocludes -eea overview, budget, mnapower, equpmnt, deficiencies,

-eore and related paragraphs.

L3.13. Systems Appmmada In Trinin ýWA

The Systems Approach to Training, based on Instructional. Systems Developmnt (ISD), was established to

manage dhe process of analyzin, designinng, developing, ipenogand evaluating instructional. progrmus.

SAT is the methodology used for all training and education conducted by Marin Corps operating forces,

supporting establishment and training instibtons. Key products of SAT are trainin standards. Training

standards ame a masure of collective or individlual. performance. As a minlinnum, both individual and collective

triigstandards consist of a task, the condition under which fth task is to be performed, and the evaluation

criteria which will be used to verify tha the task has been performed to a satsfactory level. Training standards

ane listed in Th Marine Corps Combat Readiness Evaluation System (MCCRES), Individual Trainig Standard

System MISS), Trainig andi Readiness Manunal (T&R Matial) and the Maidutenance Trainng Management

and Evaluation Progran (MATMMP.

The Automuated Trainin Standards Development and Maintenance System supports-the developmaent and

niaintenawe of Individual Training Standards Ml~), Mission Nrfarmancee Standards (MPMs), the Maintenanee

Training Mmgenuent and Evaluation Program (MATMEP), and the Military Occupational Specialties Manual

(MOSMAN). The sysm provies for eawe in editing and publishing applicable Marin Corps Orders. T-he
associated FOCUS database provides a training analysis capability.
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MWi oaths traing systoa arnd ail ftwang progrums are buil around samodads. Trainig sandads establie

ft tub toM unit and individhual Marines are expectd to be cmpabk of perfomin , define proflideay, amd

smve = a mum of diag misn rining deficiances. Sime anl ftaiin staluds are derived from ft specfic

minwn tuquiiafts of fte Marine Corps and developed umug curroa do==iz, tdey enmue ibsa all Marizu

are beig traned to perform activiti which are ohammd towards actua combs. FWur 2-4 ghlb tsm the

haermadaical brekdown of ftranig standard, and fte relaiombip of nusn= requimets, tranin standards,

bnimog requamem and unit tramng prognams.

ASSINE

TRAVINEN 4PEAININGCE

STANDARDSAR S TN

ThAD~O TTRADfl4
REQUIREMENT]

INDIVIDUAL TEM(EWSAF IV DIVIUA

TANO RNIGTRAINING TRAINING

FgST2ANDARDS TGSTNAD STANDARD
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Lif Cycle Muaagnezaw is the coordfimaed proces of managig the, develop.new, acqisition, tesfti,filng
utilizgon awd sqport of an jam frm need justificati throughout al phalsl of is useftl lif.

The cycle of weapm aud equipmew systoes begian wh•e an awqisimtn pro n is maed and co•times
"urd the system is retired fom the hinezry. Life cycle manargane applw to a sysm over its eatire lIfe,

wfth ezuphias on strengtheni early decisions which shape cost and utiity. Lif cycle maxmgme includes

Ure acquisitonof additoal system, Uhe acquisiionof spar parts, configuration control of the fielded, systun,
modificatio, of Uth sys•ms, acqwis"ot cin of requise tuaining devim Uha support fielded systems,

the collection and amalysis of mainemae data, and disposal of the system onc it is redired from inventory.

Figure 2-7 owlins the LCM process.

MNS
Phase 0 Phase I Phase II Phase Il' Phase IV

Nee COIcept DmntainProduction Operations
Justification Exploration and Development andanSupr

and Definition VaiainDvlpmentanSuxw

A A A , A

Stodes DaoaainDeciin Decis io bodfiesdion
Decision Decision Dcso

s tde m an How bet cm Is progranm h propam How should
ned valid and dohe adequate toradyd h
qp n ad by a I e= j acomplish fte Production? - evolve?
fudioinl Mission?

LM Miestons

F'ge 2-7: LafPRICES
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2.361A UMN kIIIIII1 [1flrta

The ftilowmg, for the most Part unconnescted, systems me sometimes used to meas=r training readiness.

2361AI Bs ms MM Tr1 m Days (EM))

DFFD is a day of training by groumid unit in findiezainee of a unit's mission training progrion within the

ftflwing guidelie:

The mining is conducted in th ie&ld awaY from garrison or debarked from amphibious shipping. The
traInin is between 8 and 24 hours in duration.

In cam involving amor than. I day of training, the subsequent days begi at 0600. One-half of a BFMD

c- be crePdih-ed for 4 to 8 howrs of training.

A BFMD requires doe trining Of a ma1jority Of a Unit's strength. Since many units may net normally condiuct

uakf at dom batialion level, DFTDs ate computed based on equivalents relative to the Subordinate unit's size.

2AIA2 KQC po- RPIN I/Rp

Anrtwiuve repor is submitted by major subordinste commands (MSCs) to CMC (10) via the chain of

command by October 15 arnimally. The report summarizes significant findings of imspections conducted by

the command. Comimands submit with their antimal reports the results of Marin Corps Combat Readiness

Evaluation Syuin (MCCRBS) evaluatiom conducted during the reporting period.

The IGMC condocs Riadmess Assessmnet Team (RAT) visits. The purposes of RAT visits are to validate

repue * W atm~, Sgae preparedrmus to deploy/enmploy rapdl andi to detect trends impacting readiness.

luhia In te functiousl areas assessed are training maw g andi si SORTS. Two or three units from each

I f- I-. Dhinisi per year are visited. These short, no notice visits result in written reports being provided to

to divisin, wing soud FSSG visatd and wasus briefed at the appropriate comandir levels for corrective action.
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236L43 ?I m Thiin I h Id Evalizid Repat (NUM D

A standardized, documenda~e, level progression, technical skil, trainig management and evaluation propua

in Occfkda 59, 60, 61, 63, 64, 65 and 70. MATMEP is used in lieu of the Imlividua Training Standards

Systemi MW~) for the occtpmtioam field idetifed above.

2AL4.4 ?"s [a)em 1ý LAmi Syse (hIQLI.)

MCLLS provides doe capability to collect, process, and disseminate lesson learned and related information

fom, after action reports (AARs). AARs provide the official description of operations, exercises, aixi other

reportable ocurenes which identify significant lessons learned. AARs are -ewe after most unit exercises,

operations, significant events and special occasions. MCLLS is a responsive method for hiniiating action to

correct deficiencies or shortfall noted through the analysis of after action reports in the areas of doctrine,

orgaimbaton, training and education, and equipment.

MCLLS interfaces, with other lessons learned centers including the Joint Center for Lessons Learned (JCLL)

and the Center for Army Lessons Learned (CALL).

One of fth elements of MCLLS is a Marine Corps-wide Remedial Action Program (RAP). RAP uses the

analysis of AARs to identify deflcwwiies or shortcomings in current doctrine, organization, traning and

education, andequipment. RAP uses the MCLLS software to assist in trackng corrective actions. RAP worls

in a coutiniuow cycle. This cycle idniisremedial action (RA) items through the. analysis of AARs, assgns

an Office of Primary Responuibility (OP1R) who develops a plan to correct the deficiency, monitors the progress

of the corrective action, validates the corrective action through testing, and closes the RA item once a suitable

solution has, been achieved.

23,L4.5 Sbu of R'ur.m ad T1ddng System (SOKIS)

SORTS is an internal management tool for use by the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Services and

combim comumans. It is the single, =Waftwtd reporting system within the Department of Defnse that

funetiom s udoe central registry of all operatiousl units of the U.S. Armed Forces and certain foreign

organizations. For specified registered units, SORTS indicates, at a selected point in time, the level of selected

resouces and training status required to undertake the mission(s) for which the unit was organized or designed.
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As a resource amd unit monitoring system, SORTS is designed to support, in priority order, infomatiin

requimens related to crisis response planning; delierate or peacetime planning; and manageamnt

p to organie, train, and equp form e for use by the CRNCs.

Marine Corep units to be reported in SORTS include: MAGTFs (MEF, MEB, and MEU), MAGTF elmnts

(CE, =C, ACE, AND CSSE), battalions, squadrons, and separate deployabl or deployed com.pane,

It-mreiss, or detachments. The Marine Corps SORTS Analysis Module (MCSAM)is an automated tool used

to revise, corelate and analyze SORTS dam.

epuding training:

"* Units will report the present level of training as compared to the standards for a fully tirined unit as

defined by Joint and Service directives. Language requirements will be considered where

appropriate. Training stams levels (T-I through T-4) are assigned according to days of training •

required, percentage of operationally ready aircvews for assigned personnel and percentage of mission

essential tasks trined for assigned personnel.

"* To ensure useful, consistent, and accurate infomation is provided to the decisionmaker, assessing and

reporting unit training status in SORTS will be based on Service-ientfied training events that must

be completed within specified intervals for a fully trained unit.

Comnmnders provide a subjectve assessment of that portion of the unit's full wartime mission it is expected

to be able to perform, if alerted or committed, within the next 72 hours. In crisis or wartime, the subjective

assessmen will be based only on that portion of the mission for which the unit was alerted or committed.

Service responsibilities and bands of unit eflctiveness percentages and associated unit capability descriptions

at specified in Joint Pub 1-03.3.

2.L4.16 Tr1ft m Ramnd Mumia (r&R MANUAL)

The manual prescribes th number of fliglts/events, txe tasks to be accomplished on each flight• even and the

refly factor for skill retention. The purpose of the mmnual is to standardize the aircrew and MACCS Personnel

Training Syllabi in the Marme Corps and to specify performanee requirements for flight and non- flight
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2.31.47 Udiud Jut Thk LAW "Mfl)

CICS MOP 26 requires CINCs to state their joint training requiremunts in the form of a Join Mission Essential

Task List. Afl CINC Jonin Mission Essential Tabk (JME) were incorporated in a staxwman Universal Joint

Task List (UJTL). Mae UJT contiz all CINC joint training requirements so that all CINCs can use a

commn language set to define required operational capabilities, describe resourrce requirenmem, and also to

deflne join force training requirements.

LU~hAS MINE CWP C*UdW PASA1101 EV~Mtie SytMM (OACCIS)

MCCRES was developed to provide timely and accurate determination. of the combat readiness of FMF units.

The system was designed to provide FMF commanders with a comprehensible set of mission performance

standards froim which training programs can be developed, an mi hogh which the efficiency and effectiveness

of training can be evaluated. MCCRES is composed of four interdependent yet distinct components:

"* Mission performa=c Standards (MPSs). MPSs are mission-orientd, collective uazining standards that

establish minmumm acceptable operational performance ctriam for Mairine units and elemnt. MPSs

are currently organized into a series of 12 volumies. As new missions are identified, and/or new units

established, new volumnes will be added.

"* Mission Performance Evaluation System. The primary purpose of the MCCRES system is to provide

training feedback. It is intended as a tool for evaluating the tiainlg readiness of a unit and to

focnnuhte Aiture training -eureet.

"* Reporting System. The MCCRES report is used by MCCDC to conduct trend analysis on mannig

eipetand formal training, revise and update MPSs and provide CMC with a readiness assessment 0

Of all units.

"* MCCRES Software Program. The MCCRES software has been designed to provide an effective

training management tool for accurately assessing the unit's ability to perform the task contained

within its mission essentia tasks list. Identifiable trends are analyz~ed. for future updates in equipment,

manig and formal training.
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23WA hidvdi T1isif Stinular Sy (kM

rTSS is a documeft that provides uWlines relating to tasks tha individual Marnies should be able to

accomplish within a given grade for a particular MOS or particular billet requirement. The rTSS provides

commn training standards (task, condition, standard) for all Marines within a given occupational field; specific

training standards for all Marines in a given MOS by grade; an optimal list of training references, training

support requirements; and correspondence courses to support training standards; and a way to
evaume usf.

2311 Avtrdim ainin g.arn hmaio Mmount SO= LAIRM

ATRIMS is a special purpose training mavagement tool that auomates the management of the T&R syllabi.

ATRIMS is based on the aircrew training syllabi contained in the Aviation Training Readiness Manual. It can

be used to analyze aircrew syllabi effectiveness, to evaluate aircrew performance and to project the most

efficient use of training flight hours at the lowest command levels. Input is primarily through NAVFLIRS

daily transaction log. ATRIMS facilitates historical aircrew record keeping, Combat Readiness Percentage

(CPR) tabulation, currency and summary/forecasting reports useful to aircrew training management.

2.3.1.5•QRWnft Riw & (M 1

The CRS is a proposed automated dam system that is intended to anomate the Combat Development Process.

Th Requirements Catalog will be contained within the CRS and will track programs approved for

development. When fielded, it will provide continuous feedback and interaction between developers of new

systems, doctrine and training, and oprators in the fied. Figure 2-8 depicts the Capability Review System.
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CAPABILITY REVIEW SYSTEM (CRS)
1MLCKSTAItJSOF •e• mJmnmv Acn uQIDro SATWY S
A CAPA=YI FICE4Yf IN 4DOMCUN TIADMO AND EUCATION.
ORG]NIZAT[N EQUIPUS1T, OILFA.Uc ANDSUPOIT

OTHER MCMP

MCLLS KA

CING' I]PLs FONS

DocrRINE ITRAINING & EDUCATION IORGANIZATION IEQUIPMENTFAST

Fig=r 2-8-: = CAPABW YROIEWSMh

2.3.2 T&E AffiISMRF SOUP" ALLOCATION CONIEXf DIAGRAM

Figure 2-9 shows the cont•t diagram for T&E asseasmei and T&E resource allocation.

MCTRSS CONTEXT DIAGRAM

Conept MissionsPlnSiuto

S.Required Tasks USMC Priorities

Stnad T&E Prograrms

fAssess T&E Allocate T&E
• •....[• Readiness Resources

... 1(MC9RSS) 229 (MCTRSS) Ovi F c

k f
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233 TRAINING AND EDUOMATON Dggla

Deficizies in traning and educatimo readiness assessment and resource allocation were identified in the

Trainig and Education Division Training Readiness Needs Analysis Report dated January 7, 1994:

"* There is no objective process that assesses Ut g readiness;

"* The impact of fundig uaining and education needs on warfighting capability can not be demonstrted

"* Trainin~g and Education finaticial managers do not have a quick method of evaluating the impact, on

training readiness, of omnibus cuts in the Marine Corps training and education tudget;

"* There is a lack of integration and standardization in reporting, collecting and utilizing training

-sesmn data, and,

" There is significant redundancy in training and education specific and other information systems that

contain training and education information.

2.4 PROPOSD NWIIIOD AND PROCEDURES

2.41 SUMMARY OF MPROVEENO

The Training and Education Division will have the ability to objectively link Training and Education resource

requirements to CINC warfighting requirements, MAGTF mission essential tasks, mission performance

standards, CMC priorities, CG MCCDC priorities and T&E priorities. Decision makers will be able to rapidly

assess the impact of resource decisions. This will result in improved T&E input to the Marine Corps POM

process and ultimately result in better utilization of available resources. An improved Marine Corps training

readiness assessment and resource allocation process will provide a solid training assessment continuum from

FMF and Supporting Establishment T&E requirements submission to Congressional Appropriation.

The resource allocation module will interface well with the current Marine Corps Planning and Programming

System. The ability to quantify the effect of funding a T&E program according to the established assessment

framework and priorities is a solid cost-benefit analysis that will be useful at all levels during the POM-budget 0

cycle and to the PEG and PWG for their overall cost-benefit analyses. Resource allocation is based on the

concept that the prioritization order in the system determines the value or importance of the project. This is

referred to as Value Based Budgeting.
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The following specific benefits will be obtained and required capabilities will be satisfied by MCTRSS:

"* An objective process ta assesses training readiess using existaig information sysems;

"* An assessment of the relative impact of training and education deficieanies on the capability to mport

MEF and CINC missions;

"* A means to determine the impact of funding training and education needs on Marine Corps Mid-term

Combat Developmext Capability;

"* A means to determine the impact of funding training and educatim needs on warfighting capability;

"* A tool for decisiomakers that will quickly evaluate the impact on training readiness of omnibus cuts

in the Marine Corps training and education budget; and

"* Enhanced integration and standardization in reporting, collecting and utilizing training assessment data.

214.1 PWeorm T&E Asseuummt

One of the most challengig aspects of assessment is to make the product acceptable to the users. If the

Marine Corps spends millions of dollars on new programs, it is reasonable for the budgeteers and program

analysts to challenge an assessment chronology that does not indicate increasing confidence in our ability to

achieve capability objectives. In fact, that is not an uncommon occurrence in a changing environment, and

the Marine Corps must be able to record the assessment even as the assessment process is changing.

That requires a method of configuration control to freeze the analyses in incremental time fiames. Essentially,

MCTRSS must not only be sufficiently dynamic to meet the challenges of new missions, capability objectives, "

requirements, threats, and technology; it must also be able to present the rationale for past decisions in a

concise, undrstnable manner.

The objective of the T&E Assessment is to analyze capabilities of current and mid-term T&E programs in 0

order to assess how well task level capability objectives are currently being achieved, or will be achieved. The

degree to which task level capability objectives can be met by the T&E programs is depicted by an assessment

color indicator Green - Fully Capable; Yellow - Capable, Notto Standard; Red - Not Capable. (See Appendix S
D for a more detailed explanation of this process). This assessment is made by the T&E Program Manager.

The MCTRSS T&E assessment hierarchy is structured with two assessment frameworks selectable by the

MCCDC user. The MEF/MARRESFOR user is restricted to the Service mode. The Service framework rolls

up through MAGTF Threat Scenarios, to the MEFS/MARRESFOR assesmnt level. The Joint framework

rolls up through Warfightn Environments, and CINCs.
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ME (3)/MARREF R CINC (5)

MAGTF THREAT SCENARIOS WFE (5)

OPERATIONAL CONCEPTS (3)

MID-TERM COMBAT DEVELOPMENT CAPABILrIIES (40)

MISSION AREAS (12)

BATILEFIELD FUNCTIONS (7)

TASK LEVEL CAPABILITY OBJECTIVES

It[min Expuit~mmy Forc (M[EF) MCTRSS will perform T&E assessments for the three MEFs; I MEF,

I1 MEF, and EI MEF. Marine Reserve Force (MARRESFOR)is included at this level.

MAGiF Thra Scmuiow: MAGTF scenario vignettes represent potential threat environments to the

MAGTF. The scenarios provide a basis from which to measure MAGTF capability to execute missions under

a variety of threat conditions supporting current warplal..

Op(m a-f Cmmuqz: MCTRSS will consider the following three operational concepts that form the basis

of current Marine Corps strategic planning; Operational Maneuver from the Sea, Sustained Operations Ashore,

and Other Expeditionary Operations.

CW Marine Corps support to the Unified Combatant Commands is provided by the MEF/MARRESFOR

according to the nature of the warfightizg requirement. MEF assessments are developed by the MlEFs whereas

the CINC assessments are developed by MCCDC based on CINC and FMF inputs. The Joint Combatant 0

Commands are: Pacific Command, USA Command, European Command, Central Command, and Southern

Command.

Waig i I eu : "e anticipated conflict enviromment is a critical part of MCTRS.-

Requirements for many of the necessary attrbut associated with each mission are directly affected by the

anticipated threa for a particular warfighting environment; requiremeivs at the lower end of the conflict

spectrum are completely differe from the higher, nuclear end of the conflict spectrum. The basic mission

taub to be perforaed and their criticality are dependent on the warfighting environment. The spectrum of

conflact is divided into a series of warfighting environments. These characterizations can change periodically

and will be published in the CJCS MOP 50 updates. The current five warfiglht environments are; Peace
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Throug Comnomaton (rTC), Lesser Regiomal Coafronation (LRC), Major Regimal Confronation (MiRC),

Theatr Nuclmr War (TNW), and General Nuclear War (GNW).

N&l-Twm Coo"m frdopn Cqambik: The Mid-term Combat Development Capabilities required

to support Marine Corps operational concepts are listed and prioritized in the Marine Corps Mast Plan

(MCMP). Marine Corps mid-term combat development is based on operational concepts developed inrespone

to changes m the global threat, the National Mitary Stategy and hghr level guidanee. These concepts in

turn are analyzed to determine those capabilities that will be required to implement the concept.

1fIion An= MCTRSS will perform T&E assessmem in the following 12 mission areas: C2 & C2

Support, Intelligence, Direct FirelManeuver, Fire Support, Engineering, Antiair Warfare, C2 of A/C &

Missiles, Electronic Warfare, Supply and Maintenance, Transportation, Health Service, and Services.

Batd ldM lUciams: MCTRSS will build on T&E assessments in the following seven battlefield functional

areas; Maneuver, Fires, Air Defense, Command/Comrol/Support, Intelligence, Mobility/

Comermobility/Survivability, and Combat Service Support.

Tmk Leoyd Capbty Objeiws The basic building blocks of the MCTRSS are the task level capability

objectives. Task level capability objectives are T&E requirements supporting a mission need and are derived

from Universal Joint Tasks, Mission Essential Tasks, Mission Performance Standards, and Mission Area

Analysis validated task lists.

The essence of MCTRSS is to ensure that the assessment process provides a valid assessment of capabilities

with a repeatable audit trail. The MCTRSS approach is based on the specification of criteria that define what

must be done (task level capability objectives) under what conditions and to what performance level

(standards). To make the assessment meaningful, a relational structure between capability requiremnts,

standards and programmed solutions (T&E programs) is developed.

The algorithms for carrying out the rollup of task level capability assessments into a MEF/Marine Corps

training readiness assessment are presented in five models selectable by the user: nominal optimist, nomimal

pessimist, weighted average, bias toward red, and bias toward green. The names generally describe the type

of rollup produced by each of the models.

A detailed discussion of the assessment process and roll-up algorithms is presented in Appendix D.
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241.2 B Imk T&d E

This function includes necessary actions and decisiom to rank T&E programs which have been ened am id-

term T&E program in the asessment function of MCTRSS and that have the greatst impact on inc'eai

T&E readiness. Programs shall be ranked based on certain aspects of a progria (Le. criteri values) and

weighs assigned to these criteria. T1he criteri values for programs are determined by the assessment roflq

which is petforned on the MIEF/CINC Mission Structure.

Six criteria are used in the prioritzation. of T&E programs according to mission beiefit:

(1) Criterim based on number of task level capability objectives a program contbutes to;

(2) Relative importance of the task level capability objective;

(3) Seriousness of the current deficiency;

(4) Improvement in capability over the FYDP; 4

(5) impact of program across MCMP Mid-term Capability Objectives; and,

(6) Impact of program across MEFs (MCCDC user only).

Criteria 1, and 2, 3, or 4 can be used in the prioritization by both the MCCDC and MEF user. Criteria 2,

3, and 4 are three different versions of a single criterion. It is intended that only one of the three criteria be

assigned a nzero weigh at any given time by setting the weiglt for the other two critMeia to zero. Criterion

6 is applicable only for the MCCDC user.

Ranking options are discussed in paragraph 3.2.2. Ranking algorithms are discussed in Appendix E.

2A.L3 Ahlocne T&E Rmu.

Allocation of resources (funding) is not feasible solely according to mission accomplihment. Other criteria

generally restrict the allocation of resources. There are seven criteria (not listed in order of importance) used

for determining resource allocatfi priorities:

(1) Contribution to mission accomplishment (i.e. ranking from the previu example);

(2) Contribution to training readiness within a Capability Set,

(3) Contribution to T&E objectives as defined in the MCMP;

(4) Contribution to T&E goals as defined in the SEMP;

(5) External factors (i.e. mandated by public law, DoD directed, CMC directed);
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(6) Plopun risk (Le. proprao n definiion, scope, old,

(7) Prouncosoa.

PFinig MnUainp and thods for allocating resounes arm detailed in paragraph 3.2.3.

The MCTRSS will simpify amd standardize the resource allocaton ad budgeting process by:

1 Les the amount of timea t u currently spent makig tough fndin prioiaon. and budget

alocation decisions;

* Establishi, tracing an! validat•g objective decisions based on established c•rai•

* Prfoming what-if analysis with the available resources to detertine the best psbl budget

allocation scheme;

* Providing a system able to handle up-to-d funding chages; anm,

* Standardizng componets of the budgeting process from year-to-year.

2A2 SUTMMARY OF IMPACIS

Organ .atio impact on T&E Division, MCCDC, or the MEIs will be minimal. Each operating site will

require a system administrator as a collateral duty with nornal AIS system adnminstrator authority and

respomsibili . No other organizational impact is envisioned.

Operational inpact is dependent upon the final fieldi plan. Section 4 describes a likely MCTRSS system

frunework. Operating nte rg will have their own assessnent capability with interfacing commands having

access to output data for review, comment, or action as appropriate. A significant capability afforded to the

Marine Corps by the MCTRSS is I lizato of and wide-spread real-time access to training readiness

assessment data. MCTRSS provides the capability to evaluate a wide range of training readiness indicators
s.I'mu eously to obtain a better picture than relying on oue readiness reporting system (i.e SORTS,

MCCRES).

Recurruig cost will include update to the data base duig each two year POM cycle an changes to the

assessment hierarchy as they occur. This can be accomplished by fh operators.
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L AssumMoNs AND 'oNs'raAIM'

Some of the CDP function and processes that impact MCTRSS will change.

The CDP will continue as the methodology for putting combat-ready MAGTFs in the field.

Applicable DoD, DoN and the CMC directed requirements for standardization, integration or interface with

other AISs will be applied to solution development

Requirements for AIS security, sensitive information security, privacy, and information reporting need to be

identified.

Intefaces with existing AISs will be necessary. The specific AISs will be determined after the key-based data

model is completed. Interfaces will be built based on standards.

The mission need should be satisfied by mid-1996.

Continuity of Operations of Marine Corps Information (COOP-MC INFO) will follow local ISMO recovery

procedures.
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SECr1ON 3

WLAE FI?4CIIONAL R~R~D

ThiasSection coutains fth detiled fouzotim requirements which munst be present mnthe MCTRSS environment.

The MCTRSS funcieonal requirements will form fth bass for mutual understanding between the developer and

the user conimmuities. It contains the definition of fth operational capability which will be the MCTRSS. Ile
objective of the detailed functional requirements are to:

"* provide th ftractioznl baseline requirements infonination needed by users, managers, technical staff,

-aneac personnel, and systems engineers;

"* Present this information in a manner that will facilitate refereme and provide a basis for configuration

Mdaagemeu; and,

"* Ensure economy and efficw~y in satisfying ipementation requirements.

Thke fimictional requirements are a tool for use by both the fimetional and systems analyst during the systems

design phase of the lif cycle managenmen process.

311 PCI EFR AC AUE

The MCIRSS will meet public law, Departmient: of Defense policy, and Marine Corps policy for readiness

assessment and resource allocatmion n order to assess Marine Corps trainimg readiness and allocate T&E

resources according to value added to mission acopishment, the MCTRSS will support the primiary

functions of individuals who evaluate and resource training and! education.

* ~.a m ~ nI~. Th MCTRSS will be abl to documnent T&E deficeneres and provide

dw validation audit tail from national level taskings to T&E progarams 11Th MCTRSS will provide 0

fth capability to aggregate key source T&E readiness data and makm raw and processed data available

for additionl anal~yMes reports artd queries.

o Enbaum T7U mere exissene of a *valid deficiency is insufficient justification for expending
resouce to allevist the deficiency. The imipact of deficiencies on operational capability objectve

most be succinctly articulated and presented to the deiinmkrin such a manner as to leave no

doubt utoa course ofaction-either toviewhe deficieey as an acceptable risk or to commit

resources to alleviate the deficiency.
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e Protidn Fisca reality ia one of fth four major challeages that needs to be addressed when

detezmining how the Marine Corps can best fulill, its roles and functions. T&E programs and funding

zvqwianents need to be prioriftied within fth overall operational framework. Resources to allviat

a deficiency impacting a critical capability and mission prfmmunae, objective will in all likelihood

com from current progirami vqpporting liess critical capability and mission performance objectives.

*loism In addition, to operationsl capability and missin perfoanance objectives, T&E

resource managers and high level deiinmaesae presented with higher level guidance and

constrants tdo govern, the expenditure of resources.- These often confilict with operational. objectives

but m=s be addressed Jin the POM and budget process. MCTRSS will provide fth user with the

capability to ct.mýider these external influences and controls.

go eggn MCTRSS will provide the user with the capability to produce standard and ad-

hoc. reports.

&L11 ACCURACY AND VAJ1D IY

Detailed aissessment roll-up and prioritization. algortitms are presented in Appendix D and E. The accuracy

of the mathematical calculation must be 100%.

The assessment process is complicated by the fact that requirements for T&E programs tend to be imprecisely

stated and raw readiness and capability deficiency data tend to be maipulated m. the reporting process.-

Accuracy requirements; for MCTRSS will be to fth same standard as current/projected AM~ with or within

which MCTRSS will interface or operate. The accuracy of the MCTRSS output is contingent upon the validity

and timeliness of the data provided as input. Data as received must be stored with 100% accuracy.

All hiput data must be edited prior to transisission into MCTRSS to assure that data are valid and current.

The consistency of hiput data must be monitored for completeness andresnbnss
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J TIMING

The fbilowing timing perfonnane requirements h apply to MCTRSS:

"Resapome time from receipt of input data to availability of an assesnt or resource allocatim

delends upon the mmnt of data to be entered, *e form of the data (electronic, paper), the type of

assessment, and do user level (MEF, MCCDC). After data entry, a MEF level assessment will be

completed within 30 mims. A MCCDC (global) assessment can be completed within two hours.

Aftr caupleto of an assessmn roll-up, a resource allocation scheme can be completed within 30

minutes.

" Rspom Mte to prator queries deends upon the complexity of the query. The system operating

seed is 33 mhz. Respone time to remote users is dependent on the network capacity and loading.

" Assessments are first rolled-up to the lowest level and then to increasingly higher levels until the level

specified by the user is reached. (See Appendix D). The assessmen roll-up mst be completed before

the misio ranking can be completed. Mission ranking must be completed before the resource

allocation can be completed (See Appendix E).

" Priorities on data input or modes of operation are determined by the user and do not significantly

imp system respome times.

" The MCTRSS will be used daily but most heavily during the three to four months preceding

publication of the Marine Corps Master PRla, Supporthig Establishment Master Plan amd Marie Corps

POM guidance and during POM development anm budget reviews. Peak load times may generate e

req em for rger mounts of input dam to update the database. Respome tines for int data

are dependent on operatorexrine

"* MCTRSS will provide a baselin for updatin Mission eAm Analyses. The updated Mission Area

Analysis will serve as a calibration point (validation) of the data within tbe-MCTRSS Assessment

database. Each Mission Area is to be amlyzed once every two years. Since tere are currently 12

Mission Areas, a MCTRSS input is requirWd six times per year.

" MCTRSS databases may also be used during performance standards development.
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* MCT7SS work is performed on PC however, tbe supporting nework must be capab of responling

to usr demands within the nmmom standards developed for Banyan.

.1.3 CAPACrY LUMfS

MCTRSS is initially provided tohe f EFs and MARRESFOR on two 124 megabyte hard drives and to

MCCDC on a 340 mngebyte and a 124 megabyte bard drive. Larger storage capacity can be provided if

3.2 HUN&LABEOUMEI5

This Section will provide a detailed description of the MCTRSS Atmetionad requirements specified in paragraph

2.4. The MCTRSS ftwioml mquirements have been developed to support the framework of the three major

processing function of the CDP: the Coecept Based Requirements System (CBRS), the Solution Development

STRAWMAN
USMC T&E

ASSESSMENT/RESOURCE ALLOCATION

ME? ARCHITECTURE
MAGTF THREAT SCENARIO

OPERATIONAL CONCEPTS
MID-TE1M COMBAT CAPABILITIES

HMUACHY MISSION AREAS
\ BA•rE1L FUNCTIONS

ASSESSMET ........................... .................... PROGRAM................ RESOURCE
MODULE PRIORflZATION ALLAX7ONMODULE MODULE

TAS •M b DATABASE /

CAFABUJrY OBJBcnIvEs

DATABASE DATABASE MAD
DATABASE

USMC MP DATABASE
NAVY

FONS AABS
PN NEEDS L'E CYaCZ'ob'rs

SORTS (tN'CLAS.) MASTER PLAN STATEMENT BUDGET Acnlvrrms
I READI4ESS DATABASE PROGRAMELEMENT

REPORTS MCMP CAPABILITY SET
CCRB/TSA MID-TERM CAPAILITrIES SPECIALznSS
ATRIMS T & E OBJECTVES
MCIMS SEMP
ETC. T & EGOALS

Fig 3-1: AMC7lwSSA¶FST7YRFESr RCE ALLOCAIONA4RC7i17BC7U
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-yk (SI)S, and the Capabilty Support System. Eacch of the following sections identifies the func~tional
requirements as prmarily relftd to either an assment, progrm rnking, or resource allocatn context.

These reqrai-enie have been developed ftm analyses of dMn model depicting dau entities and attributes

of die T&E process within the CDP. The relatiowho of data entities and their associated attributesema

stale over time and establish the baseline for MCTRSS reganless of process changes within

the CDP or AIS selected to support the CDP. The functional requirements will be deribed in enough detail

to enable ft systems analyst to understand the funcwtio analyst's desired outcome from the functional

requirement. The assessment, prioriization, and resource allocation flow/interfaces framework is shown in

Figure 3-1.

3.2.1 PERFORM T&E AMSSIEMr GENERAL REQUIREMCM

Under MCTRSS, the "Perform T&E Assessment" function will allow a user to:

* Assign hierrchy dependence values to each element in the assessment hierarchy;

* Specify current programs and assign current assessment values to Task Level Capability

Document current deficiencies (through Mission Area Analysis, review of current readiness

reporting data such as MCLLS, SORTS, MCCRES, FONS, etc.) and specify mid-term

improvement programs that will resolve current defic cies for a Task Level Capability

Objective;

* Assign midtmm assessment values to Task Level Capability Objectives;

• Document residual deficiencies (i.e. deficiencies left after applying midterm improvement

programs to currem deficiencies), and specify future improvement programs (or requirements) that

will resolve the residual deficiencies; and,

* Run an assessment rollup algorithm to deterinem how well Task Level Capability Objectives are

being achieved at each level in the assessment hierarchy. (See paragraph 2.4.1.1.)

Assessment algorithms ar discussed in Appendix D.
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3.2 RANK T&E PROGRAMS GENERAL REQUIRI7ENW

MCTRSS will provide the option to rank order T&E programs in accordance with three optional crieria:

* Rank E Promm b Serousness of MUi-" Degradation.

MCTRSS will provide the option to rank T&E programs based on the seriousness of the associated

deficiency weighted by the dependency chain of the selected hierarchy, either in Service mode or Joit

mode. Deficiencies will have a one-to-one relationship with a Task Level Capability Objective. T&E

program solutions may or may not have a one-to-one relationship, because a single T&E program may

be used as a solution for various deficienies.

pRnk T&E Proarams by Opium Gain in Trainfn Readiness,

MCTRSS will provide the option to rank the contribution that T&E programs will make toward
inproving MAGTF capabilities. Final T&E program prioritization will be based upon weighted!

(dependency) assessment improvement made or expected between the current and mid-term time

frames.

Rank T&E Promm by Seriousness of Ass ate Didencies and Contribution to "nmv 0

MCTRSS will provide the option to rank T&E programs based on a combination of scores from the

two previous options. 0

Program ranking algorithms are discussed in Appendix E.

3±2.1 DMI Vaue SlmweM

T&E program solutions are to be valued based on their relation to T&E deficiencies. T&E deficiencies are

stated in the form of capability shortfalls, and T&E program data is entered in a manner that directly ties a

programmed solution to the defciency. MCTRSS design will require the T&E planner to specify (estimate) 0

the degree to which a program resolves a deficiency by entering this information during MCTRSS Assessment

Data Eny.

The MCTRSS program data base will contain T&E program resource and attribute information. MCTRSS S

will have the option of in a relational search of linkg attributes to define multiple program solution

sets that would resolve deficiencies with common T&E root causes. Database queries should be able to
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kiwify all T&E programs that would potentially resolve a shortall, without having to rely on the T&E pla

to idenify specific T&E program solutions for complicated, multi-satite problems.

MCTRSS will have the capability to operate in the Enhanced Mode if there is uncertainty about the current S

or mid-term assessment or about the probability/possibility that the capability will be required. If there is

uncertainty about the dependency of a function on a particular capability, the estimated probability of

dependency can be indicated for each dependency level, i.e. the probability that the function would be required

at the Essential, Highly Dendent, Moderately Dependent, or merly Contributing level can be identified.

The Enhanced Mode will not change the value weightings, but will calculate assess values based on

combinations over the full range of capability and dependency inputs.

3±.3 ALILOTE T&E RESOURCES GENERAL REQUIREMENIS

T&E resources shall be allocated based on certain aspects of a program (i.e. criteria values) and weights

assigned to these criteria.

The following criteria will be considered in the allocation of T&E resources:

"• Contribution to mission accomplishment;

"* Contribution to capability within a Capability Set; 0

"* Contrt to T&E objectives as defined in the MCMP;

"* Contriution to T&E goals as defined in the SEMI;

"* External factors (i.e. mandated by public law, DoD directed, CMC directed);

"* Program risk (i.e. program definition, scope, implementation); and, 5

"* Program cost.

WEIGHT CIEI

This function will allow the user to directly choose the relevant criteria weight, use-a pairwise comparison

weighting technique, or indicate whether each criteria is to be maximized or minimized.

Direc NafIL For the direct entry of weights, the user may enter a value for each of the criteria.

These weights are automatically normalized by the program so that the weights of the criteria sum to

one. For example, if four criteria are weighted as (2, 3, 1, and 4) the resulting weights are (0.2, 0.3,
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0.1, and 0.4). After entering all the attribute weights directly, the user may elect to re-weighl the

criteria.

PA W Conmario The eigenvector pairwise comparison method gives the user the ability to

determine the criteria weights based on a subjective comparison of one criteria to another. This

method is helpful when the user is uncertain of the assignment of the weights of each criteria. The

following scale describes the difierent weighting values between criteria.

THE SCALE AND UTS DESCRIPTION

I . . Equal Importance

2

3. . More Importance

4

5.. Essential .Iportance

6

7. . Demonstrated Importance

8

9.. Absolute Importance

The user selects the most important criteria and its weight. Each pair of criteria is compared with each

other. If weights have been calculated using the pairwise comparison method, these weights are used until

the operator either re-enters the most important choie and degree of importance or enters weights directly.

Man/Min. In this option, the user determines whether a criteria is to be minimized or maximized. If

criteria are maximized, this means that a bigger value is a better score. Conversely, if criteria are

minimized, a smaller value is a better score.

CRITERIA VALUES

These values are assigned by the user based on current POM/Budget guidance; with the exception of the

Mission Benefit which is an output of the Training Readiness Assessment.

Misio Beit - Numerical ranking 1 -+n. I = High mission benefit; n = lower mission benefit.

Assigned from the Assessment Module.
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MIA] T&E Mi-Tesm Objecive - Numerical value I -+n. I - High priority; n - lower priority.

SEMP T&E Mid-Tazm Objecive - Numerical value I -- n. I = High priority; n = lower priority.

EiurM9ac= - Numerical value 1 -+n. 1 = Fenced- 2 - Public Law; 3 = DoD Directed 4-

CMC Directed. I = Higher priority; 4 = lower priority.

mtrit'nim.. to C1hIlv within T•. Capability St- Numerical value I -+n. A ranking of T&E

Programs within Capability Sets based on Optdmum Gain. (See Appendix C for detailed ranking

algorithms).

PIUM Cost, i- High, Medium, Low.

gMM Risk - High, Medium, Low.

FUNDING RANKIN

This function ranks each program on the basis of the score obained through the algorithmic ranking

process based on the previous criteria. This score is the closeness of that criteria to the best possible

solution and is an indisputable preference order of items. This score is determined from the values entered

for each of the criteria and the weighting scheme determined from the Weight Criteria. The score

resulting from the ranking process is used to generate the fdting rank of each of the programs. The user

can do what-if analysis for the prortization. of programs by running the ranking algorithm with different

sets of weights for the criteria or by changing the values within a specific criteria. This allows the user

the ability to determine the best possible priortization. based on the goals and objectives of the

organization.

M•TRSS TE ALLOCATION

In this function, the system calculates a criteria based priorization funding scheme for the programs in

each capability set. This allocation scheme is based on the score resulting from the MCTRSS funding

pioritization. This score is used to determine a dollar value associated with -each capability set. This

dollar value is compared to the Minimmn and Total Requirements of the program to allocate value-based

funds to the capability set. Fenced resources will always be allocated first, then Minimum Requirements

up to any funding limitations imposed by training category, budget activity, or type of funding.
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After t allocati a completed, the total budget amount for each Budget Actvity is presentd for each

program-.

SLICE OF MIND"U REOUUIREMENT

This fuwction will be used to adjust all of the Minimum Requirements for each program. This percentage

allows the user to take a slice off of the Minimum Requirements (i.e. non-specific cut in T&E resources)

and seethe rest budgeting scheme.

The system allocates funds for the fenced resources of a program first.

The system then allocates funds for the minimum resources of a program.

After the allocation is completed, the total budget amount available for each Budget Activity and the

minimumm funding level, allocated funds, and unallocated funds are presented for each program.

NDIVIDUAL FUNDING LEVELS OPTIO

This function will allow the user to enter a Funding Amount for each Budget Activity individually.

MCTRSS will allocate the available resources to individual programs within the Budget Activity according

to Funding Priority within Budget Activity. 0

3.2.4 VIEKW/TERMODIFY DATA GOGRAL REQUI]IMRE,]

MCTRSS shall provide the capability for a MCTRSS user to view T&E requirements. A T&E requirement

may be stated in a Mission Need Statement (MNS) or a Fleet Operational Needs Statement (FONS). T&E
r equreents are assessed and met as part of the solution development phase of the CDP and are keyed in

MCTRSS to the deficiencies that they eliminate or resolve. T&E requirements are listed in the Requirements

Catalogue. T&E requirements are cross-referenced to MNS, FONS, and/or Requirements Catalogue in the

T&E Requirements Database.

MCTRSS shall provide the capability for a MCTRSS user to view MCLLS data. The MCLLS database will

be loaded from an external source. Oracle's SQL*LOADER utility will be used to load"this data. It is assumed

that the MCLLS data will be in a format that SQL*LOADER can process. MCLLS will be used to retrieve

lessons learned from mililtay exercises and operations. This information is useful in the assessment of units

to perform mission objectives.
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MCTRSS will provide the user with budget information for each Training Category in the input database. This

information consists of the T&E Program, Minimum and Total Budget Requirements, whether the program was

funded and if it had fenced money allocated to it

MCTRSS shall provide summary and detail views of MCTRSS data. A summary view will contain a list of

selected records, one per line. Data elements displayed will be a subset of data elements. The detail view will

show all data elements for one record on one or more screens.

3.2.5 VIEW/PRINT REPORTS GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

The Query/Reporting Subsystem provides a focal point for querying the MCTRSS database and generating

standard reports. Currently, three main function are included in the subsystem: view MCTRSS data, view/print

standard reports, and perform text search. Text search is a special type of query that allows a user to find data

areas of interest The Text Search function is also directly available via the TEXT SEARCH function key.

It is included here since it is a special type of query. The user is provided two options for preformatted reports.

Reports can be sent to the printer for paper outputs or to files for electronic transmission to other offices,

record purposes, or other uses.

3.2.6 PERFORM SYSTEM UTILITIES GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

The "MCTRSS System Administration Utilities" subsystem includes functions for maintaining standardized

lists, maintaining user profiles, exporting and importing data, and setting MCTRSS configuration parameters.

This function includes all the automated processes for adding and modifying various standardized lists.

MCTRSS shall provide the capability for a MCCDC system administrator to add, modify, and delete definition

of terms. The glossary will provide MCTRSS users a set of definitions to help them in understanding

MCTRSS.

MCTRSS shall provide the capability for a MCCDC system administrator to add, modify, and delete

bibliography entries. The bibliography will provide a MCTRSS user an on-line referehce of material that can

be used in preparing the T&E Program Assessment

MCTRSS shall provide the capability for a MCCDC system administrator to maintain a list of acronyms.

Maintaining this list on-line will provide the MCTRSS user with a quick reference to the meaning of acronyms

that may appear in the MCTRSS database.
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MCTRSS shall provide the capability for a MCCDC system administrator to maintain a list of budget requests

(or Program Operation Memorandums) for funding programs.

MCTRSS shall provide the capability for a MCCDC system administrator to modify hierarchy dependence

types and their associated numeric values. The number of dependence types will be set to a fixed number. The

MCCDC system administrator will be able to modify the dependence codes, descriptions, and values, but will

not be able to increase or decrease the number of dependence types. Dependencies will be used in the

assessment roll-up algorithm.

MCTRSS will include a function that includes automated functions for adding, modifying, and deleting

MCTRSS users. A user profile includes the user name, user password, user type, and user-function assignment

MCTRSS shall provide the capability for a MCTRSS system administrator to add new MCTRSS users. The

MCTRSS system administrator will add user name, user password, and user type. A default assignment of

MCTRSS functions will be made based on user type.

MCTRSS will maintain a baseline MCTRSS database. The MCCDC baseline database will contain a default

assessment framework, a standardized list of reports, and a help database. The baseline MCCDC database will

be available to the MEF/MARRESFOR as a starting point for building a customized MEF/MARRESFOR

database.

MCCDC will periodically receive MEF/MARRESFOR specific data from all the MEF/MARRESFOR and inte-

grate this data into the MCCDC database, creating a global (although not current) repository of MCTRSS data.

Periodically, MCCDC will ship out updates to MCTRSS (includes software and database updates). Database

updates may include changes in the default command framework, standardized lists, and the help database.

MCCDC may also provide a MEF/MARRESFOR with another MEF/MARRESFOR data to be used as a

reference.

MCTRSS shall provide the capability for the MCCDC system administrator to export the MCTRSS baseline

database.
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Not that clanges m the default command struu or standardid lists may impact a MEF/MARRESFOR's

existing daabme, canpromisig dabe integrity. As pat of this requirement a procedure needs to be

developed to deal with this problem.

MCTRSS shall provite the cipabft for the MEFIMARRESFOR system administrat to expot

MEF/MARRESFOR specific data, which inlcudes all data not part of the MCCDC baseline databm.

MCFRSS shall provide the capability for a MEF/MARRESFOR system administrator to import MCCDC data.

Since new changes to the MCCDC data may impact existing MEF/MARRESFOR data, the import utility must

be intelligem enmugh to prevenm changes that will compromise dabas imnegrity.

MCTRSS shall provide the capability for the MCCDC system administrat to import MEF/MARRESFOR

specft data and integrate this data with MCCDC data and other MEFMARRESFOR's data. The identity

of the dam must be maintained. In other words, it must be possible to distinguish between MCCDC data and

each of the MEF/MARRESFOR specific data.

DATA TASE

This function will allow the user the option to use files to either upload data, download data, or erase the

current data. On screen prnmpts will guide the user through each operation. Checks on proper file

naming procedures will be included in the program as much as possible.

UPLOAD D~ATA
This function allows the user to append data to the current datbas or erase the current data from the

database and then - new data.

APPEND TO CURN DATA FELE 0

This function allows the user to append a text or .DBF file to the existing data. A path, filename, and

filename extemion must be entered. Delimiter informai mu also be provided if the file is a tex file.

ERASEl CU'RRENT DATA MEL AND APEND NEW DATA

This fimcion allows data from the current darn file to be erased prior to appending now data. A backup

fe will be generated prior to the erasing of the data. Path, filenme, and file extemsion must be entered.
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DOWNLOAD DATA

The dwnload fluntion provides two aumridves:

SDownload da•ta• dBase Mu fonas.

* Download daft in text fzmzat.

Mste M files can be uamiated into Lotus fm using the Lotus Tramla Utilty.

The erase finction eases te existing daa fn toefiMe. A bklcmp file will be gemrated prior to

do file.

3I.7 HIM GVMAL REQRU~dCM

The MCTRSS Help system as designed to be an ineractive help in o tha I MCTRSS System Administrato

(MSA) can enar, modify, or delete ihnfrmatio in the help database. Ther are te levels of help

infomtion.

The first level is de fied Wlo hep. This is information related to a specific dat field on a screen.

he second level is the oMu mtwE help. This is infomation related to the entire screen being displayed

or the process to which the screen is related.

The third level help is for the display of the Function Key assigment or other ccmon infrmstion which

might be desired.
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SRCICN 4

ThIS SeMio briefly descmres how MCTSS wi sasfy & requiremns delineated m Sectiom 2 and 3.

A MCTRSS Saftware Unit Secdi wm will specify how te design coniderations ar to be inrgemimed in

suificim detail o begin

ThM detiled MCrRSS systmn iuquirenie• are influenced by ft data availability and infor ton requiem s

of die Combat Developmet Process, as hiab*Wmd in Section 2.3.1. MCTRSS will support tmining and

education aesrune ad resource allocation processes within ft CDP. MCTRSS is reskient on a standard

486/33 miz stand alone PC, networked with do Banyan wide area network. A renovable autx operating

systm bard drive is provided to preclude, U requirement for access to a separae =k based PC. The

Smf&ds Brun*, T&E Division MCCDC, will be UiN MCTRSS system admi•nstrator and mmage U mser

daaae. Other brances within T&E Division and oter divisiom within MCCDC will have access to

MCTRSS tcmgh Ut network. Selected offies within Headquarters Marine Corps will also have access to

MCTRSS through U netwodrk MEIs and MARRESFOR will have teir own MCTRSS system, with the

capability for d xchange with the MCCDC system via network and floppy disk.

Figure 4-1 shows tUN rekdowmbq of user o to tUN MCTRSS:

42 SV•rI Ir/ - G

1w maj functiom of MCTrRSS are sunm-arirad below:

Denm Assessmuent Famwrk . Allows MCCDC to define a set of standard warfihting environments,

misamaa, misionelm , and task klvel capbility objectv. MEFIMARRESFORcanaddmission

elements and task level capability ob•e•ives to dtis standard set, and then, using this s of defnmom,

build UNir mission structure.
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MCTRSS NETWORK

00 %

Eigwi4-1 A)R~ PE7WVR

WcNT User

Perfrm uintAllws CCDCandMEFMARRESFOR t ananassmmdtasg

bbfomp Rurepm.Act. Allows MCCDC a oaloct T&RESO teoxe maccotding toW seve(n cluingr

criteria.cnb hne ue nDD oo SCfsa udne

View MCTRSS 11 1 1 Dama. Allows MCCDC and MEF/MARRESFOR to view infornatio wiha can

be used when preparing T&E assessum rapost. Referenice data includes: MCLLS, MCCRES, MAA,

10 RAP, bMN, FONS.
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(my MCTrSS Dew / Genate Sandard Iaput. This subsystem mp:m•mts the quty and reporing

ftuctiom of MCTrSS. It allows viewing of MCTRSS data, i of standard reports, and

seerthing of ten fields for specific strings of characters.

Exet Sysem Udkies. These are Syste Adminis i functiom, accessible only by the system

administrator. Function irclude: maimainlin standardized lists, maimasmin ie profiles, exporii,

inporting, and archiving data, and iterfacing with ft Danyan network.

The following is a list of required MCTRSS user-machine inmerface capabilities:

I. Per Assessumn
Define Assessment Framework

Modify MAGTF Threat Scenarios
Modify Operational Concepts
Modify Midwem Combat Development Capabilities
Modify Warfightig Enviromnents
Modify Missio Armea
Modify Bttlefield Funtion
Modify Task Level Capability Objectives
Modify Miss'io/leene Structure

Enter/Modity Assiessme Data
Select Alternative Algorithns
Select Asesmen Mode
Initiae T&E Assessment
View Assessment Results
Analyze Assessment Results

H. Rank T&E Program
Rank T&E Promns

Select Ranking Crieria
Select Optional Criteria
in Ranking

View Raki
Perfom Senmitivity Analysis

Il. Allocate T&E Resources
Enter/Modity POM/Budget Data
Optimize T&E Resurces

Weight Criteria
*Select Criteria Values

Seimc Allocation Options
pertr Fuwdirg Rankn
Initiate Resource Allocation

View Resource Allocation
Perform Wb-VAIf- Analysis
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IV. V•ew/atr/Modf• Data
MCCRES Dab
MCLWS Data
MAA Doa
T&NS DIaU
Issues/FONS Data
IG Readinss DaU
SORTS Do
Master Plan Daft
Update T&E Progra Dam

V. View/Putt Reports
Task Lcve Capability Objectve
Mission Struture

Capability MeasDfiz~e
Asesm Repo

Trahii Rladiess A3emM
MEFf/Tnr Sceario Assessnn
CINC/WFE Assessment
Operational Cocept Assessment
Midimm Combat Developmen Capability Ass• •mnt
Mission Areasmsesmen
Batlefield Fctions Assessment

Prga Ramkdn Reports
An Programs
By MEFRrheat Scenario
By CINC/WFE
By Mission Area/attlefield Pwiotions
BY Training Category
By FYDP Program Element

Resource Allocation Reports
Program Data S•
Deflciencies/Raqfuel

By MEFHTr6at Scenario
By CINC/WFE
By operational concoept
By Mission Area/attlefeld, Functions
By Training Category

VI. Perfom System witites;
Export Dam

-mor Data
Modify StandaniftL0

Glossary
Bibliography

POCS

VI. Help
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4.3

MCTRSS provides U3 following features:

" Interactive dam entyt dhough user hmly data entry sacre displays;

"* Interactive da mdiflcatim through data change scree displays;

" Prioritized lit of T&E program anl systems;

"* Summary of MEF/CINC's assessment by minion and warflghig environment; and,

" Interactive resource allocation capability axi sensitivity anmlysis.

4.4 SISM DATA

4.4.1 INPUr�DVUITI DATA

The inputs to MCTRSS am shown in Figure 3-1 ACRS Fwx*ciw Arditedu . The outputs are T&E

Readines Assessment Reports, Program Prioritization, Resource Allocation Reports and supporting exhibits.

4.42 DATABASE

The database will consist of all the data elements required to support the assessment/resource allocation

fitimons described in Section 3 logically arranged in tables. The tables, and logical relationsips between

them will be deailed in the Software Unit Specification. These tables support the Oracle RDBMS v.6.0.
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SECIMON S

5.1 NomIUM2 ffYMR[[

MCTRSS can be supported by PC computers, perihal devices, and equipment organi to

the Marine Corps and will not require systemis acquisition. The minimum requirements for MCTRSS are:

a. Pmoessors.

486/33 based modueboard and CPU

8 megabytes of RAM

115/220 volt switchable power supply

b. tM Meda.
1 1.2 megabyte, 5 U- floppy drive

1 1.44 megabyte, 3½% floppy drive

2 124 megabyte hard drives in removable docking bays

C. In /UM Dvices.

1 /O card with I parallel and 2 serial ports

VGA monitor / 1 megabyte VGA video card

1 101 key keyboard

Access to a local laser printer.

d.

The PCs must have access to Banyan.

5.2 SU OKIr SOFI WARE -~ s irkm I-

Sysktm Soewa. The operating system used for MCTRSS will be INTERACTIVE UNIX System V/386

Release 3.2 with the UNIX VP/IX DOS Emulator package. The database used for the maitenance of

MCTRSS data will be ORACLE 6.0 for INTERACTIVE UNIX, a relational database system. MCTRSS

programming routines will be written in ANSI Standard C using the INTERACTIVE-UNIX C compiler and

the ORACLE PRO*C, precompiler. Orace's application development tools (SQL*Forms, SQL*Report, and

SQL*Menu) will not be used in developing MCTRSS.

P I Smrm Dedp Paduge. An independent screen package will be used to design the user

imerface for MCTRSS. An independent screen package will reduce total dependence on Oracle as the DBMS
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for futu enhanceenes. With an independent package, the DBMS can change without a major impact on te

user interface. VERMONT VIEWS 3.0 for INTERACTIVE UNIX will be used as the screen interface

Aa~ci[g RAm.k lM Sa bhin. MCTRSS shall be designed with the capability to access remote

MCTRS databases in addition to accessing local databases.

Canimaniaien Iaterfacu. A requiremem for MCTRSS is for it to run on a LAN. PROCOMM PLUS

software is provided as part of the system software.

53 COMMUNICATIMON REOUIM

The Standards Branch, T&E Division MCCDC, will be the MCTRSS system administrator and manage the

master system/database. Other branches within T&E Division and other divisions within MCCDC will have 0

access to MCTRSS through the Banyan network. Selected offices within Headquarters Marine Corps and

MARFORLANT/PAC will also have access to MCTRSS through the Banyan network. MEFs and

MARRESFOR will have their own MCTRSS system/databases, with the capability for data exchange with the

MCCDC system via existing network and/or floppy disk.

SA INTERFACES

The MCTRSS will interface with the MCLLS, Requirements Catalogue, and MCCRES databases. Currently

T&E budget data, Mission Area Analyses data, IG readiness data, FONs data, and MNS data reside in PC

word processing or spreadsheet format at various locations, all with access to Banyan. MCTRSS will have

the capability to import this data into the master database electronically.

5.5 SUMMARY OF IMPACMh

5.&l ADP ORXGANIWAThONAL IMPAClM

A MCTRSS master systems administrator needs to be designated within the Standards Branch, T&E Division,

MCCDC. In addition, a MCTRSS local systems administrator needs to be designated at each of the four

remote MCTRSS sites. No changes in authorized strength, location, or skill level are required. 0
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5.5. ADP OPRATIONAL IWACIS

Ther are no known impacts on USMCIMCCDC ADP operational procedures with MCTRSS impnlemention.

5.9A3 ADP DEVELOPMO IMPACTS

ADP developmetal impacts are minimized because MCTRSS is a modification to an existing, operational

system. The greatest impact is on database development, including provision for electionic transfer of data,

and providing network compatibility. Full database development is expected to require eight man-years (four

individuals X 24 mos.) Software modification is estimated at four man-years. Nine months is planned for

prototype development, three months for test and evaluation, and twelve months implementation and fielding.

5.6 FAILURE (DNrINGENCIM

The following minimum failure contingencies must be addressed by the MCTRSS:

" Retrt. A restart is initiated each time the system is brought back up after a normal shut-down or
after a termination caused by a correctable software or hardware problem that does not necessitate a

system initialization. A restart will store the current operational environment existing at the time of

termination.

" Oher.

(1) Copies of all master files must be made daily when changes have been made. Copies of thes

files must be removed from the computer site at least monthly.

(2) Finalized Continuity of Operations Plans (COOP) must allow for backup capability, in the event

of a major problem. The COOP will have all contingenwies listed, as to how the customer will

operate and conduct business during major system problems. Each site will have its own COOP.

MCTRSS sites must have the capability, so that if one site goes down, all input/output can be

diverted to another site.
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5.7 ASSUMMUON AND) C063L

The following assumptions and constraints relate to development and operation of MCTRSS:

"* Future MCTRSS sites have organic hardware capability to support MCTRSS. The only additional

hardware requirement is for a removable hard drive that contains the MCTRSS software.

"• Users remote to the five MCTRSS sites (T&E Division, I MEF, II MEF, Ill MEF, and

MARRESFOR) will have read-only capability to the database. Comments and feedback to the primary

sites will be via existing "E" mail capability.

"* Funds will be available to support the required level of effort.

1
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SECIION 6

6.1 BACKGROUND MOTION

MCTRSS will provide T&E assessment data that in itself is unclassified and nonsensitive but when combined

with resource plannin dwa it becomes sensitive in nature. As a result, normal system security codskeratiom

ae discussed in the following sections.

6.2 ISM ACCESS AND DATA SECU)IrY

" Access to the MCTRSS is controlled through the use of User IDs and Passwords. These IDs and

Passwords are assigned by the individual assigned as the MCTRSS master system admimstmto

(MSA). The MSA will be responsible for ensuring that only authorized personnel receive IDs and

Passwords. Access to the Oracle Database system for inquiries beyond those provided by MCTRSS

will be the responsibility of the MSA.

" Users are permitted access to portions of the MCTRSS program based on the type of user they are.

The MSA enmers this informaion into the MCTRSS when the User IDs and Passwords are assigned.

Users must contact the MSA for access changes.

"* Access to the MCTRSS for uses other than the running of the MCTRSS program is also conolled

by the use of User INs and Passwords.

63 COONT0L OINT. VULNEAN-UT. AND SAFEGUARDS

This paragraph describes the inlput, processing and output control points, their vulnerabilities and safeguard

requiremems to reduce risk to an acceptable level.

1
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6A31 CONIW)L POEMI

The following control points have been identified as those that there is a known vulnerability which requires

a specific safeguard.

S rntCo l Points. Data are entered into the MCTRSS from personnel at a MCTRSS PC wmok-

station located at out of five sites. The MCTRSS PC work-station is connected to the BANYAN

through a communcai link. A MCTRSS work-station can be located at any geographical poit

within a site that best supports their mission.

* Process Control Points.

Process control points are the same as Input Control Points.

1Ot= Control Points.

Production. Output devices are video display units, system printers, and online transactions.

DistriUbtion. Outm is routed to a device that is identified by the system administraw . These outpu

devices may be remote to the site and connected to a MCTRSS site by LAN or by disc.

6.3.2 WDULN E MAIE~lS

Inmt/OumMu Control Points.

Persons causing physical damage to the work-station devices.

Equonent downtline.

Communicaon link downtime.

1n4 Control Points.

Umnuthorized input of data.

Output Control Pohins.

Output lost after delivered by the system.

Oupu stolen.

Output mis-routed.

•Processinf Control Points.

Applc n software fhue
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HaFdw haimlre.

Facilities udiite fanlr.

Natutal disaster.

Human errmr.

6A3 SAFEGUARDS

Security for the processing site is the responsibility of that site.

n Servics. Assign a MCTRSS local system administator (LSA) for each organization
where MCTRSS resides. Identify personnel requiring access and assign a user idendfication code and
associated password. Provide traing for use of the input/output work-stations to include output

distribution am! recovery.

"* Physical Safes. Physical security for te processing site is the responsibility of that ste.

"• Technical 3dfe MU.

(1) Assign each user a user identificaion and an associated machine generated random password

every year.
(2) Discomnect the user from the system and notify the systems administrator if there is any

iclident where someone attempts to access the system three times with the wrong password.

6.4 SSM O E E MAW-

"This Section shall describe MCTRSS user requirements for the production of an audit trail necessary to conuct

MCTRSS causative research. The following are considered general level requirements:

6A1 JOURNALJZNG

MCTRSS provides the capability for a user to record notes during the assessment/resource allocation process.
There are two distinct function within "NOTES": one of the functions is to assign or view a note on an
individual screen the other is to view all notes in the MCTRSS.
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6.4,2 .A~Llff TA

"Trm MCrRSS adit U"r will be autowmed allowing the user to tzack lhe T&E progmn, funding priority, and

muminiortancew to requiiud capability, requiremnuts, amid guidamc.
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APP'U4D A

Thke se of possible solutions dhat can fill a need. The solution set considers all feasible cosobinations of

Doctrine, Oqpnizaiion, Training Equimnt, and Support (DOTES)-

A Battlefield Function is one of seven tactical processes or functions (Commnand, Control and Support,

Intelligence; Maneuver; Fires; Air Defense; Mobilty/Coumntcrobility/Survivability; and Combat Service

Support) that occu over tme with out timplying bow they will be accomplished or what instruments or

methods will be used to perform them. The functions provide an operational framework of fth battlefield and

a standard 1refe, ec from which collective analysis of mission areas can be conducted during Mission Area

Analysis. The functions are adaptied from the Army's Battlefield Functions that are explained in detail in

TRADOC PAMPHLET 11 -9, BLUEPRINT OF THE BATWLEFIELD and are referred to as the BLUEPRINT

FOR THE TACTICAL LEVEL OF WAR. Battlefield Functions will be explained in an upcoming revison

to FMFM 2, "Marine Air-Ground Task Force: A Gk"xz Cpabiluity

The plan for the: allocation of resources that are available for, required for, or assigned to a prticular purpose.

Buge Ad~ty
A major functional classification of appropriation type within a budget.

Buge Urn Itemn
The lowest level of appropriation visiilty within. a budget.

Capdft

An ability to achieve an objective, action or task that reults from analyzing a concept. Marine Corps

capabilities are categorized as operational and functional.
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An OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY IS the Ability to achiv tbe National Security Strategy
re P-;m uibilities of die Marine Corps. The Marin Corps has identified the following 8

- Command Cmodto andl Survefiance

- Bsuepc Dominance

- Power Pmection

- Force Sustaianment

- Forward DeployMent

- Crisis Rspns

- Sta i Deterrence

- Sealif

A FUNCTIONAL CAPABILITY is the ability to achieve the Marine Corps Srateg set forth

in the operational capabilities. Functional capabilities are prioritized in the Marine Corps

Master Pln

A SUPPORTING CAPABILITY is the ability of the Supporting Establishment to support: the

total force.

Capahity set

A grop of related implementing actions from the various reqirements categories (doctrine, organiation,

training and education, equipment facilities and support) necessary to achieve solutions to deficiencies or to

take advantage of qoppotuities.

One iteration of a course, usually designated unuerically.

Measures of tumiso performance used to determin whether units can or cannot perform an assigned task.

( e.g. collective mrining stadards equate to Mission Performance Standards (MPM containd in the

MCCRES.)
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Caluediv Tk*

A unit of work or actzin requiring interactn between two or more individuals for its aomplishma.

A ation or statmet of an idea, expressing how something might be done or accomplished. A concept is

broad in mope and pertains to the operational warf4hing or major functional areas such as aviabon,

ntellen and combat service support. Thew concepts are anlyzed to determine those capabilities that will

be required to implement the concept. Concepts ar characterized as operationa or functional.

An OPERATIONAL CONCEPT is a broad statement of an idea in sufficient detail to provide

the basis for determining new or revised doctrine, organization, training and education,

equipment, or facilities and support. Thke thre current major operatonal concepts are

"Operational Maneuver from the Sea", Sustained Operations Ashore" and "Other

Expeditonary Operations."0

A FUNCTIONAL CONCEPT is a statement of how the elements of the MAGTF (command,

air combat, ground combat, combat service support) operate or will operate in support of

each major operational concept

A SUPPORTING CONCEPT is a broad statement that describes the way in which the

Supporting Establishment supports the totd force.

A restricting or modifying factor.

CAoo.se

An ordered arrangement of subject matrdesigned to instruct personnel.

carricoon

The planned content for a course of instruction.
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A shoncaming in some apec of a required capability, as specified in the Marine Carps Mauer PlM,

idetified through analysis, assessment or the formal studies program.

Ddhery Syska

The instructional method and media used to present the instrctio

Dodhal Prram

Pkaged Mrin Corps requirements and the means to achieve them that are established to implement a

fundamental prnciple which guides the Corps actions in support of national objectives.

Duinal Requuremnt

An established need based on a validated deficiency in the ability of the Marine Corps to carry out a

fundamental principle which guides the Corps actions in support of national objectives.

Dro

A battle/tactical exercise designed to prepare a unit or team to perform a tactical technique or procedure

through progressive repetition. It is used, principally, to train small units to perform tasks requiring a high

degree of teamwork, such as fire and maneuver actions in danger areas, and counter-ambush techniques.

F -ukwaw Program
Packaged Marine Corps requirements and the means to achieve them established to provide non-expendable

items needed to oufit/equip an individual or organization in order to meet missions.

Equipinunt Requfrenment

An established need based on a validated deficiency in the ability of the Marine Corps to provide non-

expendable items needed to outfit/equip an individual or organization.

Training event conducted under simulated combat conditions in which troops and armament of one side are

actually present. Forc or equipment of the opposition may be either imagined or partially or fully present.

Finictienl Capability
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See CONCEPT.

hsdl a Trask

A composi of related activities performed for an immediate purpose by an individual.

IJdlimal Job Task

A specific combination of an INDIVIDUAL TASK that makes up a JOB. A JOB must be associated with at

least one and possibly many INDIVIDUAL TASKs.

Individal Standar

Level of proficiency to which a Marine must perform a task.

Inshruedmal set_-

The environment in which instruction or learning will occur.

Packged Marine Corps requirements to meet missions linked to the means (e.g. mautie, human resources)

to achieve them.

-dqsW -
A capability that satisfies a doctrinal, organizational, training and education, equipment or/and facilities and 0

support need that has been identified as a deficiency or opportunity. The INTEGRATED REQUIREMENT

is the optimal combination of DOTES elements that has been selected.

Interuaon Alternative

A potential solution' or plan to correct a *real* need. It may consist of the purchase of new equipment, of

providing additional traming, of altering the present methods of training or any other viable means of

correcting the deficiency.

Job

The combination of all human performance required for one personnel position in a system. (e.g., driver).
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Job Aid

A checklist, procedural guide, decisi table, worksheet, algorithm, or other tool used by job incumbents to

aid in tsk performance.

Knowl~ed

Information required to perform an activity for the effective accomplishment of a task.

Leaming Objective

A statement of the behavior or performance expected as a result of a learning experience.

Location

A region of the world for which plans are developed.

Military Manpower Training Report (MMTR) Training Category

One of five classifications of individual training (Recruit, Officer Acquisition, Specialized Skill, Flight, and

Professional Development Education) used by OSD and Congress for planning, programming and budgeting

purposes.

Mission

A task, together with a purpose, which clearly indicate the action which is to be taken and the reason

therefor.

Mission Area

A grouping of related functions which together support the accomplishmen of a mission. There are currently

12 Mission Areas.

Mhon CapabMty

A required ability to accomplish a mission supporting a concept of operations.

Need

Lack of something required or desirable.
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A range of rend Military Owccpational pecilties (MOSs).

Opwathoa Capabilty

See CAPABILITY.

See CONCEPT.

Oppulunimty
The recognition of a current or conceptual capability that if expanded upon would enhance battlefield success.

An administrative structure with a mission.

OrpisasalPropgmi

A packaged Marine Corps requirement linked to the means to achieve an improvement in an administrative

structure that has a mission. S

An established need based on a valid deficiency in an administrative structure with a mission.

Pmm

A humun being.

A detailed scheme or method for the accomplishment of an objective.

Progrm Eememt

A major classification of appropriations within the DoD Program Objectives Memorandum (POM) and Future

Years Defense Plan (FYDP).
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Resource

An asset required or made available to an organization to accomplish a purpose.

The ability to perform an action.

Standard

An exact value, a physical entity, or an abstract concept, established and defined by authority, custom, or

common consent to serve as a reference, model, or rule in measuring quantities or qualities, establishing

practices or procedures, or evaluating results. A fixed quantity or quality.

Support Program

Packaged Marine Corps support requirements linked to the means to achieve them.

Support Requirement

An established support need based on a validated deficiency justifying the timely allocation of resources to

achieve a capability to accomplish approved military objectives, Mn'sions, or tasks.

Supportng Capabliy

See CAPABILITY.

Supporbdug CaCoet

See CONCEPT.

T&E CapabBity Set

One of the eight classifications of individual training (Recruit, Officer Acquisition, Specialized Skill, Mission-

oriented, Flight, Professional Military Education, Marine Battle Skills and Related) used imernally in the

Training and Education Division for planning, programming and budgeting purposes.

T&E Intervetio xction

An action taken to correct a T&E deficiency or to take advantage of a T&E opportumnity.
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T&E Pregram

Pwc mgod Marine Corps trining and educaion requirements linked to the means to ahieve then tm amre

needed to meet a mission.

TME Raquixuent

Any ientified training and education need based on a validated deficiency justifying the allocation of

resources to achieve a capability to accomplish approved military objectives, miusions or tasks.

Task

A composite of related activities performed for an immediate purpose. (Activities are perceptions, decisions,

and responses in a single unit of work and are written in operator/maintainer language, e.g. "change a tire.")

Tat

Any device or technique used to measure performance.

Test Item

A performance measure.

Traiing Event

An occurrence such as a wargame, exercise or drill which supports training.

Trainin Fadity

A permanent or semi-permanent government, military, or contrac real property used for the purpose of

supporting or conducting training.

Training MNerw
Weapons, equipment, tools, supplies and systems used for training and education purposes.

Training Objective

A goal of a training event.

Training Pln
A document that outlines the general plan for the conduct of individual and collective training in an

organization.
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Trambg To&

A task or job-task idatfied to be nrined,

Unit

Any military elmet whole stucture is pre by compen authority, such ax a table of organmaion

and equipment: specifically, part of an organization.

Unit hill"

A specific combination of one UNIT with one MISSION. A UNIT must be associated with at least one and

possibly many MISSIONs.

Unit Mission Task

A unique identification of one TASK to be performed by a UNIT in the conduct of a specific MISSION. A

UNIT with a specific MISSION must be associated with at least one and possibly many TASKs.

Wargame

Battle simulations, both manmlu and computer-assisted.

Warfighting FIvroumemt

The anticipate conflict environment that covers the spectrum of conflict as defined in CJCS MOP 50. The

current environments are; Peace Through Confrontation (PTC), Lesser Regional Conflict (LRC), Major

Regional Conflict (MRC), Theater Nuclear War (TNW) and General Nuclear War (GNW).
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ACRONYMS

AAR After Action Repot

ACE Air Combat Element

ACMC Assistant Commandant of the Marine Corps

AIS Automated Information System

AT!MP Army Training Information Management Program

ATSDMS Automated Training standards Development and Maintena System

B. Budget Activity

BF Battlefield Function

BFFD Battlefield Training Days

BOBCAT Blueprint of the Battlefield Computerized Assessment Tool

C2 Command & Control

C4 Command, Control, Communications, Computers

C412 Command, Control, Communikations, Computers, Information & Inelligence

CALL Center for Army Lessons Learned

CoRS Concept Based Requirements System

CDP Combat Development Process

CE Command Element

CG Commanding General

CINC Commander-In-Chief

CiCS Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff

CMC Commandant of the Marine Corps

CNA Centr for Naval Analysis

CODAP Comprehemsive Occupational Data Analysis Program

COMMARFORLANT Commander Marine Forces Atlantic

COMMARFORPAC Commander Marine Fore Pacific

COMMARRESFOR Commander Marine Reserve Forces

COOP Continuity of Operations

CPU Central Processing Unit

CRS capabty Review System

CSS Capability Support System

CSSE Combat Service Support Element
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DoD Department of Defense

DON Department of the Navy

DPG Defense Panning Guidance

FMF Flat Marine Force

FONS Fleet Operational Needs Statement

FSPG Force Structure Planning Group

FYDP Future Years Defense Plan

GAO Government Accounting Office

GCE Ground Combat Element

GNW General Nuclear War

HQMC Healquarters Marine Corps

I&L Installations & Logistics

IO Inspector General

IPL Integrated Priority List

ISMO Information Systems Management Office

ITS Individual Traing Standard

ITSS Individual Training Standard System

JCLL Joint Center for Lessons Learned

JDSS Joint Decision Support System

JTF Joint Task Force

LAN Local Area Network

LCM Life Cycle Management

LRC Lesser Regional Conflict

MA Mission Area

MAA Mission Area Analysis

MAGTF Marme Air-Ground Task Force

MARSCHOOL Marine School

MATMEP Maintenance Training Management and Evaluation Program

MATS Miles Automated Tracking System

MCAIMS Marine Corps Automated Information Management Systmr

MCCDC Marine Corps Combat Development Command

MCCRES Marine Corps Combat Redness Evaluation System

MCDC Mid-Term Combat Development Capabilities 0
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MCI Marine Corps Institute

MCLLS Maine Corps Lessous Leuned System

MCMP Marine Corps Mager Plan

MCSAM Marine Corps Sorts Assessment Module

MCTRSS Marine Corp Training Readiness Spo System

MEB Marine Expeditionary Brigade

MEF Marine Expeditionary Force

METL Mission Essential Task List

MEU Marine xpeditionary Unit

MnLCON Military Construction

MIDAS MCCDC ntegrated Data Automation System

MNS Mission Need Statement

MOS Military Occupational specialty

MOSMAN Military Occupational Specialties Manual

MP Military Manpower

MPS Mision Performance Standard

MRC Major Regional Conflict

MSA MCTIss System Administrator

MSC Major Subordinate Command

MSTP MAGTF Staff Training Program

NEW Nonombatant Evaiuation Operation

O&M, MC Operation & Maintenance, Marine Corps

OPR Office with Primary Responsibility

P&R Plans & Requirements

PC Personal Computer

PE Program Element

PEG Program Evaluation Group

PMC Procurement, Marine Corps

POM Program objectives Memorandum

PP&O Plans, Policies & Operations

PPBS Planning, Programming and Budgeting systm

PRG Program Review Group

FTC Peace Though Confraution
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PWG POM Worin roup

R&D Research & Development

RA Remeial Action

RAM Randon Access Memory

RAP Remed Action ropmn

RAT Readiness Assistance Tem

RDBMS Relational Database Management System

RFMSS RAg Facility Management Support System

SAT System Approach to Training

SATS Standard Army Traning System

SDS Solution Development System

SEMP Supporting Establishmuen Master Plan

SOC special Operations Capable

SORTS Status of Resources and Training System

SQL Structured Quay Language

T&E Training and Education

T&R Trining and Reainess

TDP Training Development Process

TWO Task Level Capability Objective

TNW Theater Nuclear War

TRADOC Training & Doctrine Command (U.S. Army)

TRRMS Traming Resource Requirem ts Management System

UJTL Universal Joint Task List

USMC United States Marine Corps

WFE Warflgting Environment
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APPENDX B

KEY-BASED DATA MODEL

This Appendix presents the Overview Data Model and four views" to help understand the relationship

between daft entities and attributes. The data model identifies data requirements and relationships needed to

establish a decision support data base.

The purpose of the Key-based Data Model is to define the current (PAS-IS') data used by the Marine Corps

in the Combat Development Process (CDP) as it pertains to Training and Education processes. Emphasis

is placed on that data that impacts trainim program assessment, resource allocation and readiness. The model

will provide:

* A basis on which to build a traiing readiness assessment and resource allocation framework;

* A reference for database design; and

* A definition of T&E entity relationships within the Combat Development Process.

The model was developed within the context of data standardization procedures outlined in various DoD

directives'. IDEFIX2 methodology was used to develop the data model.

The Overview Data Model, View 1, emphasizes data that impact training program assessment, resource

allocation, and readiness within the Combat Development Process. Views 2 through 5 depict the data

relationships centered around CDP/Mission, Concept, Program and Task respectively.

In order to show the relationship of data entiies supporting training readiness assessment and resource

allocation, it was necessary to expand the view of the model outside of the "traditional" boundaries of Training

and Education to include the CDP. The Trining and Education "Key-based Data Model- report dated 16

May, 1994 describes how the model was constructed.

See DoD directives 8320.l-M, 8320.1-M-1, 8320-M-x, and FIPS PUB 184.

2 IDEFIX. IDEF is an acronym for ICAM DEF'nition, where ICAM stands for Integrated Computer

Mamnftcuring. The 'l' indicates an IDEF data model as opposed to '0' which indicates an activity mode.
(IDEFO is the fhoology for deveoig activity modes.] 'X' in IDEPIX stands for eXtended.

16 MaY 94 B-I Overviw Fctdonal Dscim
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APPENDIX C

TRAINING AND EDUCATION

"AS-IS" ACTIVITY MODM.S

It'FODsCrlNm

The AS-IS* activity models represent current business processes associsaed with the Marine Corps activity

Deebp/1Mo46/1yC dw Zhzing & Edumion. Tie viewpoim used to develop these models is tha of dte

Tramgi and Education Program Manaer. T&E Proga Managers include personnel responsible for

truaiing in the Supporting EstahAmet and the Fle Mam Force. Alt= training managers operate

within different kinds of units and orgitons and sometimes use separate automated information systems,

they all perform sim activities.

11c models have been developed from a "total force" aspect in that Reserve component activities are

inegrated within the model. This is consistent with curre practice. Training and education activities for

the Reserve component re basically the same as for the Active Duty component.

RE.ATIONSMIP TO = COMBAT UO L •bl 1RO__ M (CDP)

The Combat Development Process is evolving. It is a process which formulates battlefield requirements and

produces combat ready MAGTF's based on fundamental concpqts supported by inierdependent systems for

de n of docri, traini organati equipment and facilitiessuppor. T11 process is v

employed by the Marin Corps to identif, obtain and support necessary combat capabilities. Moving from

the abstract to the concrete, the CDP transforms ideas imto programs. Combat development integrates

plnniqg, programming, budgetng, execution, and life cycle management. The CDP is composed of three

functional, iterdPpendent systems. The Concept Based Requhrmctn System (CBRS) begins with the

development of operati nal, functional and tactical concepts and leads to the identification of required combat

capabilities. 71e Solution Development System (SDS) assesses and mo• ft requirements. Te Capability

Support System (CSS) reviws, mainuim, and updates t capability thogbout its life cycle. A fourth

stm. the C4ability Review System (CRS), is a proposed automated dam system taris intended to automate

the Combi -avetalm og. "n R C will be cotaned within the CRS and will track

program approved for development. When fielded, it will provide continuous feedback and interaction

betwen developers of new systems, doctrine and trainin, and operators in the field.

The Combat Development Process is described in Fiu C-1.
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COMBAT DEVELOPMIENT PROCESS

*CMIC PLANNING GUIDANCE CONCEPT BASED
*DEVELOP THE CONCEPT REQUIREMAENTS

E SI'ABUISH/ASSESS CAPABIIJTIES SYSTEM[ (CERS)
*DETERMINE THE REQUIREMENT ______

*M[EETr THE REQUIREM[ENT SOLUIMON
"* Doctrine 0 Equipment DEVELOPM[ENT
"* Trainin & Education SYSTEM (SDS)
"* Organization - Facilities/Support_________

*SUPPORT THE CAPABILITY CAPABILITY
* Update *Review SUPPORT SYSTEM
a Maintain

Figure C-I. THE COAATDEVFJOPMENTPROCESS

Figure C-2 is a notional, "For Exposition Only" (FEO), diagrm of the three major components of the

Combat Development Process.

C-0"

.51 ni

FiueC2 TECMA DVLPEdP RCS (oinl
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The major functims of the Devlop/MoMdfj'Condut Training and Education activity model are shown

in Figure C-3. Dwqlop dfb'.wComhct Trainig and Fwation activities are controlled by requirements

that are outputs (products) of the set of CDP activities that comprise the Develop Concept Based

R"L*WmxM flmction.

Can"

& T E)

FiweC3:DVEOPMDIYCODCapbT T&E

P M!

Figre C-3: DEVEL.OPIMODIMYCONgDUCTMTE

During the Solution Development stage of the CDP, concepts and requirements are turned into tangible

warfighting capabilities. Each deficiency noted through mission area analysis, FMF input and other means

is assessed from the perspective of doctrine, organization, training and education, equipment, and support

and facilities. In each case, a needs statement will be developed and a recommended solution resulting S
from studies or analysis and a requirements document will be devised.

USMC Training and Education process is guided by the Systems Approach to Training (SAT). SAT

principles are published in MCO 1553.1, "The Systems Approach to Training". SAT is a generic term that

encompasses the entire range of activities of analyses, design, development, implementation, and

evaluation of training and education programs across the spectrum of training categories. The SAT

activities of Analye, Design, and Develop are Training and Education solution development activities

within the CDP Solution Development process.

Figure C4 shows the major components of the activities that comprise the Solution Development process.
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APPROVED APOED APPROVED APROE APOvED
DOCMRNE TR.AINING EUCATION ORGANIZATION ,ISO SPOT

NED NEED NEED NEED NEED
STATEMENT STAEEND STATEMENT SATEMENT STATEMENT

REQUIREMENTS CATALOG

T
IMOY' ISrY, II

'ANALYSIS' ANALYSIS'ANLSS C A 1  S

STATM8NT MISSIOTASE~~ [jF~ CON OF ML L. PROJECT DO(

PLAN <111>AQI
PROGRAM

PUE MISSIO IESTMNT PO O

Figs"e C-4. SOLUTIONDEVELOPMEAT

Figure C-5 shows the correlation of the components of the CDP Sohsaton Development process to the SAT

activities of Analye/Desgn/Develop T&E. The Analye/Design/Develop T&E 'node" of the T&E Activity

Model (A2 shown on page C-17) is decomposed into actiites that support needs approval, analysis and

training plan development.

0

Figue C5 AWLO/ODF &
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The Capability Sulpport function provides and maintains the resources needed for FMF and Supporting

Establishment operations. It includes the Life Cycle Management Process, and the evolving Training and

Education Assessment Process. During this step in the CDP, systems are monitored to ensure that they

remain relevant and that combat capabilities remain fully integrated. At a minimum, all requirements will

be assessed every 2 years through either mission area analysis or the Marine Corps Master Plan.

Figure C-6 shows the correlation of the CDP function Capability Support to the T&E processes of

Implement and Evaluate T&E.

Fue

Thd lE an .ctiit meot C m t vi Evaluathe

"Resor •m th -M C A ated

6Mayertied
Capability Support System Units/

Indivdals

Figure C-6i: CONDUCT T&E

Ile USMC Corporate Information Management (CPA) Functional Process Improvement (FPI) program

has developed an activity model of the CDP fromn the viewpoint of the overall CCDP Coordinator. The

model includes all activities required to produce combat ready MAGTFs. Figure C-7 is node A22

"Develop/Modify Resources" from the USMC CDP Activity Model version 1. 1 dated 10 March 1994.
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Figure C-7: USMC CDP MODEL NODE A22

The T&E model is adapted from node A224 "Develop/Modify & Conduct Recruiting Training &

Education" in the CDP model. Node A224 includes those activities associated with bringing in new

Recruits as well as training and educ~ating all Marines. The T&E model does not include those activities

associated with Recruiting. The T&E model incorporates all Inputs, Controls, Outputs, and Mechanisms

(ICOMs) from the CDP model with one addition; T&E Data as an irput. T&E Data is technical

information or any other information with education and training application. State of the art techniques

reflecting new technologies and developed by civilian and/or other Service training and education

institutions are examples of T&E Data developed outside Marine Corps training and education processes.

"AS-IS" ACTIVITY MODELS

Figures C-8 through C-I13 show node trees for the activity Develop/Modgfy/Conduct Training & E~ducaton.

IDEF 0 diagrams of the major nodes A-0, AO, Al, A2, A3, A4 and A5 are shown on pages C-14 through

C-20. The "T&E" model was developed incorporating individual as well as unit training and considers

training and education in the classroom and in the field. The structure of the model reflects the Marine

Corps' Systems Approach to Training (SAT) as documented in the SAT Guide published 19 October

1993. The five major nodes are:

16 May 94 C-6 Overview F~unc~inal Descrt •



" Al: Guide T&E - processes which result in development of T&E policies/guidancelgoals &

objectives, issue approval and publication of directives, manuals, educational materials, and other

documents;

", A2: Analyz Design, Develop T&E - processes involved with analyzing needs, developing

task requirements and standards, designing instruction, and developing instructional material and

plans;

"* A3: Develop T&E Resources - processes associated with planning, programming, and

budgeting training and education resources;

"* A4: Implement T&E - processes which include direct administrative support, the conduct of

institutional training and education, and conduct of training in units;

" AS: Evaluate/Certify T&E - processes which involve the validation of the SAT, evaluation

of T&E management, evaluation of the conduct of training, evaluation and certification of

individuals and units, and the analysis and interpretation of evaluation results for feedback to

modify training and education.

1
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APPENDIX D

ASSSSIENTROLL-UP ALAORrTHMS

This appealix describes the algoiidns for caeyizg oat the rollu of task level caabilty asumeussn iro a

Mtarine Corp' trini g readhiess aessemeM Five model of the abnalss are presented: romninl optinmst

nu~mmnal pess3uD1t. weqghed average, bias toward red, and buis toward green. Ile names describe the type of

roflup produced by each of the niedes.

A digrm of terelatonships ax the ulup alorthmsis shwnin Figue .1 below. It shows-thatthwee

is a relationshi* mn four of the models because the four basically have the same algorithm with only a

modification in the mathematical operator used in dhem. Ile weighted average, fthogh fis shown along a

different branch since it is based on a difafent algorithm.

AN-

-~~ bNo lowu bis Wwwd aim
- ~ m 'Siwar-

Figue .1. W..ZA1ONSHIS AMONG lTlE ROLLUP MODELS.

Sectio 1 describes the nominal model which has two differe results when ties occur. The nuninal optimist

result -rdue rops that srov*l tcod Iowa rd ee. Mie uinuina -eduh modl -rdue rollups dust

stogytend towan red.

Sectn 2 describes d&e waighed narat which produces a rofl uptht is an average of the iofhvrdual denants.

Sectio 3 defies the blas towar red model Which produces robqup with a sligh tendulauy toward red.

D-1



Section 4 defines the bias toward gree model which produces rollps with a slight tendency towairl pree

SectionS5 gives a summary of fth rollup results for the filve models.

The MCTRSS is to be set up widh two assessment modes: a standard mode and an enhanced mode. in standard

mode, dhe input win be the assigumunet of a sihoe hierarchical dqeuundence and a siqgl color assessmn for each

Task Level Capabiliy CbjecmTie~ eduiueed mode will allo an assessment matrix to be cmtead for each Task

Level Capability Objective. This allows multiple hierarchfical dependmnces and multiple cokmrassessment with

associated confidence levels to be assigned to each objective. Althoughi all examples in this document have

umtpecolor assessmewndsui confifdence levels assiged to objectives, algorithms presented for each model will

als work when only a single color assessment and dependence are assigned.

Tie Rollup (Agregation) of Capability Assessments

The raftu of capabilty assessments is a procedure which aggregates dhe assessments of Task Level Capiability

Objectives into Battlefield Funictions, Mission Areas, Mid-Term Combat Development Capabilities, Operational

Concepts, MAGh Threat Scenarios, MIERs, Warfighiting Envirounments, CINCs, and the global state of Marine

Cosps T&E readiness (see lgur 1.2). The result of the rollu assessment is an indication of the state of Marine

Cusps trainig readiness. The ruflup assessnts is carried out starting from assessments of individual Task Level

Capability Objectives. These capability assessments are rolled up or aggregated, into the individul Battlefield

Functions; and Mission Areas. The Missions Areas are then willed up into Mid.-Term, Combat Development

Capabilities and Operational Concepts. In the Service assessment, the roflu continues to the MAGrF Threat

Scenarios, the MERs and finaly doe glabal. state of Marine Corps training readiness, fi the Joint assessment, the

MCTRSS take a different approach and rolls up to Warfighting Environments and CDICs.

Asoesmed Brarc0

The assessment hierarchy is the structure thag has beeni imposed on the assessment process to cmnethe Task

LewdCapbilty bjetivs ito he issm ad evirnmets in whinch the Marine Corps operaes. The levels

in the assessment hierarchy are:

D-2



0 GLOBAL GLOBAL

1 MEF MARINE EXPEDITIONARY FORCE

2 MTS MAGTF THREAT SCENARIOS

Ia CINC CINC

2a WFE WARFIGHTING ENVIRONMENTS (GNW, TNW, MRC, LRC, PTC)

3 OPCON OPERATIONAL CONCEPFS (OMFTS, SOA, OEO)

4 MCDC MID-TERM COMBAT DEVELOPMENT CAPABILITIES

5 MA MISSION AREAS

6 BF BATTLEFIELD FUNCTIONS

5 OBJ TASK LEVEL CAPABILITY OBJECTIVES

MEF

I
MTS

SI I
OMFRS SOA OEO

mZAC MCbC2 . MCD'ý (1-40)

MCkC MC2 .. MA 1-12)

I I I

B1F BF2 ... BF (1-7)

OBJI OBJ2 ... OBJ (1-50)

Fgure 1.2 SERVCE AMEWENT HEACHY

Eaw• o Dependeme

Each objective is assgned a hierarchical dependence type which represen the relative importance or weight of

ae objective to the mission. The hiearchical dependenc types are:
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ES Easential

HD Highl Dependent

MD Moderately Dependent

CO Comrluibudn

To illustate, an objective undier a particular MIEP Asssment is shown below:

MEF: m MEF

IMT: Conventional Combat - N. Korea

OPCON: Sustained Operations Ashore

MCDC: Capability to iden*1. designate. and engae targets.

MA: Anti-Air Warfare

BF: Maneuver 4

Task Level Capability Objeclve 1: Gain andffmaintain air superiority.

The bietrazdy depeaence value represents how dependent (important, critical) for the Maneuver function within

the Mission Area of And-Air Warfare is the capability to gain and mraintain air superiority. Is the mission

Essentially dependent on the capability or is the mission Only Highl Dependent, Moiderately Dependen or mno very

(Contributing) dependent on die capability?

Task Level Capability Objective Assemsnents

Task Level Capailty Objective assessments are assessments of bow well a MWF or MAGTP unit performsg a

particular Task Level Capability Objective and are epresed in terms of a color. Assessments are expressed in

a= of ftree major dassifications (red, yellow, and green) and two intermediate classifications (red/yellow and

yellow/green). These are defined as:

Red - 'Ae assessment concludes that T&E capabilities are w~aft to suppoit tasks with acceptable

ridL (Not Capable)

Yellow - The ansseasmt concludes that T&B capabilities are MMuZiu to suppor tasb with 4

acceptable risk (Capable - Not to standard).



Green - The assessmem co.ludes the T&E capabilite wre MIE= W support tuabs wiA acctble

zilk (Capable).

Red/Yelow amd Yellow/Green - Repxesem itrmediate capables.

A summmy of the capability assessmea colors, codes, and meaig of the calos are:

Cde Qi M,,MO
R Red Not Capable (T&E progrms are imadequat)

RfY Red/Yellow

Y Yellow Capable - Not so Standard (&E progprms are margial)

YIG Yelow/Green

G Green Capable (T&E prorms are adeqat)

Red/yellow and yeilow/greme are inermediate levels of capabity.

Rallup - Nominml Optimist and Pessimist Models

This section d=uIes dhe calculatim of the rofups for fh nominal optimist and pessimist models. The nminal

pessm•st model gives rahs which Mam•* tend loward red and die nomina opimist mode gives romu wich
r dly god toward grean. The calculaio of both modds are the same. The difence in the two models occur

when di re e ties in chouii the rohp color. The tied color closest to green is cwsen for the nominmal optimist

model and dte color closest to red is closel for the nominal pessimist model.

Sten 0 - Assin values to each r dayaduace thw! Each objective is assigned a buiearaical

dqmn c type which rqmsens die ralirve impormnce of the objetive to the mission. The po e hiera ical

de•pu ce types em uabe mgudg are Esmia (ES, Highly DeelEst liD). Modeael Depitn -(MD),

or Comanuilit (CO).

A medc valu between zero and am is minped to each of tde hierarddcal dependene tp repraeoft te

rzdaiveim e of dethe depensence. "ue amor impo•tm dependnmces ae assigned larr values. A possible

uuspmua is usown in Table 1.0.
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Tdk 1.0 Values o ierarchical Dlqmdmm

15mudical Dependen Ice ES HD MD CO

Value I.85 .71 .41 .25

1.1.1 Raut to Battlied F=mdm W1-1 (Le. Mammnuw)

The followidg is he procedur for compumu the rollup to the Battlefield Funcuimo level from the Task Level

Capability Objective assesmes uig the mominn pessimist modd.

ftlm 1- Asums embeive. Each objective is assessed by assignin a hierarchical dependence, and a se of

colons and levels to it The wnmidce level indicates how comfidat the analyst is in the assessmem

For example, dke analyst may be 75% confiden thma objective Xl is yellow with an Fsseaial dependence (see

Table 1.1).

More dthn e color and assomat confidence level may be assigned to each objective. Thus, the analyst may

feel tla objective Xl could also be red/yellow or yellow/green but at only 25% and 40% cond level

Also mre thmn one hiue chial depemldece may be asigne to the objective.

TMe 1.1 owa an eampl where the objective is also assigned higy dependent with the confidence levels of

30% for red, 70% for rdyeWw, and 45% for yellow.

TabM 1.1 Asselsm s for objective Xl

ES .25 .75 .40
liD .30 .70 .45
MD
CO

Shown in Tale 1.2 below are the mashm of all de objectves for die Batefield Fncto B]F-I. The

miim represent ie I ne for the asssmen of dke objective at the color amd diepemence.

Tabb 1.2 Assesmmrs of Objetv by color amn Catlemce Lavd for BF-I
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n x x m -C
ES XI: .25 .75 .40
ES X2: .85
ES 13: .60 .90

HD Xl: .30 .70 .45
HD X4: .30 .85 .40

MD XS: .40 .90 .30
MD X6: .20 .70 .35

,-- .-A , by WMr L tMMAM- One. The coafdmuce levels for the objective

inin m are armeg d by ea& herarchical dependence typ. All ,be objectives with Essemniul d mepence

are qm ed imo o set ofconfidi e nevds (see Table 1.3). Likewise, all Highly Dependent objectives (Table

1.4), an Modady Dependent objectives (TabWe 1.5), aed all Cmm"blt objectives are combined imo a set of

comfden leves.

11e objective assessmens ae gWg using the Union operar (MAX operator), U. I'M is, he maximum

coni(dme level value undur etch cdw is picked as the aggregated value. For exac ple, objectives with Esseintia

dqhuee (see Table 1.3) are #ggrgtd for color yeflow/gree., by selecftig e inaxium value of (.40, .85,

.60), whid is .85.

'Ibbl 1.3 A rgW Comfidenie Levels of Essenzial ( Objectives

I B X XLQi f
ES Xl .25 .75 .40
ES X2 .85
ES X3 .60 .90

ES Xl U X2 U X3 .25 .75 .85 .90 0 (qaregmted mce
levels - max value over all
objective at ec~h Color)

U is &e Unio opernor (MAX operwor) over an octives

Tab 1.4 Aggegated CoWAime Levels of igMhy DWqi m. (HD) Objectives

HD X1 .30 .70 .45
HD X4 .30 .85 .40

RD XI U X4 .30 .70 .85 .40 (ag0regate€oiine levels)
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Tabl 1.S AeaPted Comfidece Leves of Moderately Dqemdm (MD) objectives

£ BX X X1
MD X5 .40 .90 .30
MD X6 .20 .70 .35

MD XS U X6 0 .20 .70 .90 .30 (aggregated COmfene levels)

TMe ggreped coanidme levels for eada hierarchical dpen ctype from the bouom liHe of Tables 1.3,

1.4, mmd 1.5 we combine imo matim N of Table 1.6.

bMk 1.6 AWqated Coide Levels by Hiermchical Depmeece Types

Mank N

BS 0 .25 .75 .85 .90
HID 30 .70 .85 .40 0
MD 0 .20 .70 .90 .30
CO 0 0 0 0 0

- v e Into the e Mad& The

iamnd dwmn. lum, di, ame fhcored iwo the confidence Levels maix usm d&e MIN opera. Itm

it, toe comhlme iv*, ij kem Table 1.6, can be n greater tm the dependence value, di. For exmqple, for

depula•d e , ES. oo, miec values can be m greater tm .85, the dep value for ES. Thus, the .90

nfidneae levd fr cor gmreen is reduced o .85. Tabe 1.6 is shn below with the depaxluec values, di abW

Sie. TL e M am rated mence level mamix hfcore by On de vale is sbown in Table 1.7.

Tabl. I. AWqauM Cm mce Levek by Hwrccal Deedence Types

Mmk N

I. ./L_ _M, Y_ YfG SL
.85 ES 0 .25 .75 .85 .90
.70 HD .30 .70 .85 .40 0
.40 MD 0 .20 .70 .90 .30
.25 CO 0 0 0 0 0

ibM. 1.7 Anuuo Cmat dme Level Moaik F•act• by e Dependee Value

W-ffa[di, IJ, *hralli, j
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JL AM y X& W G
ES 0 .25 .75 .85 .85
EUD .30 .70 .70 .40 0
MD 0 .20 .40 .40 .30
CO 0 0 0 0 0

2W4- t,.nfidence level.vs m aln An md The confld levels are then aggregated over all

hierarcical dependenes af fbe MAX op esuor- by pkick h de muodomz confidence level under each color from

Table 1.7. The reslts in Table 1.8 represet the final ar ted confidence level for each color.

Table 1.8 Final AWegated Confldemce Levels fr each color

M - Maxnnij, forafli ji

£ £- 11 X yJQ G
.30 .70 .75 .85 .85

Stan 5 - Detrmgma the rollun color. The rnlup color is the color with the maimm aggregated confidence

level. In case of ties, as in Table 1.8, the color closest to Red (Yellow/Green in this case) is chosen as the

nomiul pessmist roldp color. The olrclosest to Green (Green in this cut) is chosen for the nominal optimist

model The fAind roup results are shown below for the rollp to Battlefield Actvit BA-I.

R ollupcolors: Nomimal pessimist Model: (YIG .85)

Nominal optimist Model (G .5)

Sten 6 - Dammn &Innrivus of the re .- xr.

Divewr of ,,,,, init ,, -l,, ,, r. The driver of the nmuind pessimist ronup color is the objective

asememt which caised the momibl pesaimist roll color to be yeflow/gren at a .85 confidence lcve 'e

driver is determined by cami All objectnve with a dqzalme value greater dan or equal to .85 (i.e. all

eaenal dependence objectives) mad with a c elevel for yellow/green of .85 or Ngher. bjective X2 is

the only objectmi tha safes these camditios with an essential demluc and a coefidee leve for

ydow/rem of.85. Theu = objective X2 is &C driver.

Driver of mil pessmist roe colorI: X2: (ES) (Y/G .85)
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Driver of die ia, oi ro co-: The driver of the mnminal optimist roltup color is the objective

asesmemt which caused the minimal optimist roflup color to be green at a .85 confidence level. The driver is

ddeamnid in ke am way a for the nminal pessimist rollup color by scanning all objectives with a deedewe

value greater than or equal to .85 CL e. all essential depmdence objectives) and with a confidewe level for green

of .85 or higber. Objective X3 is the only objective dtat satisfies these conditiom with an essenial dependence

and a confidence level for green of .90. Therefore objective X3 is the driver. It is possible tat more than ae

objective may satisfy the conditions for the driver. If so, all the objectives that are drivers are stored and

displayed.

Driver of nominal optimist rollup color: X3: (ES) (G .90)

Summary of rollup results to Baftlefeld Function BF-1:

Rdlup colors: Nominal pessimist Model: (YIG .85) Driver: X2: (ES) (YIG .85)

Nominal optimist Model: (G .85) Driver: X3: (ES) (G .90)

1.1.2 Rodun to Battlefield Function BF-2 fl.e. Fire Suogort)

Rollup to other Battlefield Functions (BF-2 thru BF-7) is similar to the rollup for Battlefield Function 1.

1.2.1 Roalf to Mission Area MA-1 ([.e. AAW) 0

The rollu to the Mission Area Level uses the rollup color and confidence level from the Battlefield Function

level. The mimnal pessimist model uses the nmiminl Pessimist rollup result and the mominal optimist model

m thde ,minal optimist rotup resulL Since the computation of the rollup is ideatical fr both the ,ninal

pessimist nd nmninaloptimist models except in the last step, only the nomial pessimist model will be

illusated bee.

Table 1.17 Ro•lup Results from Battlefield Function Level (Nominal Paemist Model) 0

ES BF-l: .85

HD BF-2: .85

HD BF-3: .70
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Stm 2 - A - -~ kifdac evel by Iiswardekls dUMadM~c u

Ta"l 1.18 Aggregted Couzfidmae Levels by HierachIca Dqpendence Type

MauhxN

ES .85
HID .85 .70

&Ua 3 - Factor the hierrch"a denndeM vakle into the =aMaEW confide=c evelsmai.

Table 1.19 Agpgrgaed Conafidence Level Ma=ri Factoed by the Depqme= Value

N' - bMi[di, Dijl, for allii,

aiL R R/Y Y YIG G

.95 ES 0 0 0 .85 0

.7 HD .70 .70 0 0 0

Step 4 - AZOMat confldence kides ame all dnnecs

Table 1.20 Fmnal Aggegated Confdence, Levels for each color

.70 .70 0 .85 0

Stew .56 - Dammrilng the au"len im ad drive for MA-i.

SumamY of rullup rmdsto M~xu. Arm MA-i:

Rdhp color: Nomiz. peedumut (YIG .85) Driver: BA-i: (ES) (YIG .85)

1.3.1 atoN J Cm t ebmu wb MM C-

IU db to be t.-Trm Coambet Davopmas Caiiity levdes frnte raftu color and comfidene level from

ft b4mb Area LeveL
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1.4.1 li•en•ft Oin.-,ma, CI me.a OPCON-1

The rollup t the dOermwed Comcept uses the rollup color and confidence level from the Mil-Term Combat

DCapabft level.

n. •mRoup -Weihed Average Model

This model of the rollu produces a result which represents an average of all the individual assessments. Steps

0 throrgh 2 are the same as in the pessimist model. Beginning from Step 3 is where the algorithm differs from

the pessimis model.

&=e 0 - Asign values to each bleradikM denedence ftmne

Each objective is assigned a hierarchical depeindene type which represents the relative importance of dhe objective

to the mission. The possible hierarchical dependene types that can be assigned are Essential (ES), Highly

Dependent (HD), Moderately Dqmlext (MD), or Conatr t (CO).

A mmeric value between zer and one is as4 ed to each of the hierarchical dependence types representing the

ieinve nimixtance of the depedec. The more important dpenlences are assigned larger values. A possible

assignment is shown in Table 2.0.

Table 2.0 Values of errchical Dendences

M a lDepenilence I E I HDI MD I COI

vau I.851 .7 1 .4 1 .25t

2.1.1 Rollug to Battleeld Umdtm BF-1.

The folowing is the procedure for computing the rollup to tie Battlefield Functio level from the Task Level

C*Wbiity Objective auesmemm using the weiglited avetae model.

Swan T~le 2.1 below are fthme u suuu of all tonklvel objectives for the Battlefield FunetonBFl-l Thme

mis rqer.m te od e levd for die u t of the do ce as the color and dMendence.
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Tabl 2.1 Assmmen of Objectives by color adl Camfloe Level

ObiectveR ML X ILM Q
ES XI: .25 .75 .40
ES X2: .85
ES X3: .60 .90

HiD Xl: .30 .70 .45
liD X4: .30 .85 .40

MD X5: .40 .90 .30
MD X6: .20 .70 .35

Step 2 - A=ggre confidence levels by bierarchica dependence type.

Sm d e levels fr the objective asesm are aggrgated by each huearchical dependence type usig the

Union opme (MAX operor), U. The aggregation for the Euen", ghy Dependent, and Modetely

Dependent objectives are sbown in Tables 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4 respectively.

Table 2.2 Agegated Condence Levels of Essential (ES) Objectives

A =I X X&Q C
ES Xl: .25 .75 .40
ES X2: .85
ES X3: .60 .90

ES XlUX2UX3 0 .25 .75 .85 .90 (Aggrgated confidence levels
- max value over all objectives

U is the Umon operator (MAX operator) at each color)

Tabl 2.3 Aggreptd Confidence L•ev of Hghy DqmIM (HD)) Objectives

. BCY x fG ,
HD Xl: .30 .70 .45
HD X4: .30 .85 .40

HD XI U X4: .30 .70 .85 .40 .0 (aggprgated cofene levels)
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Table 2.4 Aggregated Ceafidece Levels of Moderately Dependent (MD) Objectives

R Ef X XLm Q
MD X5: 40 .90 .30
MD X6: .20 .70 .35

MD X5 U X6 0 .20 .70 .90 .30 (aggregated confidence levels)

The aggqregated confidence levels for each hierarchical dependence type from the bottom line of Tables 2.2, 2.3,

and 2.4 are combined into matrix N of Table 2.5.

Table 2.5 Aggregated Confidence Levels by Hierarchical Dependence Types

Matrix N

R E Y YiG (f
ES 0 .25 .75 .85 .90
HD 0 .30 .70 .85 .40
MD 0 .20 .70 .90 .30
CO 0 0 0 0 0

Step-ot the armmted confidence levels into numeric color swres.

Aft the confience levels have been ggregated by dependence type, the next step is to convert these values into

a single mmiec score ix each dependence. This conversion can be done using a weighted average meftd. The

cofldine levels, which repesent weights on the color values, are normalized to sum to one. These normalized

confidence levels are then multiplied by the color values and summed over anl color to get the numeric score,

which rpresents a parial rollup score for each dependence type.

COMM=~in Of agaa QnnMa , levels fir l•A=21 Dommd obi_,_ s m~

To help visalize de results of the previous step and &e awent step, a plot is made of the aggregated assessments •

fr each dqependece type. Tie x- ais is &e cmor values, C, and the y-axis is the confide:ce levels, 1(C). Shown

first is the rmul for objectives with Essential dependence.

Aggreg d uasea s for Essential dependent objectives 0
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Confidence Level

1.00
.75
.50
25
0 p l o

R R/Y y YIG G C
1 2 3 4 5

Assessment Color

T1he compUM for converting the agrgae confidence levels for objectives with Essenti depndence are

shown below. The confidence levels are first normalized by dividing by the sum, 2.75. lbe nmalized

confidence levels or weight, Di, are then nmltpled by the color value, Ci, and summed over all color.

Sum
Confidmel Level, AC) 0 .25 .75 .85 .90 2.75
(Weig& on color)

Normalized Weight, Di 0 .0909 .273 .309 .327
r -
I R RIY Y Y/G G I

colorValues, Ci I 1 2 3 4 5 I
L J

Di*Ci ( 0 *l) (.0909 * 2) (.273 * 3) (.309 * 4) (.327 * 5)
Z (Di *C = 0 + .182 +.819 + 1.236 + 1.636= 3.87
Partial Raft color = Y/G

The ummeric score for the aggregted confidence levels for objectives with Essential dqmdence is 3.87. This
value is sdown on the unet page in the plot of the agregated assessments.

Aggrepd asessmens for Essential dqpmame objecdves
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Conidence Level

P(C)

1.00
.75
.50

.25
0

R RIY Y Y/G G C
1 2 3 T 4 5

weighted average value (numeric score)

Ile nu c scne of 3.87, if converted so a color, would be rounded to 4, wbh is the color yellow/green. This

scom however, is only a partia rolhl score as it rresents only Esmenial depAe objecives.

Conerio of ate confid enelsV for Efftvl Deedn obetie into a MllC•& oe

A plot of the 4ag ated confidence Levels for fighly Depemi objectives is sown below.

, Aggregasdessments for Hghly Depmdm objectives

Confidence Level

lJ(C)

1.00
.75
.50
.25o II
0

R RIY Y Y/G G C
1 2 3 4 5

Assessment Color

The wighted average for converti•g the aggregated confidence levels for the Highly DepInk

objectives into a amcric so= follon.

Stan
Camfi enceLevel, p(C) .30 .70 .85 .40 0 2.25
(We& on cor)

Normalfed Webht, Di .133 .311 .378 .178 0
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r
I R RN Y Y/G G I

COIN Values,Ci I 1 2 3 4 5 I
L J

Di * ci (.133 * 1) (.311 * 2) (.378 * 3) (.178 *4) (0 * 5)

Z (Di Ci) -. 133 + .622 + 1.133 + .711 + 0 - 2.60

Pmia Rollp cokr - Y

The nmmc score for die Wgregated confidence levels for objectives which are Hgl Dependent is 2.60. This

value is shown below in the plot of the aggregated assessments.

Aggregated assessments for Highl Dependent objectives

Confidence Level

P(C)

1.00
.75
.50 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

R RYy 4 Y/G G C
1 2 3 t4 5

weighted avere vaue (numenc score)

A plot of the agreatdW confidiene levels forMoerately Dependent objectives is sdown below.

Aggregatd asseusmiems for Moderately Depmlem objectives
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Confidence Levl

P(C)
1.00
.75
.50
25

R R/Y Y Y/G G C
1 2 3 4 5

Assesment Color

The wd~u~d average compgtdu for converting &e aggregted confidence levels for doe Moderaely Dqepedent

objectives into a mnenc scare is shown below.

Sum
Confidence Level, #(C) 0 .20 .70 .90 .30 2.10
(Weih on color)

Nomalized Weigt Di 0 .0952 .333 .429 .143

r
I R RY Y Y/G G I

colorValues,Ci I 1 2 3 4 5 I
L J

Di*Ci (0"1)(.0952"2)(.333*3)(.429*4)(.143 5)
Z (Di * Ci) 0 + .190 + 1.00 + 1.714 + .714 - 3.62
Pamud R•tup color - Y/G

The mmmic soare for the ag•epgted confidece levels for objectives which are Modauey Dependen is 3.62.
ibis value is shown bdow in the plot of fe aggreqpd assessments.

Ag,,r e assesmno for Moderately Dependet objecves
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Confidemn L"

P(c)
1.00
.75
.50
.250 _

R RrY Y 4 Y/G G C
1 2 3 1 4 5

weighted average value (numeric score)

St_, 4 - Cm"Unie a MWtd asvere rMaihn &MOMM

Te weighted avere rolup color is computed as a product of the normalized hierarchcal depenaence (weigt)

values, Wi, multiphed by the mumeric color values, Ci, summed over all dependencies. The c are

sown below.

Tlhe hiearchical dependence (weight) values are the ones assigned in Step 0. The normalized weih vales, M,

are con2oud by dividing each hierarchical dependence value by the sum of the three depenmences, 1.95. The

mmieric color values, C, mre taken from the resl of the previous section.

Sum
Hieraradaical Dependlence ES (.85) HD (.3) MD (.4) 1.95
(Weigh)

Normalized Weight, Wi .436 .359 .205
r
IYIG Y YIG I

Nuec Color Values, Ci 13.V7 2.6 3.62 I
L J

Wi * Ci (.436 * 3.87) (.359 * 2.6) (.20 * 3.62)
Z (Wi*CI) - 1.69 + 0.933 + 0.742 - 3.36
RnAucp clor - Y

"7M weighted amage value is 3.36 which when converted back into a color is rounded to the nearest huger 3,

which is yello. Thu. the weighted avet rllp color is yellow.
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Raftp Ito 3aUdkdd F eIM BF-1

Weigbeed Avere: Y (3.36)

Note an drivers of the welabtad averg ,mode

Since dte w htud averw model is c-mnmied based an all the objective assumems, dwe is no single objective

which drives &e rofl. Threfore the weiagbed averge model has o • .dri .

2.2.1 Roump to Miml Area MA-i

Mhe zolh eupt 1,q o fth Batdefleld Functions are used in the cialclation of the roflu to the Mfission. Area Level.

23.1 Rolup to MWi-Tam Combat Dwelepmua Capability MCDC.1

The weigeed average rollup results for the Mission Are are ued in the cWaeladon of the rollup to e MCDC

24.1 Roep to Operational Cenept OPCON-1

"The weibhoed average rollup results fr" Mid-Ter Combat Developmet Capabliies are used in di calculaimo

of the roftu to the Operational Concept.

M. Roop, - Bins Toward Red Model

Th& sectin , ,esM , 1sthe cicuiatiom of &ie zulup for the bias mtowr red model. Tis model gives roflups whichi

mat zoa ed whma compared to die roliqi for the nmuinal optimist or bas towardgreen models but usually

nmot as red as &e nominmi-inist mode.

"Lhe sup for calulating ths rol- a ideMeadd to that ix the nmtisl optuumist and pesumist models withe e

excepion of fe ma.imdcal Operaors used. In stop 2 and 4, the umi. opereor used to qlepe the

confi deve k is be 41giftaic am (x + y - xy) opetwor iutead ofdte MAX (max (xy)) Oper=r reed in the

nmi~opimist and peodst models. TheMAX opewraoruediusdie numbd optidmit modelshiy 1icb te

m *mmn v a ll uddiece Levels a tde qiXrqted valse. f ia I no, m optrir in thato*
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o c c level (tde m mom ow) is uaed in arivug at die agrmated value. The agebraic - operator,

om &e oi ho, is a ompueouM tVp oper in tda it combin the values of ali confidence levels in rivi•

at the agregated value.

Anmm die Mauc is the iterseciom operator used in step 3 t facto the bierarcial depenene value WIo The

qsmed confdece levels mmix. Tie bounded product (x -y) operato is used instead of d&e MIN (mun (x,y))

opu-rex used in the immnl pessimist model. The bounded product opeantor is a compeueabom operator like the

algebraic sr , whereas the MIN opetor is a no compenmaion operator.

In case of des in the final step of the rolaup calculations, the color closest to red is chosen as the rollup color.

Step 0 Assign values to each hierarchi dependence type

The values assigned to the hierarchical dependences are shown in Table 3.0.

Table 3.0 Values of Hierarchical Dependences

HiechicalDependence I ES HDl MDI COl

Value .851.7 1.41.251

3.1.1 Rallop to Dattleffeld Funela 31-1

The fowmg is the procdure for compmaig the rollup to the Bafflefield Function Level from the Task level

Capabiy Objecave mas usiss mhe him d'ward red model

Step 1 Am eam* objedive

Shown in Table 3.2 below wse tie msemens of all the objecdves for the Battlefield Fumcton BF-1. The

numbers rqmrest the confidenue level for the assessmen of the objective at the color and depemdence.

Table 3.2 Assesumemn of Objectives by7 calr aed Cofidee Level

ES Xl: .25 .75 .40
ES X2: .85
ES X3: .60 .90
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HD Xl: .30 .70 .45
RD X4: .30 .85 .40
MD XS: .40 .90 .30
MD X6: .20 .70 .35

Sep 2 A. rqeS• am dmoe levels by burducl dependence type

U coI• iaI•e levels for the objective assessm mare agpgrgtd by each hierarchical dpendlence type. The

o*cIve sessmentse agm e gated usiag the a4gbraic sum operar (x + y - xy). The calculation is done on

two values at a time, with the result ued in combini the third vaWlue and so on.

For example, to agegw the confidenee levels for the color YIG, the .40 and .85 values are first combined as

hwu below.

x + y - xy = .40 + .85 - (.40X.85)-• .91

11e .91 resultam value is then combined with the value .60 usiag the same calculaton as follow.

x + y - = - .91 + .60 - (.91X.60) - .96

TMW aglregated value is thus .96 for color YIG.

Table 3.3 Aggregated Confid e Levels of Ewsemia (ES) Objectives

R R/Y Y YIG G
ES Xl: .25 .70 .45
ES X2: .85
ES X3: .60 .90

ESXI U X2 U X3 0 .25 .75 .96 .90 (aWegted coufidence levels -
usi t ate dwaic sum

U is the Union ogator (using the aeraic smn (x + y- xy) prator)
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Table 3.4 Aprqaed Co L4e. Lvm of igl Dqze (HD) Obtecte

B 3•X X XL• f
HD Xl: .30 .70 .45
HD X4: .30 .85 .40

HD X U X4 .30 .79 .92 .40 0 (grepated cofidmce levels)

Table 3.S Agreated Confidence Levels of Moderately Depaulem (MD) Objectives

R R/Y Y Y/G G
MD XS: .40 .90 .30
MD X6: .20 .70 .35

MD XS U X6 0 .20 .82 .94 .30 (agregated confidence levels)

The greated confid levels for each hierarchical depedlence type frnm the boaom line of Tables 3.3, 3.4,

and 3.5 are cominied into matrix N of Table 3.6.

Table 3.6 Agregated Cofdence Levels by Himeahical Dependce Types

Matrix N
I 3111X XL fi

ES 0 .25 .75 .96 .90
HD .30 .79 .92 .40 0
MD 0 .20 .82 .94 .30
CO 0 0 0 0 0

Step 3 Facer teM hierarchieal dependence value Into the qamted mfldm levels matrix

The Weiadic dependence values, di, are factored iMo die confilnc levels matrix usmug die bounded poduct

operator, a cn mat-nin operator. This calculatim reduces the confide= levels by a factor of the

dependence value. or examl, e confidence level for color R/Y at Essenial dependence in Table 3.6a is

factored by the dependence value of .85 as shtew below.

x-y - .85..25 -.. 21

The value .21 is die facbmre confidence level value as dsowm in Table 3.7.
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Table 3.66 Aarrgatad Comimec Levels by Hfienrardical. Dependence Types

Matrix N

.85 ES. 0 .25 .75 .96 .90

.70 liD .30 .79 .92 .40 0

.40 bMD 0 .20 .82 .94 .30

.25 CO 0 0 0 0 0

Table 3.7 Aggregated Conience Level Matrix Factored by the Dependence Value

N' - di-nmj, foralli, j

R M I MLQ r
ES 0 .21 .64 .82 .77
HD .21 .55 .64 .28 0
MD 0 .08 .33 .38 .12
CO 0 0 0 0 0

Step 4 Aggregate confidence levels over all dependences

lTe cofidence levels are then aggregated over anl hirwaccal dependences usmg the algebraic sum operaor in

the same mamnue as it was used in step 2.

For example, to aggregate the confidence levels for the color R/Y, the .21 and .55 values are firs combined as

sbown-below.

x + y - xy - .21 + .55 - (.21X.55) = .64 0

The .64 remslta value is then combined wi Lth e value .08 as fillows.

x + y -xy - .64 + .08 - (.64X.08) = .67

The agargted value is dies .67 for color RI/Y.

The reslls in Table 38 represent te final agregated confidence level for each color.
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Table M Flin Aregated Cofidene Levels for each color

M -x+y-xy

R R/Y Y YIG G

.21 .67 .91 .92 .80

Step 5 Dutermlme the rolhup color

The rdolu color is the color with the a aggregated cofid level. In case of ties, the color closest

to red is closenas the rdlup color.

Rafu to Battlefield Fancitm BF-1:

Rollup color: (Y/G .92)

Step 6 Determine the driver of the rolup eaar:

The driver of the roilup color is ite objective assessment which was most inluential in causing the rofp color

to be ydlow/gre/ at a.92 confidence level. The driver is determined by first finding the maximum value u=der

color yellowlgreem in Table 3.7. The maximum value .82 is from Essential dependence objectives. Thus, all

Esntial depeand objectives are seared to find the maximm confidence level under color yellow/green. The

maximum value is .85 for objective X2 from Table 3.3. Tius the driv of the rollup color is objective X2 as

shon below.

Summary ofroilup results to Battlefield Funanti BF -1:

Rolu color. (Y/G .92) Driver. X2: WES) (Y/G .85)

IV. Rollop - Bibs Toward Groe. Model

TM section demb the calculaion of Iha rollop for the bias tward Peen decision mkig del This model

gives rolps which ted toward grew when cumpared to the relluep fo the nmnal pessimist or bias Oward

red moduls but usually not as green as t miminal oaltim model
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The steps for calculating this rofu are idenical to that for the nouinal optdmist and pessimst and bias toward

red nmdels with the exception of the mathmatical operators used. In steps 2 antd 4, the unio openao used to

aggregate the confidenc levels is the min(l,x+y) operator instead of the MAX operator or algebraic sum

operaor. The min(l~x+y) operator Ml dhe algebraic sum operator is a compeusation type operator in that it uses

the values of all confidence levels in arriving at the aggregated value.

IUe othe diffrence in dts model is the intersection operawr used in step 3 to factor the hierarchical dependence

value into the aggregated confidence levels matrix. The max(0,x+y-l) operator is used instead of the MIN

(min(x,y) or dhe boutded product (x- y) operator. The max(Ox+y-l) operator is also a compensatoperator.

In case of des in the final step of the rollup calculations, the color closest to green is chosen as the rollup color.

Step 0 Assign values to each hierarchical dependence type

The values assigned to the hierarchcal dependences are shown in Table 4.0.

Table 4.0 Values of Hierarchical Dependences

HlerarciicalDpe e ESl HDI MDI COI

Value 1.85 .7 1.41.25I

4.1.1 Roflup to Battlefield ]dmclon BF-I

The fowing is the procedure for computing the ollup to the Battlefield Function level from the Task Level

Capability Objective assessments using the bias toward green model

Step 1 Ams each objectve

Shown in Table 4.2 below ame the assessments of all the objectives for the Battlefield Function BF-I. The

numbas represent the confidence level for the assessment of the objctve at the color and dependence.

Table 4.2 Assesments of Objectives by color and Confidee Level
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ES XI: .25 .75 .40
ES X2: .85
ES X3: .60 .90

1M Xl: .30 .70 .45
HD X4: .30 .85 .40
MD XS: .40 .90 .30
MD X6: .20 .70 .35

Step 2 AurqgMe amfidee levm s by hierachical depemdeam type

The c•nfidemc levels for the objective assessments are aggregated by each hierarchical dependence type. The

objective aements are aggregated using the min(l,x+y) operator. The calculation is done on two values at a

time, with the result used in combining the third value and so on.

For example, to aggregate the confidence levels for the color Y/G, the .40 and .85 values are first combined as

shown below.

m*lx+y) = min(l, .40+.85) = rain(l, 1.25) = 1.0

The 1.0 resultant value is then combined with the value .60 using the same calculation as follow.

min(l,x+y) = midu, 1.0+.60) = min(1, 1.60) = 1.0

"lTw aggregated value is thus 1.0 for color YIG.

Table 4.3 Aggregated rCufdence Levels of Essential (ES) Objectives

R Ea I YLQ Q
ES Xl: .25 .75 .40
ES X2: .85
ES X3: .60 .90

ES Xl UX2UX3 0 .25 .75 1.0 .90 (aggregrad•levels -using
te main (l,x+y) operator)

U is the Union operator (using the win (Ix+y) operator)

Table 4.4 Aggregated Confldae Levels of Wighly Dqepem at (HD) Objectives
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HD XI: .30 .70 .45
HD X4- .30 .85 .40

HD Xl U X4 .30 1.0 1.0 .40 0 (aggregted confidence levels)

Table 4.5 Aggregated Confidence Levels of Moderately Depdent (MD) Objectives

M/Y Y Y/G -
MD X5: .40 .90 .30
MD X6: .20 .70 .35

MD X5 U X6 0 .20 1.0 1.0 .30 (aggregated confidence levels)

The aggregated confidence levels for each hierarchical dependence type from the bottom line of Tables 4.3, 4.4,

and 4.5 are combined into matrix N of Table 4.6.

Table 4.6 Aggregated Confidence Levels by Hierarchical Dependence Types

Matrix N

Lt I Y I Y/G
ES 0 .25 .75 1.0 .90
HD .30 1.0 1.0 .40 0
MD 0 .20 1.0 1.0 .30
CO 0 0 0 0 0

Step 3 Factor the hierarchical dependence value into the aggregated onfidence levels matrix

The hierarchical dependence values, di, are factored into the confidence levels matrix using the max(0,x+y-1)

operator, a comp operator. This calculation reduces the confidence levels by a factor of the

dependence value. For example, the confidence level for color R/Y at Essential dependence in Table 4.6a is

factored by the dependence value of .85 as shown below.

mx(O,x+y-l) - max(0, .85+.25-1) = max(0, .10) - .10

The value .10 is the factored confidence level value as shown in Table 4.7.

Table 4.6a Aggregated Confidence Levels by ierarchical Dependence Types
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Matrix N

£11 XL Q
.85 ES 0 .25 .75 1.0 .90
.70 HD .30 1.0 1.0 .40 0
.40 MD 0 .20 1.0 1.0 .30
.25 CO 0 0 0 0 0

Table 4.7 Aggregated Confidence Level Matrix Factored by the Dependence Value

N'= max (0,di+nij-1), for all i, j

Step 4 Aggregate confidence levels over all dependences

The cmofidenm levels are dien agregated over all hierarchical depeiences using the min(l,x+y) operator in the

same manner as it was used in step 2.

Fior ewmple, to aggregate the confidence levels for the color R/Y, the .10 and .70 values are combined as shown

below.

min(l,x+y) = min(l, .10+.70) = min(l, .80) = .80

The aggregated value is thus .80 for color R/Y.

The results in Table 4.8 represent the final aggregated confidence level for each color. 0

Table 4.8 Final Aggregated Confidence Levels for each color

M =min(l,x+y)

a Ra X X1 V
0 .80 1.0 1.0 .75

Step 5 Detasnahe the romp coor
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The rnfp color is the color with the maximm aggregated confidence level. In case of ties, the color closest to

green is chmen as the rollup color since this model represents a bias toward green. Thus, the color yellow/green

is chosen in this example.

Rollup to Battlefield Funciton BF-l:

Rollup color: (Y/G 1.0)

Step 6 Determine the driver of the roilup color:

The driver of the roflup color is the objective assessment which was most influential in causing the rollup color

to be yellow/green at a 1.0 confidence level. The driver is determined by first fmling the maximum value under

color yellow/green in Table 4.7. The maximum value .85 is from Essential dependence objectives. Thus, all

Essential dxendat objectives are seardied to find the maxmum confidence level under color yellow/green. The

maximum value is .85 for objective X2 from Table 4.3. Thus, the driver of the rotlup color is objective X2 as

shown below.

Summary of roilup results to Battlefield Funaton BF-1:

Roliup color: (Y/G 1.0) Driver: X2: (ES) (Y/G .85)

V. Summary of rolup results

m to Ba/tefied l-iction BF.I

Assessments of Objectives by Color and Confidence Level

S BLX X
ES X-l: .25 .75 .40
ES X-2: .85
ES X-3: .60 .90

HD X-1: .30 .70 .45
HI) X-l: .30 .70 .35

MD X-5: .40 .90 .30
MD X-6: .20 .70 .35
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RN Y Y/G G Y

I II
weighted average nominal pessimist nominal optimist

bias toward red
bias toward green

RoiluD to Battlefield Fwnitn BF-2

Assesmems for Battlefield Function BF-2

&f to Battlefield Functio BF-3

Assessments for Battlefield Fntimn BF-3

ES X8: .85 .60 .20
ES X9: .40 .90 .30
HI) X10: .20 .95 .30
MD XlI: .30 .95 .20
CO X12: .25 .90

R/Y Y Y/G G Y

I I I
weighted averge nominal pessimist nominal optimist

bias toward red
bias toward green

Rolum to BattefeldFuti B-

Assessments for Battlefield Funcim BF-2

R/Y Y Y/G G Y

I 1
weighted average nominal pessimist
nominal optimist bias toward green
bias toward red
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Rolhm to Mimssi Area MA-I

R/ Y Y/G G Y
0 0 0
I I I

weighted average nominal pessimist nominal optimist
bias toward red
bias toward green

Diwanssion of Models

It is the nature of the algorithms for the nominal optimist, nominal pessimist, and bias toward red, and bias toward green

models that one objective will dominate or be most influwial in the rollup. That objective is called the driver of the rollup.

The weighted average model, on the other hand, does not allow any one objective to dominate the roilup. It computes a

rollup based on all the individual assessments.

The rollup to Battlefield Function BF-2 is an example of the strong tendency toward red of the nominal pessimist model

and the strong tendency toward green of the nominal optimist model. The rollup to BF-3 is an example of the slight

tendency toward red of the bias toward red model and dhe slight tendency toward green of the bias toward green model.

In the rollups to BF-I and BF-2, where the assessments are evenly spread over both sides of yellow, the weighted average

tends to yellow, the average in those two examples.

All the models except for the weighted average produce a roflup color where essential components heavily dominate the

odier dependence types. The weighted average model pIrouces a rollip color which is computed based on all the ual

usesnem values. It weigts die individual assessments by the hierarchical dependence assigned to it. It is not surpising

Io see The weiqtd average firVq y pnudces r P to yellow mid may occasially rollup to the left or right of all other

models because of the way it aggregates the color and dependences.
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APIIKDIX 9

CMRnTIA FOR THE PRIORITIZATON OF TAR PROGRAMS

The rank osrledn of T&E progpams is accomplishied urns a ultkiple Aturhtoe Decision Making (MADM)

medxbd. A multipe attiutue decision makin problem can be reprueseed in a decision matrix as shown below

where the 3;'s rqusesmt the attributes (criteria), the Wjs represem the weight on criteria. I;, andi the Pi's

rqraepn the programs to be ranted. Each 4i represems de value o criterion Xi for progra Pi.

Decision Mauti for Poriizitimg T&E Programs

W, W2  W3 . Wn

X, X2  )X3 .. XII

P1 X11 x12 x13 ... xln
P2 x21 x22 x23 ... x2n
P3 x31 x32 x33 ... x3n

PM =Il xmn2 =z3 ... )am

Six criteia. are used in the idodiizafmo of ThE; prpaum accrdng to mission benefiL

Xi. Criterion lied on zmber ofobjectives a prgra coelbutes to;

X2. Relative imparazie of the Task Lzvel Capability Objective,

10. Serioumess of the wr, P 'deficiency,

X4. Imiprovemut in capabilty over the FYDP;

X5. Jiapact of program bfu Mi-Term Comat Development Capabilites (MdCCDC user wily);

X6. Inqiac of pr gra across 14B~s (MCCDC user cedy).

Cdmea 1, 2.3,4, or S can be used in the uprioutiatim by both die MCCDC aed MIE user. Criteria2,3,and

4 webu dreIN I version of a single cdoritein ft is intended duad only owmof die tree criteria be assigned a

- we~igh at uW g&va dune by seft ft vdie feg or fte ob two critesia to meo. Criterion 5 adn criterion
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6 are appilicable a*l for the MCCDC user.

Allocatin of resources (thoding) is not feasibe solely according tomsso accomplishnmat Other crite&i

generally reamic the aflocamion of resources. Thereare seven criteria used for resorce alocatio (the above

me&0d apples bot with the followimg different criteria):

Zi. Cooftiludcon to mission accoM9lishmmn (i.e. rankin from the previous example);

Z2. Cmiribution to T&E objectives as defined in the MCMP,

23. Conaibution to T&E goals as defined in the SEMP;

U4 External factors (ice. mandated by public law, DoD directed, CMC directed)

Z5. Cambsl~tion to Training Readins by Capability Set;

Z6. Program. risk (L~e. program definition, scope, ipeetd

V7. Progra cost

The methods for determininig mission accomplishmebt criteria values for each programu is discussed on the

foWowing pages. Fundin criteria values are znot discussed herein, as they will be deterinined during prototype

PRIORrIMAITON ACCORDING TO NMISON ACCOMPLSHMENT

1.1 Criterion 1: Basnd on the Number of Objectives

Ibi criterion is a score value which is based on dhe zomber of objectives a program cozvrilxzes to.

NO Use ri iizmo

Fo dOe MW user tis ctiterion will be mondeled usin the logarithmic function (see Figure 1-1 and Table 1-1),

a refnisiug flanitiom, where each additional objective increases die scare but at a diminishin rate. A

reason for usit a dimishngrtur function is to, prevent a MW from adding a lo of additional objectives to

forc a particuar pwroam to be ranked hSigh
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The criterion score is computed based on the muaral logarithm fonction for nmuber of objectives up to 20 (see
below). Atr 20 objectives, the score stays comstam at 4.0. The number 20 after which the wore does mxt

icrease can be chaed to whatever value is more qaropriate.

The criterion score is normalized by dividing the score fT a single program by the sum of the scares for all
proram. An example of the nortmaized criterion scores for five programs is shown in an example on the

-lwm page.

Igmure I-I Diminishing retrn function for number of objectives a program conatnbutes to:

Criterion
Score

# objectives, n

Table 1-1 Criterion Score for Number of Objectives a Program Conributes to:

c~itrionCriterion
Score = Score
n 1+10(m) n 1 + an(n)

1 1.000 11 3.398
2 1.693 12 3.485
3 2.099 13 3.565
4 2.386 14 3.639
5 2.609 15 3.708 S
6 2.792 16 3.772
7 2.946 17 3.833
8 3.079 18 3.890
9 3.197 19 3.944
10 3.303 20 3.996
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Eximple: Criterion 1 fir MCDC-I

Umoxrmalized Normalized
Criterion I Criterion 1
Score Score

Number of (I + ln))/
Progrm Objectives (1 + bKU)) Sumt

PGMI 3 2.099 0.2239

PGM2 4 2.386 0.2545

PFG3 0 0.000 0.0000 d

P(04 6 2.792 0.2978

Pa 3 2.099 0.2239

Sum 9.376 1.0000 0

MCCDC User Prloritization (Criterion 1: Based an the Number of ObJectives)

For tde MCCDC user this criterio will be calculated in the following way:

Criteion Score = total of uumrmahzed criterion score for each MEF using natural logarithm function

The io scrxe will agin be mmalized by dividing the score for a single program by the stun of the scores

foir all progrnms.

An amule is n•-own below for three programs. In Table 1-2 each eary umler the MEF mimber represents the

umber fobjectives a pIgam g1 n 'ites to. Table 1-3 is compate -by applying the natural logarithm function

I Dhe valmes in Talue 1-2 phis ow where mumber of objectives ,_< 20. The total unarmalized criterion score for

the MC WC user is miluted by addiig up the values in Table 1-3 for all MEFs (shown on the next page). The

criterio I score is then computed by dividin the totals for each progriam by the sum for all programs.
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Table 1- Number of Objectives a Pzram Comribues to for each MEF

MEF

Pgrm 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

PGMI 5 9 0 12 20 0 11 7 10 0 7 0 0

PGb(2 0 5s 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

PGba 20 0 20 0 0 20 20 20 20 25 0 30 33

Table 1-3 CitW Score uing the Logarithm of # Objectives

1 + In) for n<20
Value - (

4.0 forn> 20

Pogram 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

PiM1 2.61 3.20 0 3.49 4.00 0 3.40 2.95 3.30 0 2.95 0 0

PG2 0 4.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

P~d 4.00 0 4.00 0 0 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 0 4.00 4.00 0

Table 1-3 Criterion Scame u the Loarithm of # Objecives - awminned

1 + In(m) for'n<20
Vale -

4.0 forn> 20

Program Z uuaizad (MCCDC user)
Ch.a Score
for ea& bMEF

PGMI 28.29 0.4143
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PGd 24.00 0.0586

PQ4 36.00 0.5272

Sum 68.29 1.0000

1.2 Crwiton 2: Rdael Impowita of the Task Lwde Capability Objethve

Criterion 2 is based on the relative importance of the Task Level Capability Objective which is compt using

the hierarchical dependencies chained from the base level (level in assessment hierarchy dcosen to do the

rmkig on) down to &e Task Lvel Capiility Objective level. The formula for computing dos criterion shown

below sums the normalized hierarchical dependencies, DA, for all objectives a program contribtes to.

Criterim 2 Score- Dj

all objs

where D Normalized nierarchical Dependence (relative importance of objective) chained from the

base level down to the objective level.

Table 1-4 shows die value assigznd to each hierarchical depadxiece. Each successive term is shown as being twice

as iportan as the net tema. Thu, essential dependence is shown as twice the value of higlb y depeadem which

is twice tde value of moderately dependent which is twice that of comibuting. dIerat values can be assigned

wiot affectiig the steps in the A*oridhnL

Tale 1-4 erarchical Depen Values

Hienrarical
Dependence Value

ES 8

HiD 4

MD 2

CO I
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1.2.1 CalclatIon of the WeWh at the Tk'n Lewd Capablity Objectie LAMd

The relative importanc or weight of the Task Level Capability Objective is computed as a product of dhe

nmrmalized weight at each level in the Assessment Hierarchy. The mrmalied weight is computed by dividing

the hierarchical dependence value by the toal for all dependencies at each level.

In Bample 1 shown below, the hierarchical dependence values for Missio Areas MA-I and MA-2 are summed

to get 12. Each hierarchical dteedence value is then divided by the sum to get the nmrmalized weighs 0.667 and

0.333 for MA-i and MA-2, respectively.

Example 1: Weights for the dependence between Mission Area and MCDC-1

Hier Normalized
Hier Dep Weight

MMCI-I: P-Q Vaue (VaWLuSum)

M -I: ES 8 .667
MA-2: ID 4 33

Sum 12

Example 2 shows the calculations for computug the weights for the hierarchical dependence between the

Battlefield Functions and Mission Area MA-1.

Enxaple 2: Weights for the dependence between Battlefield Functions and MA-i

rier Norulized
Hier Dep Weidg

MA-i: M YA L Q.

B•!: ES 8 .667

,.2: mD 4-L

Sum 12 0

The same procedure is carried out for the Battlefield Functiom under MA-2 and for each of the Task Level

Capabltdy Objectives.
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omvnuta"ion of total nrmalized weight for Geh Task Level Cnality Obiective

Te total amimalized wet•i fr each Task Level Cpability Objective is computed as the product of the normalized

weight at each level in the assessment hierarchy.

Total normalized weight = MA wgt * BA wgt * OW wgt for Task Level Capability Objective j

Example: Total normalized weight for objective X1

Total normalized weight = MA-I wgt * BF-I wgt * OBJ-I wgt

for OBJ-I (XI) =.667 * .667 * .500

The values for the examples above are taken from Figure 1-2a on page 1-6. In the figure, to the left of each

element (MCDC, MA, BA, or OWJ) is the hierarchical dependence (ES, HD, MD, CO) for that element relative

to the demm above it in the herarchy. To its left is the value (8, 4, 2, 1) assigned to the hierarchical dependence

and its amxalized value (0 to 1.0). For the Task Level Capability Objectives, a third number (0 to 1.0 underlined)

is shown which represents the total notmalized weight of the Task Level Capability Objective. This value is the

pioduct of dhe noanalized weight from the MCDC level down to the Task Level Capability Objective level shown

in the computation above. Notice that the sum of the normalized weights at each level equals 1.0. The sum of

the total normalized weights also equal 1.0.

1.2.2 Computation of Crierio 2 Score

The ctermon score for a program is computed as the sum of the normalized hierarchical dependence values for

each Task Level Capability Objective which a program affects.

Criterion 2 Score Dj

allobjs

For Me ecounle shown below taken from Figure l-2a, proam, PGMI affects Task Level Capability Objectives

X1 and X3. The cdrimiwi scrre is 0.222 + 0.222 = 0.444. The t of the criterion score for the other

programs are shown in the figure.
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xme -

PGMI XI 0.222

Criterion Score = 0.444

Obh9dives affeded by moreth one urram

Nf a task level capability objective is affected by more than one program, the total relative importance value will
be assigned to each of the programs. The toal value is assigned because it is not known bow much each program
actually contrbutes to the objective. Therefore the total score canot be divided up into the proper proportion

relative to its actual conailmdon to the objective.

fure 1-2a Example Criterion 2 Calculations: EDj

E

0
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Nonnalbsd Nonnamlizd
weight weight

1.0 8ES MCDC-1

.667 8ES MA-1

.667 8 ES BF-1

.5 8 ES OBJ.-1 (X) PGM1 0.222

.5 8 ES OBJ-2 (X2) PGG2 0.222
16

.333 4 HD BF-2

12

1.0 8 ES OBJ-3 (M0) PGM1 0.222

.333 -4 HD MA-2
12

333 8 S BF-3

.11l 1.0 8 ES L OBJ-4 (X4) PGW2 0.111

.667 4 HD Br-4
12

.0741 .333 4 HD OBJ.-5 (XS) PGM3 0.0741

.667A 8 ES L..... OBJ.6 (M6) PGM40.4

sum Low

1gm 1-2a.

C-•,',,"•, of' Critrio 2 Sa

PGM: 0.222 + 0.222 = 0.444

P 2: 0.222 + 0.111 - 0.333

P(QA: 0.0741 = 0.0741

PGM4: 0.148 -0.148
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1.3 Criterion 3: Seriousness of the Current Deticiency

Criterion 3 is based on the seriousness of the currvnt deficiency which is the current color value of the

objective. It also weights the objective by the relative importance factor which is the hierarchical

dependencies. The formula for computing criterion 3 shown below sums the product of the normalized

hierarchical dependmeies, Di, with the seriousness of the current deficiency, Cj, for the objectives contributed

to by a programn. The criterion score is then nrnnalized by dividing by the sum for all objectives.

Criterion3Score= Eo(D,-C)/ E(Dj )

for program i pgm i objs all objs

where D, = Normalized Hierarchical Dependence (relative importance of objective) chained from the

base level down to the objective level.

Cj = Seriousness of the current deficiency represented by the color value of the objective.

Table 1-5 shows the value assigned to each color (deficiency). A program which corrects a more serious

deficiency (eg. Red assessment) is considered more important than one that corrects a less serious deficiency

(eg. yellow). Thus, a red deficiency is shown with twice the value of a yellow which is twice that of green.

As with the hierarchical dependence values, the color values can be changed without affecting the algorithm.

Table 1-5 Color Values Rereeing the Seriousness of the Current Deficiency

R 8
R/Y 5.75 0
Y 4

Y/G 2.75
G 2

Compotatlon of WeWged Color Value

The weighted color value is computed as a product of the objective weight and the objective color value.

The formua for calcli the weighted color value is show below. 0
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Weighted Color Value - Dj * j

FMMnm of wdhelf'd color vu gcmlutMaI (from Finne 1-2b)

Weighled Color Value

forXl X1 0.22 8

- 1.778

'eighted Color Value

forX3 = 0.2222*4

= 0.888

Computation of Criterion 3 Score

The critei 3 score for a program is computed as the weighted color scores summed for those task level

capability objectives which a program affects and divided by the sum of the weighted color score for all

objectives.

Criterion3Score= -(D)jQ/ Z (Dj*C
forprogramipgm; iobjs; allobjs

F1gure 1-2b Example Critrido 3 Calculations: Z (D) * C)
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Noimmi VAN color vwi

1.0 83S MWC.1

.661A 8 IS I-i

.667 a IS B3-

S I 0I-1 (Xl) PGM R 8 .222" * = 1.776

SS : L z o B.2  (XP P0. RfY 5.25 .222 * 5.25 = 1.166
16

M3 4HD BF-2

12 I
O lb 8 ES 00}-3 PMCPG3)PAM1 y 4 .222* 4 = O.888

.333 -4 HD - MI-2
12

.3M 8 GS - OF..3

.1_1 1.0 85 LS oJ4 (x4) PGwa Y/G Z75 .222" 2.75 = 0.300

.667 AHD BF4

Ml4. .M3 4 HD 0qj.5(P) PQG R a M22 8 =O.593.1a .w-/ as ES oW pq v044 RN 5Y.25 .222• * .25 = 0.7T7

figure 1-2b.

Calc~aa•of C 3 Score

P1M1: 1.778 + 0.888 - 2.666 / 5.695 - 0.468
FGM2: 1.278 + 0.306 - 1.584 /5.695 - 0.278 -

PGW3:0.593 - 0.593 / 5.695 - 0.104
PGM4: 0.852 = 0.852 /1. - =

5.695 1.000
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For tie example shown below takm from Figure 1-2b, program PGMI affects task level capability objectives Xl
aMdX3. M t sr Pis th sumlof the wudolorvalues for program PGMI (1.778 + 0.888 - 2.666)
divided by the sum of the weighted color values for all programs (2.666 / 5.695 = 0.468). The computations of
the criterion score for the other programs are shown in Figure 1-2b.

Example of =wl•'on scoemn i,-

Weighted Color

ft= OVlue

PGMI Xl 1.778

x3 QM.88
2.666

Criterion Score = 2.666/5.695 - 0.468

Obiectives affected by more than one rofram

If a Task Lex1 Capability Objective is affected by more than one program, the total weighted color value will be
assigned to each of the programs. Thus a program gets full credit for an objective even though its contribution
may only be partial. This is done because it is not known how much contribution each program actually makes
to the objective.

1.3 Criterion 4: Improvement In Capability Color over the FVDP

Cdtekin 4 uses the improvement in capability color over the FYDP weighted by the relative importance factor.
7be fnram fr citerion 4 shown below sums the product of the normalized hierarchcal dependencies, A), with 0
the improvement in capability color over tdi FYDP, Oq, for the objectives contributed to by a program. The
cuitedo score is then normalized by dividing by the sum for all objectives.

CrItesion4 Score=- Z (Dj * W)I Z (Dj~c *-
forprogram i pgmiobjs; all objs

E-14
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where 1- Nogmalized Hierarchical Depemnence (relative importance of objective) cained from the

base level down to the objective level.

qCj - Value reprsenting the improvement in colm over tde FYDP anl based on the

seriousness of the currem deficiency.

The wiain of die cuut defitiemy aed the expected inmpeuvnem in capabift over the FYDP is represented

by an objective improvement value shown below. This value is computed as the change in the color score from

the curret o Dthe midemn usessmt The color scores were defined in Table 1-5 and are also shown above each

colr below.

As mentioned for criterion 3, a program which corrects a more serious deficieny (eg. red assessmem) is

considered more important thanone toat corrects a less serious deficiency (eg. yellow). Thus, a change in

capability from red to yellow is shown as twice as valuable as a change from yellow to green.

The objective improvement value is simply die difference in color value going from the current to the midtrm

assessment. For example, R to Y (8 - 4 = 4), R/Y to G (5.75 - 2 = 3.75).

For objectives where the assessment color does not change, an objective improvement value of 0.5 is used. This

allows a program to get some credit for its contribution to the objective in situatiom where the threat may be

inc and fe progrm is needed just to maintain the current capability.

Objective Jm mOvmut Value for Change in Color from Current to Midterm Asemsuiet

Color Value 8 5.75 - 2

R R/Y Y Y/G G

Objeive h*rvemmm Value 2.25 1.75 1.25 0.75
I I I I
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F•r n• chp in calor:

Objective Improvement Value - 0.5

Cempw~o. f Weighed Olajeedve Improveme Valu

he weighted objective impm e value is computed as a product of the objective weih and the objective

imp value as shown below.

Weighted Objective

Improvemem Value - Dj * oCj

where Dj - objective weight (nmrmalized hierarchical dependence)

OCj - objective improvemen value

Enxamne of -weiaht obiective dmrvmn aue comnuato (from fig=r 1--2c)

Wdghed Objective

Improvement Value

forXl = 0.222*4

= 0.888

Weighted Objective

Improvement Value

for X3 - 0.222 * 0.5

f 0.111 0

Computatla. of Crftedlmn 4 Score

To compe the cieon 4 scare for a program, &he weighted objective improvemiet scores are smmned for

all Task Level Capabft bjecdves which a prora affects and divided by the sum of die weighted objective

nat score for all objectives.
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Citerion4 Scan- Z *(Di * •W-)/ Z(• l c

for progami; pgmiobjs; all objs

For the example shown below takm from Figure 1-2c, program PMll Affects Task Level Cpablit

Objectives Xl and X3. The criterion scre is the sum of the weighted color values fr program PGMI (0.888

- 0. 111 - 0.999) divided by the sum of the wdghed cdor valus for all programs (0.999/ 2.472 - 0.404).

mIhne n of the criterion score for the other programs are sown in Fqiure 1-2c.

FExw•. of ;dIdr iQ• -• 2•U

Weighted Objective

Pr'm Objeieve ,Mpv,,t Value

PGMI Xl 0.888

X3 QLI
0.999

Criterion Score - 0.999 / 2.472 - 0.404

Objectves affected by m e th=n oi nomn m

H a Task Level Capability Objective is affected by more than one program, the total weighted objective

impovament color value will be assiged to each of the Itroan-. As explained for criteria 2 and 3, this is

dam because itis not kmwn how mch cwtutbutim each Iogr acmally makes to an objective.

Flgue 1-2 Exanpl Criterion 4 Calculatins: Z (Dj *0W-)
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hmp ant Objs~
w AMA AM. 10 vww

I. SO MC Nr-1

m U58 • 1 j0U4-Xl) PM PQ R Y 4 2222 4 -0.055

3m.5i C3 P.2 (X2) RMY Y 125 .222* 1.25a027816

3 AHD I-- -M12 I _
12 10 Ma (W6q FQ Y Y 0.5 222- 0.5 -.0111

.33 4H MA-2
12

-lu L..0..•. q "M s Y3 G 0.75 .111' 0751-o0-

12

4m u4 HD E---Q0 R G 6 .0741 6 -0 A45

A. 65785 L.3..0M6 ORIPQM R/MY G 325 .148 3.25-0.481

Calcdon of CrYim 4 Scomre

P(dI: 0.888 + 0.111 - 0.999 /2.472 = 0.404

PGM2: 0.389 + 0.083 - 0.472 / 2.4f2 - 0.191

PGG3: 0.445 - 0.445 /2.472 - 0.180

PQM4:0.556 - 0.556 / 2.472 - 0.225

2.472 1.000

CrItwi 2,3, id 4

CempUtsdm of Criera 2,3, nm 4 swa MCDC
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When the prioritiza is to be done across all MCDCs, the camputation of the score for criteria 2, 3, and 4

is the same as carried out fr all levels up to the MCDC leveL

MCCDC User Priarldzadi

The score for criteria 2, 3, and 4 for the MCCDC user prioritization will be the sum of the individua criterion

score for each MEF. ris represem the value for all objectives over all MFs which a program affects.

1.4.1 A Second Example of Calculatiis of Criteria 2,3, and 4

A second larger eaample of the calculations of criteria 2, 3, and 4 are shown on the followin pages in Figures

l-3a, 1-3b, and 1-3c.

Figue 1-3a Emnple 2 Criterion 2 Caculadtos: Z 0

0
E0

0
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Pan W wftdNndke

1.0 8 ES MCDC-l

.5 8ES - MA-I

.50 8 ES BF-1

2 . .5 8 ES - 06.1-1 (AI) PGMI 0.1250

065 25 4 HD -06.1-2 MX PGM2 0.0625

.062 .25 4 HD 06.1J-3 WC) PGM3 0.0625

.25 411 HD - F-2

.0193 .154 4 HD OBJ.4(XM) PGM3 0.0193

__M .308 8 ES 06.1-5 (X5) PGM4 0.038

.0096 .0769 2 MD -OBJ-6 (X6) PGMI 0.0066

.08 .308 8 ES 06.1-.7 (X7) PGN2 0.0385

.0193 .154_4HD 061-8 OXM PGM3 0.0193
26

.25 4 HD 0 SF4
16
.0625 .5 4 HD j....B. P )3 PGM3 0.06M5

_06M .5 4 HD .. s~- X PGM4 0.0625

.5 8SES tMA-2
16-

.667 8 ES SF-4

.0667 .2D 4 HO [.OBJ-io(XIO) PGMi 0.0667

.067 .20 4 HO -.....OBJ4 (XiI) PGM2 0.0667

.06W .2D 4110 V-OBJ-12(X12)PGM3 0.0667

.1334 .40 4110 L.B.J-3(X13) PGM2 0.1334
2D

.333 4 HD SF-S
12I

.1111 .667 41HD 06J-14(X14) PGM3 0.1111

.0556 .3M a MD 08OB1-15 (XIS) PGM4 0.0556
6

ilgur 1-3&.

F.40



PQG1: 0.1250 + 0.0096 + 0.0667 - 0.2013

PGCM: 0.0625 + 0.0385 + 0.0667 + 0.1334 - 0.3011

PQM4: 0.0625 + 0.0193 + 0.0193 + 0.0625 + 0.0667 + 0.1111 = 0.3414

PGMS: 0.0193 + 0.0625 + 0.0556 = 0.1374

Figre 1-3b Exemple 2 Criterion 3 Caiculatiof : Z (Dj C1)
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Nom@mad c wow
WsI~curr Valkm Cola,

Asam (CD) p *CO

1.0D 8 ES MCDC-1

.5 8ES - MA-i

.50 8SES BF-i

.12 .5 8 ES -08.1-1 (XI) PGMI R a 1.000

.~ .25 4 NO -OBJ-2 (X2) PGM2 Y 4 0.250

.M .25 4AND - OW-3 (M3) PGM3 Y/G 275 0.172
16

.25 4 HD BF-2

.0193 .154 4 HD - 8.1-4 (M4) PGM3 RIY 5.25 0.101

.M .308 8 ES -0&1-6 MX5 PGM4 Y 4 0.154

.0096 .0769 2NMD -08.1 (X6) PGM1 R 8 0.077

.03s5 .306 : ES L 06.-7 OM7 PGM2 Y 4 0.154

.0193 .154_4HD OSJ-6(XB) PGU3 R 8 0.154

.25 4 HD 26 F-3

.05 .5 4H ND(M~- C) P0113 Rfw' 5.25 0,328

-0_2 .5 4HD L..6JOMQ P0114 Y 4 0.250

5 8 ES IMA-2

.66f7 8SES BF-4

.0067 .20 4 ND -OB 1(X1C P0111 R/Y 5.25 0.350

.0657 .20 4 ND -OJ- (XI1) PG142 RNY 5.25 Mm35

.0657 .20 4140 J....O6J.12 (X12) P0113 RNY 5.25 0.350

A34 .40 4 ND L_061J-13 (X13) P012 RY 5.25 0.367
20

33 4 HD BF-6
1F2

G111 .67 414 HID 06-14 (X14) P0113 R 8 0.86

055_ MO LOsBs-is(XIS) P0514 RNY 5.25 0.292

Jigur 1-3b.
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l of Citerion 3 Score: E (Dj * CQ)

PGMI: 1.000 + 0.077 + 0.383 = 1.460 / 5.405 = 0.270

PGM: 0.250 + 0.154 + 0.383 + 0.367 = 1. 154 / 5.405 = 0.213

PGM4: 0.172 + 0.111 + 0.154 + 0.359 + 0.383 + 0.889 = 2.068 / 5.405 = 0.383

PGM5:0.154 + 0.250 + 0.319 = 0.723/ 5_405 = Q0L4

5.405 1.000

Figure 1-3c Example 2 Criterion 4 Calculations: E (Dj OC)
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Obecw WedgM-nrs Obmk
VJSgh Cuwr Ed Valu Vahle.

As. Asun ECJ) (DP* Q

1.0 a ES MCDC-1

.5 8ES MA-I

.50 8 ES - F-I

.15 .5 8 ES 08.1J-1 (XI) PGMI R V 4 0.500

.02 .25 4 HD L OBJ-2(X2) P0.42 Y G 2 0.125

.062 .25 4 HDO OBJ-3 (X3) PGM43 YIG G 0.75 0.047
16

.25 4 HD BF-2

.0193 .154 4HD -OBJ-4(X" PGM3 RIY VIG 2.50 0.101

.0385 .306 8 ES 08.1J-5 (XS) PGM4 Y G 2 0.154

.0096 .0769 2 MD 08.14- (X6) PGMI R YIG 5.25 0.077

.0385 .306 8 ES 1:OEJ-7 (XM PGM.2 Y YIG 1.25 0.048

.0193 .154 4 HD 08.1-8 (Xa) PGM3 R R/Y 8 0.053

.25 4 HO BF-3
16 I
.0625 .5 4 HD .... OB3 C)PGM43 RNY Y 1.25 0.078

.0625 .5 4 HO L.0BJ (Xg) PGM4 Y G 2 0.125

.5 8 ES MA-2
16

.667 8 ES BF-4

.0667 .20 4 HO f.....0J.10 (XlO) PGMI PRN Y 1.25 0.083

.066 .20 4 HD [.....081 1 (All) PM.12 RNY Y 1.25 0.083

.067 .20 4HD J. B..0J12Q(12) PGM43 RNY Y 1.25 0.083

.1334 .40 4HD L...OBJ-13(X13) PGM2 YIG G 0.75 0.100
20

.334HD SF-5

.111 W .64 HD OBJ-14(X14 PGM43 R G 6 0.667

.05M6 .333,ZMD OBJ-15(X15) PM I 2 .8
6

F1gur 1-3c.
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VW"re 1-3c Example Criterion 4 Caluladon (Conrined)

Cglcaion of Criter 4 Score: Z (Dj *O)

PGMI: 0.500 + 0.050 + 0.117 - 0.667 / 2.508 = 0.266

PGM2: 0.125 + 0.048 + 0.117 + 0. 100 - 0.390 / 2.508 = 0.156

P•M4: 0.047 + 0.058 + 0.043 + 0.109 + 0.117 + 0.667 = 1.041 /2.508 = 0.415

PGi5: 0.077 + 0.125 + 0.208 = 0.410 / 2.M = 0.163

2.508 = 1.000

1.5 Criterion 5: Impact of program araoss MCDCs

This criterion computes the impact of a program across all OPCAPs based on the criterion 4 scores. For the

MCCDC user, this criterion will be used to compute the criterion 6 scores which is the program impact across MEFs.

The formula for computiog this criterion is shown below. As with the other criteria, the criterion 5 scores will be

nrmalized in tde final step.

Criterion 5 (Program Impact Across MCDCs) =

I - [(l-(Ql)CTr 1) (l-(Q2)CTr2) * ... * (1-(Q5)CTR5)]

where

QJ - normalized weight on MCDCJ (using the hierarchical dependence values for MCDC j)

CTMj = comribution of a program to MCDC j

Ti scoreis a funion of the value from criterion 4. Figre 1-4 and Table 1-5 show die conversion from the criterion

4 value to tde contribution value.

Note: The range of mmbers used for he CMR value are samples only based on the values for criterion 4 from

the eample in igure 1-3c. The actual rnge of values will be determined based on the actual data

(probably closer to the rage 0 to 0.01). The algorithm will first find the maximum of the criterion 4

scores. The muaxmm criterion 4 score will beassigaud the contribution vilueof 1.0. The range frm

zero to the mamum will then be divided imo 5 equal imrvals.
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)lPre 1-4 Sample Contibudon Value vs. Crteron 4 Score

CTR
Value

1.Q.

0.6,..

0.46-

0.0

.1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0 1.1

Criterio 4 Score, - (Dj * Q CJ)

Table 1-5 Sample Coninibuton Value for the Criterion 4 Score

Critteion 4 Contnibution
Score Value

z(Dj * OCj) C"M

0 -0.10 .2

0.1001 - 0.20 .4

0.2001 -0.30 .6

0.3001 -- 0.40 .8

> 0.40 1.0

Example of Calacjaton of Criterioa 5 Scre

An exinple of tde caomtadm of die cdtion 5 value for a few progral is shown below. TM values used in

convmoo ft MCDC3 scores ae ukea fkcm igure l-3c for cniena 4 usig Z ( ).

Table 1-6 shows die colhiludn values which wre determined by a look-up in Table 1-5 uuing the critetion 4 scmrs.

E-26
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7Mk 1-6 Fample Coulbnton Values Computed from Ctrimi 4 Score

Criterion 4 Comtrilmtion
Score - Value

(Z (IDj*C6q) CMh

PQ41 0.266 0.6 Criterion 4 Scores (igure 1-3c)

PGQ2 0.156 0.4 CTRj values (using Table 1-8)

PGM4 0.415 1.0

PGW1 0.163 0.4

Table 1-7 shows the contribution values (CTR) from each MCDC for each program.L The total CTR score is computed

by summing up the contrbufiom from each MCDC using the formula below. The criterion 5 score is the normalized

total CTR score computed by dividing the total CTR score for each program by the sum for all programs.

Criterion 5 ogrm Impact Across MCDCs) =

I - [(I-(QI)CTR1) * (1-(Q2)CTR2) * ... * (I-(Q5)CTR5)]

where Qj = normalized weight on MCDC j (using the hierarchcal dependence value for OPCAP j)

CTRj = contribution of a program toMCDCj

Example: Program 1

Criterion 5 score

- - ( (1 - (8/28X1.0)) * (1 - (4/28X.6)) * (1 - (4t28X.4)) ]

= 1 - [ (1 - 0.2857(1.0)) * (1 - 0.1429(.6)) * (I - 0.1429(.4)) ]

I - [ (1 - 0.2857) * (1 - 0.08571) * (1 - 0.05714) ]

1- [ 0.7143 * 0.9143 * 0.9429 1

- 1- 0.6158

E 0.3842
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Table 1-7 Crterfou 5: Program Impac Across MCDCs Calculation

Program Impact Across MCDCs Criterion 5

HierlDep ES ES HD HD HD Sum 1.3169 1.0000

Value 8 8 4 4 4 28

Qj A1 _44
2828282828

1.6 Criterion 6: Impact of program across MEFs (MCCDC user only)

This criterion computes the impact of a program across all MEFs based on criterion 5 (Program Impact Across

MCDCs) scores for each MEF. The formula for computing this criteron is shown below.

Criterion 6 (Program Impact Across MEFs) = I - [(I-(QI)CTRI) * (1-(Q2)CTR2) * ... * (l-(QI3)CTM13)]

where Qj = normalized weigt on MF j (using the hierarchical dependence value for MEF J)

CTIj = cotrilbuaionofaprogramtoMEFj

This score is a function of the value from criterion 5. Fiqgre 1-5 and Table 1-8 show the conversion

from the criterion 5 value to the contribution value.

The rauge of numbers used for the CTr. value are examples only. The actual range of values will

need to be determined based on the actual data. The program will first find the maximum of the

criterion 5 scores. The maimum criterion 5 score will be assigned the contribution value of 1.0.

The ran from zero to the maximum will then be divided into 5 equal intervals.
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MUpe 1-S Same Cauzibwion Value vs. Criled. 5 Score

CTR
Value

1.&.

0.6L-

0.4..

0.0

.1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0 1.1

crtueion 5 Scare (Impact across MCDCs)

Tale 1-8 Sample Counbuon Value for the Crieion 5 Score

Criterion 5 Conatibution
Score Value

Impact across MCDCs CTRj

0 -•' ý6 X.2

0.0601 -0.12 .4

0.1201 -0.18 .6

0.1801 -0.24 .8

0.241 .0

Example oCalculam of Crkajrn 6 Sme

An ecampl of the oaquaia of the citca 6 value for a few progams is dsown below. The values used in

convihs the scrm for MHF 1 are tam f0m Table 1-7 for critmion 5 (rp Impact crous MCDCs).

Table 14 siwaa dke minulbdkm value wbhi are deermimd by a look-up in Table 1-7 usiaf dke crite 5 scores.
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Table 1-9 Example Contribution Values Conputed from Criterion 5 Scares

Criterion 5 Conribution
Score Value

Impact Across WFEs CTR

PGMI 0.2917 1.0

PGM2 0.1796 0.6 CTRj values (usiug Table 1-8)

PGM4 0.2498 1.0

PGM5 0.2355 0.8

PGM•5 0.0434 0.2

Table 1-10 shows the counibution values (CMR) from each MEF for each program. The total CTR score is computed

by summing up the comributions from each MEF usmig the formula below. The criterio 6 score is the normalized

total CMR score computed by dividing the total CTR score for each program by the sm for al programs.

Criterion 6 (Program Impact Across MEN) =

1 - ((I-(Q1)CTRI) * (1-(Q2)CTR2) * ... * (1-(QI3)CTR13)]

where QJ = normalized weight on MEF j (using the hierarchical depemlence value for MEFjJ)

CTRj = contribution of a program to MEF j

ExmPle Progrnm 1

Criterion 6 score

-1 -[(1 - (8/92X1.0)) * (I - (892X.2) * (1 - (8192X.4)) ]

= I - [(1 - 0.0696(1.0)) * (I - 0.08696(.2) * (I - 0.08696(.4)) 1

I - [(1 - 0.0896) * (I - 0.01739) * (I - 0.03478) ]

= 1-[ 0.9130 * 0.9826 * 0.9652]

-1- 0.8660

- 0.1340
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Table 1-10 Cerkled 6: Proke lmped Acass MEFs Calkaddm

Program Impact Across MCDCs Crition 6

MCDC Normalized
Hier Dep ES ES HD ES ES HDI ES ES HD ES ES ES ES Sun.7171 10000

Value 8 8 4 8 8 4 8 8 4 8 8 8 8 92

Q -8 -A A 6 -1 -4 .1 -1 A -9 1 -4 -

92 929292929292929292929292

2. Proposed Method for the Prioritizadon of T&E Programs

The program will be pnionitized using either a normalized Simple Additive Weighi Method (SAW) or TOPSIS.

The SAW method sums up the product of the criterion score and its relative weight for all criteria.

n

Progrm Score = E (WX 1* x)

j=1

where W, = weightoncriterionj

Xg = decision matrix value for citerionj and program i

The matrix values have been mxmmlized for each crimrion.

The TOPSIS method is based on the concept tha a high rnked program should be cose to the ideal solution and

far fkom the negative-ideal solton. The details of this method are more complex ad will not be explained here.

An example of tde decsion mamix for the prioritizi problem for MEF-1 is smhow below. Nine programi (Al-

A9) awe r wing he five critria: NUMMOBJ (the number of objectives, translated uing the logarithm

funcfi), REL WIPORT (rlaive importance of ite task level capda ty objective), DEICIENCY (seriomess of

MI g deficiency), WAROVE (die impovemant in capability color ovr the FYDP), and 1MACr-W (impact of

propam acos MCDCs) or IMPACr-C (Impact of Ipripram accro MME) for fe MCCIDC user. Thewdeghor

-el, ive:impouta~c of acut criteria is ails given.
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Eample Decision Matrix for the Prikxitization of the Programs

1 2 3 4 5

NUM ORW REL IMPORT DEFICIENCY IMPROVE JMPACr-W

Weights 0.3000 0.0000 0.0000 0.4000 0.3000

P1 0.2239 0.2013 0.270 0.2665 0.2917

P2 0.2545 0.3011 0.213 0.1563 0.1796

P3 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.0000 0.2498

P4 0.2978 0.3414 0.383 0.4154 0.2355

P5 0.2239 0.1374 0.134 0.1638 0.0434

An example of the result of the poritization usimg the mimaized SAW method is shown below. The programs

will be shown in order of their rankL The computed rank score shows how much beer or worse the program is

compared to the others.

Prioritized List of Progmms

Rank Order

EMzm Lnk Scor

P4 1 0.3262

P1 2 0.2613

P2 3 0.1927

PS 4 0.1457

P3 5 0.0749

P•ork~mm mtm 0..o C..wtat

The pdruizaon ca be carried ot aft omly me or two of the criteria by aPrcI M- 1_ settiog the weights on

the criteria. ampl below shows the u•uim of weis for three iteria. Exmple 2 shows the

usipmmt of weigs for moy am criterio. Boa e mples for the MW user. For the MCCDC user,

criterm 5 woul be raced by die criteria lmmct of Prg rams MEWns.
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The weights are entered in the second column (0 to 10) and the values are normalized and displayed in the third

columm.

Emample 1: Weights on Several Criteria

ASSIGN CRITERIA WEIGHTS

NORMALIZED
CRITERIA WEIGHT VALUE

1) Criterion based on Number of Objectives 3 0.3000

2) Relative Importance of the Task Level Capability Objective 0 0.0000

3) Seriousness of the Current Deficiency 0 0.0000

4) Improvement in Capability Color over the FYDP 4 0.4000

5) Impact of Program Across MCDCs 3 0.3000

Example 2: Weights on One Criterion

ASSIGN CRrftERIA WEIGHTS

NORMALIZED
CRITERIA WEIGHT VALUE

1) Citerion based on Number of Objectives 0 0.0000

2) Relative Imorance of the Task Level Capability Objective 0 0.0000

3) Serioness of the Current Deficiency 0 0.0000

4) Improvemen in Capabilty Color over the FYDP 0 1.0000

5) Inm t of Program Across MCDCs 0 0.0000
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